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The Financial System and Economic Growth in the United Kingdom: 
A Disaggregated Time Series Approach 
Abstract 
This thesis examines the relationship between the development of the financial system 
and economic growth in the United Kingdom, using a time series econometric 
methodology. It extends the existing literature in three ways. First, it applies a 
disaggregated approach, testing the relationship not only at the aggregate level, but also 
for the manufacturing and service sectors of the UK. This allows the modeling to be 
driven by the financial characteristics of each sector, thereby providing a firmer 
foundation for policy recommendations. Second, `fmance-augmented' production 
functions are estimated throughout, thus yielding coefficients that are theoretically 
consistent and interpretable. The empirical results suggest that the aggregate economy 
faces decreasing returns to scale, the manufacturing sector exhibits increasing returns to 
scale while the service sector appears to display either constant or decreasing returns. 
Third, both these innovations mean that the study is also able to make a contribution to 
the on-going sectoral productivity and policy debates in the UK, emphasising the role of 
finance in this process. The study finds evidence that the evolution of the finance-output 
relationship in the UK is sector-specific, in that the development of the stock market is 
positively associated with long-run output, both at the aggregate level and for the 
manufacturing sector, whereas banking sector development is found to be important for 
service sector output. 
Keywords: Financial development, banking, stock markets, economic growth, 
manufacturing, services, United Kingdom 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This thesis examines the relationship between financial sector development and economic 
growth in the United Kingdom. The motivation for this work arises from a number of 
gaps and unresolved issues in the literature on the linkages between finance and growth, 
which the approach, methods and results generated here make a contribution towards 
filling. 
The first issue has to do with whether or not the financial system is important in the 
evolution of aggregate output. Early intuition on the subject by writers such as Bagehot 
(1873) and Schumpeter (1911) argued in favour of finance promoting economic growth, 
by acting as financier of entrepreneurial activities. However, early post-war contributions 
by Robinson (1952) and Modigliani and Miller (1958) resolved that financial structure 
was unimportant in the making of real economic decisions. They viewed finance more as 
a consequence of economic growth. Their influential analyses meant that most of 
macroeconomic theory simply proceeded on the assumption that the financial system 
functions smoothly. This position was again challenged in the 1960s and 1970s by 
seminal work such as Patrick (1966), Gurley and Shaw (1967), Goldsmith (1969), 
McKinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973), who saw finance as important, and laid the 
philosophical foundation for much of the subsequent analyses in this area. For example, 
Gurley and Shaw (1967) concluded that: `Anything that the financial sector does to 
accelerate savings, improve their allocation to investment, and economise costs in 
transmitting savings to investment implies an increase both in its own flows and stocks of 
financial assets and in flows and stocks of real output' (p. 260). Today, there is more 
acceptance of the proposition that finance is an important spur for growth, especially 
following the theoretical and empirical rigour introduced into the analysis by 
informational economics and endogenous growth modeling, that enabled more explicit 
theoretical identification of the channels through which finance might influence growth. 
These latter studies (for example, Bencivenga and Smith, 1991 and Saint-Paul (1992), 
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among others), demonstrate that financial development can influence growth through one 
or more of. raising the proportion of saving channeled to investment; increasing the 
social marginal productivity of capital; or affecting the private saving rate, in line with 
the earlier Gurley-Shaw intuition. There is also a large body of empirical evidence that 
supports these (positive) theoretical postulations. These developments notwithstanding, 
there is still considerable theoretical and empirical ambiguity in the finance-growth 
relationship. Thus, there are several activities that reflect financial development but 
which could potentially exert a negative influence on growth, for example, consumer 
credit and insurance markets that have the potential to dampen savings and therefore 
economic growth. 
Second, there is the on-going debate about financial structure. That is, about the relative 
importance of the role of groups of participants in the financial sector. The tone for this 
debate was set in Gerschenkron (1962) who classified financial systems into 'bank- 
based' or `capital-market-based'. The main points of the debate, as recently succinctly 
expressed in Beck et at (2000), can also be positioned in a single-country context, as 
follows. The bank-based view emphasises the growth-enhancing potential of the 
functions of banks (fund mobilisation, credit allocation, monitoring managers and 
managing risk), while simultaneously disparaging the role of stock markets. For example, 
this view argues that well-developed stock markets rapidly disclose information, which 
thereby generates a disincentive for individual investors to obtain such information, and 
this may stifle the identification of innovative projects and thereby lead to inefficient 
allocation of resources. Further, the liquid markets that accompany well-developed 
markets means that investors can dispose of their shares relatively cheaply and therefore 
would have little incentive to monitor managers, weakening corporate control and 
aggregate productivity. On the other hand, the market-based arguments promote the 
growth-enhancing roles of stock market activities such as the facilitation of 
diversification and risk management services, while stressing deficiencies believed to be 
associated with banking development. For example, that banks can extract large rents 
from firms by obtaining expensive information about them; the possibility that firms will 
lose a significant share of potential profits to banks could lead to disincentives for firms 
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to embark on high-risk, high-return, long-gestation projects. This view argues further that 
banks are inherently biased in favour of low-risk, low-return, short-term projects because 
their activities are loan-driven. This has the potential to slow down firm innovation and 
aggregate economic growth. 
Third, there is a controversy about whether or not the finance-growth link is `stage 
dependent'. Stage dependence relates to the possibility that finance is important for 
growth only in developing countries that are striving to achieve industrial status. This 
debate has its impetus in Patrick's (1966) classification of financial systems into `supply- 
leading' and `demand-following', with the former linked to developing countries where 
finance is hypothesised to lead growth, and the latter related to developed countries 
where finance is believed to follow growth. Given this pedigree, much of the earlier 
empirical finance-growth work focused on developing countries, an approach reinforced 
by the focus of growth modeling on developing countries. With the relatively recent 
increase in attention to studying the finance-growth link in the context of developed 
countries, this dichotomy is set to prevail for longer. 
Needless to say, the above debates have fed through to controversies regarding policy 
prescriptions. In the words of Levine (1999), `If better developed financial systems 
accelerate economic growth and therefore induce higher standards of living, financial 
economists need to identify policy, regulatory and legal levers that policymakers can 
manipulate to improve the functioning of financial systems' (p. 9). Yet, if there is no 
consensus regarding the broad importance of finance, which components of the financial 
system are important or which countries for which these issues are relevant, there can 
hardly be unanimity in financial sector policy. What is clearly indicated is that issues of 
finance-relevance and the concomitant policies to stimulate financial development are 
best addressed in the light of the experiences of individual countries. Depending on the 
evidence, `policymakers can focus on encouraging the development of a particular 
mixture of financial markets and intermediaries' (Levine, 2000). Therefore, for policy 
prescriptions to be firmly grounded, and in the context of the controversies highlighted 
above, empirical estimation needs to: (1) be informed by the macroeconomic and 
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financial evolution of a particular country; (2) employ estimation methodologies that 
exploit such evolution; (3) reflect the relative roles of participants in the financial sector, 
at least at the level of banks versus markets, rather than simply aggregate financial 
development that is less policy-sensitive; (4) reflect the use of the financial system by 
different groups of participants in the real sector, rather than simply at the aggregate level 
that is again less policy-sensitive; and (5) account for the effects of other macroeconomic 
phenomena in a theoretically-consistent and interpretable growth model. Several previous 
empirical papers have sought to incorporate point (3), fewer have tried to estimate in the 
context of point (5) while the vast majority of studies in this area have largely ignored the 
other three points. This study in contrast makes a contribution on all five points, as 
highlighted briefly below. 
First, this study is based on the experience of a single country - the United Kingdom - and 
so the findings and related policy implications are informed by the macroeconomic and 
financial developments that occurred over the period studied. While the estimation of the 
finance-growth relationship for the UK has been attempted in a few other recent studies 
[for example, Rousseau and Wachtel (2000) and Arestis et al (2001)], this study is the 
first, as far as this writer is aware, to estimate the relationship within the context of a 
finance-augmented long-run production function that accounts for the effect of traditional 
production inputs of physical capital and labour as well as the role of the sources of 
growth advocated by recent endogenous growth models, including human capital and 
research and development (R&D). This approach yields elasticities that are directly 
interpretable and meaningful in the context of growth theory, provides estimates of the 
nature of prevailing returns to scale and facilitates the drawing of policy implications. 
The choice of the UK in itself enables the study to contribute to the debate regarding 
whether or not finance is important in developed countries. In addition, the scope and 
frequency of data requirement for the estimation makes the choice of the UK further 
justified, both because it has a rich and long tradition of financial innovation and 
development as well as for the relative availability of innovation-related data such as 
human capital and R&D. These innovations in approach mean that this study addresses 
both points (1) and (5) above. 
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Second, this is the first study to apply a disaggregated sectoral approach to the study of 
the finance-growth nexus, not just for the UK, but indeed for any country. The approach 
basically departs from the standard treatment in the literature which treats the economy's 
association with the financial system as uniform. It explicitly models the relationship not 
just at the aggregate level, but also for the manufacturing and service sectors of the UK. 
The sectoral analysis builds on the stylised facts that, broadly, manufacturing sector firms 
exhibit characteristics that differ from service sector ones, that their use of financial 
services via their respective capital structure patterns differ, that the financial monitoring 
and disciplining mechanisms are different and therefore that the linkages between finance 
and growth at the respective sector levels are likely to be different. If this holds, then 
policies based on (prior) results that assume a uniform economy-wide association are 
likely to be flawed. This approach offers the possibility for policy to be targeted at the 
best point of impact. This is particularly important because of the on-going policy debates 
in the UK concerning the best ways to raise sector-level output and productivity. By 
extension, the role of the finance sector is also disaggregated into banking versus stock 
markets. This ties in with the capital structure (debt versus equity) issues that modeling at 
a disaggregated level raises, while also permitting the study to contribute to the on-going 
debate regarding the relative importance of banks and markets. This is especially 
interesting because the UK is traditionally classified as a market-based system, with the 
attendant suggestion that banks may not be so important. Further, there are suggestions in 
some quarters (for example, Arestis et al, 2001) that even the role of the stock markets 
would be weak for the UK because of concerns about apparent short-termism and the 
supposed inferiority of arms-length stock market discipline to direct monitoring by banks, 
as alternative means of ameliorating agency problems. This disaggregation along sectoral 
and financial structure lines means that points (3) and (4) above are addressed. 
Third, this study employs time series estimation that enables the contemporary 
macroeconomic and financial experience of the individual country to drive modeling, the 
results and so the policy implications. It overcomes the weakness associated with cross- 
country modeling that it yields results for an `average' country and so has no clear policy 
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implications for any actual individual country (see, for example, Rousseau and Wachtel, 
1998 and Arestis and Demetriades, 1996, for further criticisms of the cross-country 
approach). This study therefore applies time series (cointegration) analysis, thereby 
addressing point (2) raised above. Furthermore, it takes advantage of a recently 
developed cointegration technique - Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) bounds 
testing - which is applicable irrespective of the order of integration of the component 
variables, unlike other cointegration methods which require extensive pre-testing and so 
have the attendant uncertainly surrounding the power of these tests. It was developed by 
Pesaran and Shin (1995), and highlights of it are presented subsequently. Again, this 
study is the first to apply the ARDL bounds testing technique to the estimation of the 
finance-growth nexus, thereby implicitly serving as a robustness check on previous 
studies employing alternative methods. 
Taken together, the single-country, disaggregated, sectoral, time series approach adopted 
in this study leads to novel insights and should provide estimates of the finance-growth 
link that are more policy-relevant while also contributing to the various debates that have 
defined work in this area over the past century or so. The remainder of the thesis is 
structured as follows. -Chapter 2 provides a review of the theoretical and empirical 
literature. It necessarily cuts across several strands of the financial development and 
economic growth literature while also taking a thematic perspective on the debates 
introduced above. Chapter 3 presents highlights of the ARDL bounds test methodology 
applied in the modeling, and generally introduces the estimation strategy. Chapter 4 
presents econometric evidence of the finance-growth relationship at the aggregate UK 
level. It summarises the key financial sector developments and macroeconomic issues 
over the period studied, describes the data peculiarities of the traditional production 
function inputs and sources of growth, summarises the specific aggregate model 
estimated and presents and discusses the econometric findings. In Chapter 5 the finance- 
growth link is modeled for the UK's manufacturing sector. It presents the main structural 
issues and concerns regarding output and productivity in the sector, describes the 
financing patterns and issues associated with the sector, highlights peculiar data and 
measurement issues, summarises the specific sector model estimated and presents and 
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discusses the main econometric results. Chapter 6 provides estimates of the finance- 
growth nexus for the service sector of the UK. It summarises issues regarding the 
growing importance of the service sector, concerns regarding relatively low productivity 
level and growth in the sector and other structural issues, highlights how the sector 
interacts differently with the financial system, presents the specific model estimated, 
describes data and measurement peculiarities and presents and discusses the econometric 
findings. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis. It summarises the study's main innovations in 
approach and modeling and the results, conducts an inter-sectoral comparison of the 
findings and identifies policy implications suggested by the findings. 
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Chapter 2 
Finance and Economic Growth: A Review of the Literature 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to review various studies that provide the theoretical and empirical 
context to this thesis. The novel structural, functional and disaggregated approach 
adopted in this work implies that it straddles several strands of the literature. `Structural' 
in the sense that it considers the structure of the financial system, for example, banks 
versus the stock market; `functional' because it looks at the respective functions, services 
and control and disciplining mechanisms provided by banks and markets; and 
`disaggregated' because the analysis is conducted both at the aggregate and sectoral 
levels. Another sense in which this study's approach is `structural' is in the use of a 
structural long-run production function for modeling purposes, as will be discussed 
subsequently. Thus, this study has been enriched by input from literature as diverse as 
endogenous growth theory and empirics, sector level productivity analysis, financial 
intermediation analysis, finance and growth theory and empirics as well as corporate 
finance and governance. Excellent reviews of these separate strands exist elsewhere [for 
example, Pagano (1993) and Levine (1997) for finance and growth, Romer (1994) and 
Pack (1994) for endogenous growth and Shleifer and Vishny (1997) for corporate 
governance] and it is not the intention to reproduce these here. Rather, the emphasis is on 
highlighting those aspects that help fix the ideas behind subsequent modeling, 
interpretation and policy implications. 
In keeping with the structural and functional approach, one theme that runs throughout 
this thesis is the role of banking vis-ä-vis stock markets. This follows the intuition in 
Gerschenkron (1962) and the findings in Levine and Zervos (1998). For example, Levine 
and Zervos conclude that `banks provided different financial services from those 
provided by stock markets.. . to understand the relationship between the financial system 
and long-run growth more comprehensively, we need theories in which both stock 
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markets and banks arise and develop simultaneously while providing different bundles of 
financial services to the economy' (p. 554). Another theme highlighted in this review and 
subsequently is the nature of the relationship between various real sectors and the 
financial sector. The aggregate approach suggests that all real sectors have a uniform 
association with finance, if any, whereas the contrary is more likely to be the case. Recent 
findings by Rajan and Zingales (1998) among others suggest an asymmetric effect of the 
financial sector at the sectoral level. 
This review proceeds as follows. First, the theories underpinning the role of banks and 
stock markets, and the nature of the growth, finance-and-growth and sector level 
implications are highlighted and linked. Second, the extant empirical evidence for the 
finance-growth association is summarised, including sub-themes such as cross-country 
versus time series findings, developing versus developed country results, UK evidence as 
well as relevant sector level findings. Third, a synthesis of theory and evidence is 
provided, as motivation for the follow-up modeling approach adopted in this study. 
2.2 The theory of financial intermediation and the role of banks 
The traditional macroeconomic view does not accord a role to financial intermediation. 
Thus, work by Robinson (1952), Modigliani and Miller (1958) and Fama (1980) 
downplay the role of banks and other financial intermediaries. The main reason for this 
tends to be the assumption of an Arrow-Debreu perfect market environment with no 
information or transaction costs, and with firms and households interacting through 
markets rather than intermediaries. What interest there was in banking was ascribed to the 
role of money rather than an intermediation one, as was the case in Friedman and 
Schwartz (1963). Akerlof (1970)-type information asymmetry and transaction cost 
frictions have since been explored in developing a theoretical role for banking, especially 
in a series of papers including Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), Diamond and Dybvig (1983), 
Diamond (1984) and extensions thereto. For example, in the Diamond and Dybvig (1983) 
model banks provide insurance against uncertain demand for liquidity while in Diamond 
(1984) diversified financial intermediaries allow individual lenders (depositors) to 
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delegate the responsibility for monitoring borrowers to the intermediaries and thereby 
economise on the cost of monitoring borrower behaviour and so investment outcomes. 
Williamson (1986) links the delegated monitoring of Diamond (1984) with the credit 
rationing model of Stiglitz and Weiss (1981). In Williamson's model, rationing emerges 
because costly state verification adds a premium to the lending rates and financial 
intermediation arises simultaneously to minimise this premium by again economising on 
monitoring costs. Generally, economising on information and transaction costs is driven 
by the law of large numbers and is facilitated by the fund pooling or mobilisation and 
asset and liability diversification activities of financial intermediaries. Thus, the 
theoretical foundations of the role of banking in the macroeconomy are firmly established 
in the literature. Gertler (1988) and Levine (1997) provide good reviews of these and 
related issues. Recent extensions to these models have also been provided by, for 
example, Green and Pin (2000). 
The uniqueness of the role of banking can be tied to the incentives for banks to monitor 
their borrowers. How this role is performed is crucial to ascertaining the relationship 
between banking and the real sector. As Besanko and Kanatas (1993) suggest, `it is the 
provision of monitoring services in conjunction with lending that is "special"' (p. 214). In 
what follows therefore the role of debt and the associated monitoring are briefly 
reviewed. Spurring a related literature to that highlighted above, Jensen and Meckling 
(1976) also exploit information asymmetry in motivating the monitoring role of banks. 
They apply Berle and Means' (1932) notion of the separation of ownership and control in 
positing agency problems between the firm and the creditor. Given perfect information, 
the associated agency costs of debt would be borne ultimately by the firm's owners. 
However, moral hazard and adverse selection characterise debt relationships such that the 
pricing of debt does not perfectly reflect the agency costs, with the lender thereby bearing 
some portion of these costs. Thus, banks have an incentive to screen, monitor and control 
borrowers as a means of minimising the agency costs of debt. The screening and 
monitoring roles entail the intermediary collecting information to verify desirable firm 
behaviour and compliance with covenants while the control role involves using the 
acquired information to induce performance under contract terms, punishing undesirable 
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conduct and liquidating non-performing assets (Becsi and Wang, 1997). The key role of 
(bank) debt is that creditors are able to intervene efficiently and to undertake choices that 
would maximise firm value (Stulz, 2000). Again, this basic information asymmetry- 
agency framework has been extended by various strands of the literature, to incorporate 
for example, relationship banking, the effect of banking structure and soft/hard budget 
constraints, all of which focus on the nature and optimality of bank monitoring. See for 
example, Besanko and Thakor (1992), Dewatripoint and Maskin (1995), Hart and Moore 
(1995) and Maskin and Xu (2000). 
2.3 The theory of stock market activity 
Much of the theoretical analysis outlined above also applies to stock market activity. That 
is, the liquidity insurance, fund mobilisation, risk diversification and monitoring are also 
roles that stock markets perform, with the same information asymmetry and agency 
problems underpinning them. However, how these roles are performed by the stock 
markets differ from how financial intermediaries perform them. In a nutshell, stock 
markets establish share prices, provide risk capital, facilitate risk taking by spreading 
risks and allow managerial failure to be corrected via the takeover market (Mayer 1994). 
Importantly, the monitoring and discipline engendered by stock market activity is indirect 
and at arms length, in contrast to the direct monitoring implications of debt. This 
monitoring and discipline could take several forms, including the fact that the share price 
reflects weak performance, that the market for corporate control imposes a performance 
threat on management and the fact that explicit management performance incentives 
could be tied to share prices (for example, executive share options). 
Allen (1992) elaborates on this perspective by describing what he calls the `checking role 
of the stock market' (p. 92). In the primary market, initial public offerings (IPOs) is a 
platform where due to multiple checking by investors resources are allocated to viable 
firms. That is, aggregate information acquired by investors offers a means of ameliorating 
information asymmetries between firms and fund providers. The incentive for investors 
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to acquire information comes from the under pricing typically associated with IPOs. 
Allen posits further that once the firm is in the stock market, it need not be checked 
extensively by the market, provided it is generating reasonable earnings. If the firm is not 
generating sufficient earnings (or has a high earnings pay-out policy) and has to resort to 
further outside equity, then the same information acquisition process described for IPOs 
applies. In other words, IPOs and repeat fund solicitations stimulate more intensive 
information collection and checking by investors, but once the firm is in the market, the 
monitoring and control impetus shifts to other market mechanisms such as the market for 
corporate control and market based managerial incentives, in addition to the `built-in 
incentive for investors to assess what the management is doing' (p. 100). In summary, 
even where firms mainly finance their investments through retained earnings, as is 
typically the case, stock market listing is still important. It would ensure continuous 
checking, and firms whose managers are significantly out of line with the market 
consensus would ultimately be forced to give up control, possibly via a takeover attempt. 
The foregoing indicates that similar theoretical roles are expected of banks and the stock 
market. In fact in many theoretical models they are treated as substitutes, partly for ease 
of exposition but also partly because both are means of overcoming general Akerlof 
`lemons'-type information problems. It is also suggested however that how these roles 
are performed would vary between banks and markets and thus their real sector impacts 
could be different. Evidently, firms would use some combination of the two, depending 
on their size, age, ownership structure, technology and the prevailing overall level of 
financial sophistication, among other factors. The debt versus equity choice of firms 
would determine the extent to which monitoring of the bank or stock market variety 
dominates and so the nature of external checking, controlling and, ultimately, the 
resource allocation patterns that prevail. 
2.4 Banks (debt) versus markets (equity) and capital structure theory 
The model developed in Diamond (1991) predicts the circumstances in which firms will 
use bank loans rather than the equity market. Defining reputation as long-lived 
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information about an agent's type, Diamond posits that if moral hazard is sufficiently 
widespread, new borrowers will tend to commence their reputation acquisition via bank. 
debt (i. e. by being monitored) and subsequently switch to directly placed debt (with 
market-type monitoring). In the latter phase, reputation effects will be sufficient to deal 
with moral hazard because the better reputation built up while being monitored in the first 
phase leads to less severe adverse selection problems. This suggests that newer and less 
established firms would tend to use debt and be subject to bank monitoring while older 
and well-established firms would use markets and so receive stock market monitoring. 
Still on the debt-equity choice, Besanko and Kanatas (1993) develop a model in which 
entrepreneurial moral hazard creates a role for bank debt, but in turn moral hazard at the 
level of the bank creates a role for capital markets. The usual information and agency 
problems apply. External capital market financing reduces the entrepreneur's stake in the 
firm and so provides an incentive for the entrepreneur to reduce effort levels. There is 
also a moral hazard between the bank and the capital market which arises because the 
bank chooses the level of monitoring to maximise bank profits whereas the capital market 
prefers that the bank chooses a level of monitoring which maximises the expected net 
present value of the project. If the bank contractually commits to a given level of 
monitoring then this moral hazard can be overcome. However, it is more plausible that 
the bank cannot contractually commit to monitoring and would choose a level of 
monitoring that maximises bank profits rather than borrower's utility. As a result of this 
bank moral hazard, using the bank as a monitor creates a cost to the firm and in 
equilibrium would limit the use of bank debt and lead to some substitution of capital 
markets for banking. In equilibrium therefore the firm uses a combination of debt and 
equity. The supplied level of debt and bank monitoring works to increase entrepreneur 
effort and so improve the project's probability of success, though provided at a level 
lower than would have been preferred by outside investors. Therefore, a marginal 
substitution of bank debt for capital market financing would increase the firm's share 
price due to the positive impact of bank monitoring on the manager's (entrepreneur's) 
effort level. This model suggests that bank debt is better for all firms due to allocational 
and efficiency considerations, with the checking role of stock markets downplayed. 
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Stulz (2000) states, however, that the extent to which creditors can monitor management 
depends on the type of debt issued. If the firm has long-term zero coupon debt, it would 
not lead to monitoring of management, because there are no repayments until the debt 
matures. On the other hand, debt with rollover possibilities provides several opportunities 
for monitoring activity by the creditor. This implies that short-term debt engenders more 
monitoring by banks. Furthermore, the extent to which a rollover creates an opportunity 
for creditor monitoring depends on the level of competition between intermediaries and 
the capital market. Given intense competition, and a non-default status for the firm, if a 
bank does not roll over the debt, the managers can access the capital markets instead, 
thereby reducing monitoring opportunities for the debtholder. Where there is less 
competition from a capital market, debtholders exert considerable influence over the 
firm. 
Strands of the soft budget constraint literature subscribe to the view that debt is more 
effective than equity in disciplining managers. For example, in Hart and Moore (1995), 
long-term `hard' (non-renegotiable) debt is important in limiting managers' ability to 
obtain new funds. Given too little hard debt managers would overinvest via borrowing, 
but too much hard debt leads to underinvestment. This trade-off determines the optimal 
capital structure of the firm. 
Allen (1992) introduces yet another dimension to the debt-equity debate. He argues that 
Diamond's (1984) delegated monitoring argument rests on the assumption that there is a 
consensus on how firms should be run and the probability distribution of returns on 
lending. However, if there was disagreement on the way in which firms should be run, 
then banks may not be as effective as stock markets in allocating financial resources. A 
bank's loan evaluation for example represents just one check on the manager's estimate; 
which is fine, provided there is one view about the project's prospects. Faced with a 
diversity of views, the stock market would perform better because it yields a consensus 
value whereas the bank would rely on a very limited information set. Given this scenario, 
Allen posits that `in some circumstances banks will be the optimal way of allocating 
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resources and in others stock markets will be' (p. 102). Allen (1992) further suggests that 
banks will be a good way of financing investments in traditional industries where the 
technology is fairly standard and broad consensus exists about how things should be done 
while stock markets should form the basis of resource allocation in industries where there 
is little consensus on how firms should be managed. He suggests further that large firms 
and firms in industries with relatively high concentration and rapid technological change 
will tend to be the main users of stock markets. 
The table below provides a synopsis of the theoretical expectations briefly reviewed 
above regarding the roles of banks and stock markets and the concomitant debt-equity 
choice of firms. 
Table 2.1: The theories of banking, stock markets and capital structure 
Economic characteristic 
Bank monitoring preferred 
or allocationally superior 
Stock markets preferred 
or allocationally superior 
Age Newer Established 
Size Smaller Larger 
Bank-market competition Higher Lower 
Debt rollover possibilities Short term/multi le rollovers One or few rollovers 
Debt structure Long-term/non-renegotiable Renegotiable 
Corporate governance Consensus/standard Diverse views 
Loan market structure Multiple creditors Concentrated 
Technology Standard/stable High-tech/rapid change 
Though composed from separate literature strands, the above represents a summary of 
some of the (theoretical) characteristics on which the choice or superiority of banks or 
markets turns. Bank intermediation and monitoring would be preferred or would be 
allocationally superior, for smaller, newer and standard technology firms, sectors or 
economies. Other factors that would lead to bank monitoring being superior include the 
presence of competition between banks and markets, the use of multiple creditors, 
relative consensus in the environment about how firms should be run and the possibility 
of multiple debt rollovers. In the reverse situation, stock markets would prevail. Recently, 
various strands of the literature have developed more explicit theoretical links from some 
of the above and other capital structure and financial system characteristics to aggregate 
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investment and growth. However, to place these finance-growth theories in context, a 
brief review of growth theory is presented next. 
2.4. Growth theory 
In investigating the role of finance in economic growth, it is logical to position this study 
in the context of growth modeling. In empirical terms, it affords an opportunity to treat 
finance as a potential additional influence in an aggregate production process that already 
includes the conventional factor inputs of labour and capital. 
Growth models are either of the neoclassical or the endogenous type, with the former 
being the reference point for most growth studies. The neoclassical model, popularised by 
Solow (1956), among others, assumes perfect competition and appears to interpret capital 
input narrowly (i. e. as plant and equipment) in assuming diminishing returns. It is 
typically expressed in the form Y= Ae" K' &' , where Y is real output, K being the 
stock of capital, L the stock of labour, Aa constant depicting initial technology, e" the 
rate at which technology evolves exogenously, a the elasticity of output with respect to 
capital. It follows that a <1 is the requirement for diminishing marginal returns to capital 
(and labour) to hold. In this setting, capital is assumed to be paid its private marginal 
product with zero external economies. The model predicts that the rate of saving and 
population growth would be the determinants of the steady-state level of per capita 
income, while growth effects would only arise from the rate of technological progress, 
and all these factors are exogenously determined. 
While the neoclassical model continues to undergo augmentation and continues to 
receive some support (for example, Mankiw, Romer and Weil, 1992, and Baily and 
Schultze, 1990), the weakness is that the main spur for growth (technological progress) is 
not modeled within the growth model. That is, there is empirical persistence of growth in 
the real world and the absence of international growth convergence (contrary to the 
neoclassical model's predictions; see, for example, McGrattan, 1998), which have led to 
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an alternative modeling approach. The endogenisation of technological progress is the 
major innovation of this recent thrust, which owes much to work such as Romer (1986) 
and Lucas (1988), but has itself since spawned many branches. 
As Romer (1994) summarises, there are five basic real world facts that growth theory 
needs to address. These include: (1) market economies are populated by many firms; (2) 
discoveries and information (the basis for technological progress) are non-rivalrous in 
nature, unlike conventional goods and inputs; (3) physical activities are replicable in the 
sense that aggregate output is homogenous of degree one in the conventional (rival) 
inputs; (4) the aggregate rate of discovery is an endogenous process driven by individual 
choices and (5) even though discoveries are non-rival, they are partially excludable and 
cannot be treated as pure public goods. In essence, individuals and firms earn monopoly 
rents on discoveries, at least for a period of time. Romer (1994) posits that the 
neoclassical model captures facts (1) to (3) above, but not the remaining two, which 
endogenous growth models try to incorporate. 
Several strands of the endogenous growth literature now exist. The first (reflecting 
mostly the earlier models, for example Romer, 1986 and 1987; Lucas, 1988; Rebelo, 
1987 and Barro, 1991) describe a growth process that can be represented by a production 
function of the form Y= AK. K is both physical and human capital and A is a set of 
factors which drive technology. In these models, as reviewed in Pack (1994), diminishing 
returns to capital are overcome via recourse to some form of externality associated with 
factor accumulation. Physical or human capital investments increase productivity to an 
extent which exceeds the private gain and thus with the possibility for a >_ 1 (i. e. constant 
or increasing returns to broadly defined capital), which leads to endogenous growth. 
Ehrlich (1990) has described such factors as 'engines of growth'. In this first class of 
endogenous' growth models therefore, the engine of growth is some form of spillover or 
externality associated with the factor inputs. 
Endogenous technological change in these models arises as a by-product of private 
investment decisions, For example, in Lucas (1988), it is investment in human capital 
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rather than physical capital that provides the spillover effects which increase the level of 
technology, thereby meeting the requirements of facts (1) to (4) but not (5) (a la Romer, 
1994). In Romer (1986), it is assumed that spillovers from private research and 
development (R&D) lead to improvements in the public stock of knowledge. However, it 
assumes that the rival aspect of the production function is homogenous of degree one in 
all inputs including R&D, thereby violating facts (2) and (3). Romer's model can be 
stated as: aggregate output, Y= A(R)F(Rj , Kj , Lj) where the j subscript 
indicates firm- 
level investments in the respective inputs (R&D, capital and labour), while Lucas' model 
can be represented as Y. = A(H)F(KJ , H1) where H is human capital 
investment 
(Romer, 1994). 
A second type of endogenous growth models (often called linear), though also of the AK 
type (i. e. emphasising capital accumulation as the spur for growth), (for example King 
and Rebelo, 1990 and Rebelo, 1991) does not rely on spillovers, externalities or 
increasing returns to capital. Assuming perfect competition in a constant returns to scale 
environment, firms add to their stocks of capital (broadly defined), which capital is paid 
its marginal product, and this must remain above the discount rate for investment to stay 
profitable. The models impose a lower bound on the private return to capital as a 
characteristic of the aggregate production function and this ensures the continual 
profitability of investment. The models show that endogenous growth is compatible with 
constant return production technologies, provided that there are core capital goods whose 
production does not require the involvement of nonreproducible factors (for example, 
land). 
In essence, these models ignore the non-rival aspects of knowledge or technology and 
posit models of the form: Y= F(R, K, H) for a homogenous of degree one function F. 
The assumed absence of non-rival goods implies that there are no increasing returns and 
hence they are able to model growth in an environment of perfect competition, but at the 
cost of violating fact (2). They were called linear endogenous growth models because 
some of them aggregate R, K and H into a single measure of capital and hence can write: 
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Y= F(X) = aX (Romer, 1994). The general prediction from these AK-type models is 
that a permanent increase in the rate of investment leads to a permanent increase in 
growth. Jones (1995a) shows, however, that this prediction is not borne out empirically. 
For OECD countries, he concludes that a permanent increase in the rate of investment 
will not lead to a permanent increase in the rate of growth, but rather investment's effects 
on growth are transitory and last only about six years, before dying out. 
In a third strand, also pioneered by Romer (1990a and 1990b) (other notable contributors 
in this vein include Grossman and Helpman, 1991 and Aghion and Howitt, 1992), 
technological progress arises as a result of the deliberate search for commercially 
valuable innovations, with the innovators expecting to reap some market power from 
their efforts. This latter point explains why these models have been called neo- 
Schumpeterian. In Romer's models, for example, the engine of growth is disembodied 
technological innovations. Knowledge could be reflected in human capital H (i. e. 
embodied) or in the level of technology A (disembodied). The embodied form is rival and 
excludable whereas the disembodied form (for example designs) is non-rival, only 
partially excludable, may be costlessly replicable and can be accumulated without bound 
on a per capita basis. Spillovers result from partial excludability and increasing returns to 
scale result from the possibility of unbounded growth in disembodied knowledge. 
Many of the key implications of this class of models can be seen from the following 
'reduced-form' model (Jones, 1995a): (1) Y=K 1-a (AL7 )" and (2) A/ A= &LA where A is 
knowledge or productivity, L is labour, K is capital, Y is output and 8 parameterises the 
efficiency of R&D. Labour may be employed in the search for innovations, LA, or in the 
production of output, L7. Total labour L is assumed constant so that LA+L,.. (1) is a 
standard production function while (2) is a typical R&D equation and is at the heart of 
these endogenous growth models. The R&D equation relates the labour engaged in R&D 
to the rate of growth of knowledge. Since L is assumed constant, the economy is in a 
steady state and following a balanced path of growth where LA is constant. When the 
output equation (1) is expressed in per capita terms and log-differentiated, it is seen that 
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the capital-labour ratio, total factor productivity and per capita output grow at the same 
rate, along the balanced growth path. That is, in the steady state, gy= gA =g= Ss' L, 
where s' is the steady state share of labour employed in R&D activities. These models 
predict that subsidies to R&D can increase the share of labour engaged in R&D and lead 
to an increase in the balanced path growth rate. Further, doubling total labour L should 
lead to a doubling of the per capita growth rate of output, with s' held constant. Jones 
(1995a and b) has described these predictions as `scale effects'. 
Jones (1995a-and b) also points out that the predictions of the R&D models do not stand 
up to empirical scrutiny. For example, the share of labour devoted to R&D, whether 
measured as the number of scientists and engineers engaged in R&D or as real 
expenditure on R&D, shows a persistent increase over the post-war period whereas 
average growth rates have been relatively constant or declining (for the US, France, 
Germany and Japan). 
The counterfactual scale predictions of these models have spawned yet another recent 
strand of growth models described by Jones as `semi-endogenous'. Jones (1995a and b) 
sought to eliminate scale effects while preserving the basic structure of the R&D models. 
He proposes an augmented R&D equation of the form A= 8LAA4 ;0 is a parameter 
which reflects the degree of externalities across time in the R&D process, that is, the 
relationship between the existing level of knowledge and the arrival rate of new ideas. 
0>0 is a positive (increasing) external returns situation, the higher the existing level of 
knowledge the higher the arrival rate of new ideas. 0=0 is a situation of zero external 
returns, where the creation of new ideas is independent of the stock of knowledge. 0 <0 is 
a decreasing return case. 0=1 corresponds to the case in the previous R&D models 
(Romer 1990, and others), an arbitrarily chosen degree of increasing returns to R&D 
situation which the empirical evidence does not support. Jones argues for 0 <1. Dividing 
both sides of the R&D equation by A yields the growth rate of knowledge 
A/ A= 8(LA / At-O) . The steady state growth rate of A will be constant by definition, 
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hence the numerator and denominator of the right hand side will grow at the same rate. 
Thus the growth rate of A is 1/(1-0) times the growth rate of LA. Given the earlier 
production function Y= K'-" (AL,, )" and the fact that the steady state growth rate of LA 
cannot exceed the growth rate of L, it will be the case that gy= gA =n /(1- 0), where n 
is population growth rate. 
In essence, with 0 <1, the growth rate of per capita output and knowledge or technology 
are determined by the growth rate of population, n, and the parameter 0. If we assume 
0=1 (like Romer, 1990 and others), there will be no steady state growth path given 
population or labour force growth, that is, growth is explosive. Growth in Jones' model is 
endogenous in that its microfoundation is the search for new technologies by profit- 
maximising agents. It eliminates scale effects and so is more compatible with the 
empirical evidence. However, government policies such as subsidies to R&D or capital 
accumulation (a key result of the endogenous school) have only level effects, with long- 
run economic growth arising from factors typically considered as exogenous, such as 
population growth. 
The semi-endogenous growth strand has recently undergone various refinements. For 
example, the introduction of two-R&D-sector models to preserve endogeneity and policy 
efficacy while eliminating scale effects (see Young, 1998; Aghion and Howitt, 1998; 
Dinopoulos and Thompson, 1998a, among others). A further extension by Li (1999) 
seeks to unify the endogenous and semi-endogenous strands by appealing to inter-R&D 
spillovers (that is, positive externalities between basic versus applied research, science 
versus technology, quality versus variety, and so on). Li's work finds the semi- 
endogenous model to be the general case and the endogenous growth model to be a 
special case. 
The foregoing review indicates that growth modeling is an evolving area with many 
aspects still unsettled. In the remainder of this section some empirical results from the 
various strands are highlighted. An influential test of the neoclassical model is Mankiw, 
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Romer and Weil (1992) (MRW). They augment Solow's model by including human 
capital. In a cross section of non-oil and non-OECD countries they find that the 
investment rate, population growth rate and the human capital together explain about 
80% of the cross-country variation in income per capita. The coefficients sum to zero and 
are of the expected signs in the Solow model. Some criticisms have been leveled against 
MRW. First, it studies the level rather than rate of growth of income. Second, the 
measure for human capital (secondary school enrolment) is a good proxy for per capita 
income and that explains the performance of the model (Dinopoulos and Thompson, 
1998b). (Other cross-country tests examining growth in the (often augmented) 
neoclassical mould include Barro, 1991; De Long and Summers, 1991; Levine and 
Renelt, 1992; Islam, 1995; Serletis and Krichel, 1995 and Miller, 1996). 
Direct tests of endogenous growth models have been few. While some of the empirical 
papers cited above were motivated by endogenous growth models, their tests have in fact 
focused on the convergence implications of neoclassical theory. Their tests typically 
involve examining whether the levels of income per capita converge, after adjusting for 
differences in investment and population growth rates. Such conditional convergence, if 
found, is adduced as evidence of diminishing returns and support for the neoclassical 
model; and, if not present, as support for the Y=AK-type endogenous growth model (Pack 
1994). The evidence in Barro (1991) and Mankiw et al (1992) cited above, indicates 
convergence among OECD countries and so appears to recommend the neoclassical 
model for these countries. 
Several doubts have been raised about such tests. First, these results are fragile, being 
very sensitive to the specific countries, years and variables studied. Second, as elucidated 
by Pack (1994), even where conditional convergence does not occur, it does not prove 
that the endogenous growth model is necessarily true, and neither does it necessarily 
violate the neoclassical one. As an example, conditional convergence in the level of per 
capita income will not happen in the neoclassical model if differences exist across 
countries in technology and its rate of increase. Third, conditional convergence can be 
accommodated within the more sophisticated R&D-type endogenous growth models that 
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exhibit transitional dynamics of one form or another. In sum, cross-country regressions 
cannot easily distinguish among the various growth theories (Mankiw, 1995)1. 
Kocherlakota and Yi (1997) and Cooley and Ohanian (1997) provide more direct tests of 
endogenous growth theory. Some policy implications (taxes and public capital) of 
endogenous growth are tested in a single country time series framework, finding some 
support for long-run endogenous growth for the US and the UK. However, theirs are not 
full, structural growth models. Dinopoulos and Thompson (1998b) attempt a more 
structural test of endogenous growth without scale effects, again finding some support for 
the model. However they examine the issue in a cross-country environment, with 
attendant weaknesses to be discussed later in this chapter. Leigh (1995 and 1996) 
provides empirical time series results for a single country (Singapore) and found results 
that conform to endogenous growth predictions. Some aspects of Leigh's work are close 
in spirit to this study. For example, he estimates a structural growth equation, applying a 
single-country time series method and also investigates the evolution of the finance- 
growth relationship. 
Clearly, neither neoclassical nor the `standard' endogenous growth theories considered 
finance as an `engine of growth'. This is despite the early insights provided by Gurley 
and Shaw (1955), Tobin (1965), Goldsmith (1969) and McKinnon (1973) among others 
about how finance may influence growth. These precursor studies advanced plausible 
empirical and intuitive explanations of the link, without rigorous theoretical derivation. 
Only in the last decade have several papers started developing theories of the finance- 
growth nexus, exploiting the informational/transaction cost and endogenous growth 
literatures reviewed above. Some of these finance-growth theories are reviewed in the 
next section. In keeping with the adopted structural-functional approach, the discussion is 
split between theories of what this study terms the banking-growth relationship and those 
explaining the stock market-growth link. 
1 These problems are in addition to the econometric questions surrounding multi-country cross-section tests 
discussed subsequently in this chapter. 
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2.5 The banking sector and growth theory 
Most theories that model the relationship between financial intermediation and growth 
employ endogenous growth theory. They typically employ a two- or three-period-lived 
overlapping generations model and try to characterise the behaviour and interaction of 
firms, households and banks. In general, they would identify how banks overcome 
information asymmetry or transactions cost problems, and then seek to model how that 
role impacts on one or more of the engines of growth proposed by the endogenous 
growth literature. Bencivenga and Smith (1991), for example, propose a banking-growth 
model in which the equilibrium behaviour of banks affects resource allocation, which in 
turn impacts on real growth rates. By providing liquidity (as in Diamond and Dybvig, 
1983), banks allow risk-averse savers to hold bank deposits rather than unproductive 
liquid assets, with the banks then making such pooled funds available for investment in 
productive assets. This leads to a reduction in the costs that would be associated with an 
environment in which agents must self-insure against unforeseen liquidity requirements. 
At the same time, this role of banks prevents the unnecessary premature liquidation of 
investment by agents who might realise they require liquidity at some point in time. In 
sum, `an intermediation industry permits an economy to reduce the fraction of its savings 
held in the form of unproductive liquid assets, and to prevent misallocation of invested 
capital due to liquidity needs' (p. 196). In this construction, banks will promote growth 
via altering the composition of savings in a manner that is favourable to capital 
accumulation and investment efficiency, in line with the predictions of the Romer (1986) 
and Lucas (1988) type endogenous growth models. Banks have an incentive in this model 
to provide this liquidity function because a large number of agents exist who face the risk 
of premature liquidation of investments if they self-invest; banks exploit the law of large 
numbers to meet withdrawal demand by holding an appropriate level of reserves. Where 
there are no financial intermediaries, premature investment liquidations, and so of firm 
capital, could occur. Finally, in their model, the effect of financial intermediation on 
investment efficiency dominates the effect via savings mobilisation. 
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In the banking-growth models of Berthelemy and Varoudakis (1995 and 1996), the role 
of banks is the collection of information about investment opportunities. In so doing, 
banks direct savings towards more productive investments, thereby increasing the 
productivity of physical capital. The models again employ endogenous growth 
specifications, invoking learning-by-doing externalities in the real sector as the source of 
long-run growth, in the spirit of Romer (1986). They model the banking sector in a 
monopolistically competitive framework, with the collection of savings from households 
as the spur, and where the size of the banking sector exerts a negative influence on the 
concentration and margins of intermediation. They argue that the interaction between the 
financial and real sectors generates multiple steady state equilibria, one of which leads to 
a poverty trap (in which financial intermediation is non-existent and the economy 
stagnates). The second is characterised by a developed financial sector and positive 
endogenous growth. Further, by assuming that learning-by-doing effects also characterise 
financial intermediation, they view the technical efficiency of the financial sector as an 
increasing function of the volume of savings collected. Therefore, they argue that the real 
sector has some positive external effect on the financial sector acting through the volume 
of savings, thus suggesting a two-way causal relationship. 
In the model due to Bose and Cothren (1996), banks seek to overcome information 
problems via credit rationing or incurring screening costs. The equilibrium banking 
contract form and the growth rate of the economy are mutually dependent and jointly 
determined. Thus, whether the screening or rationing contract is employed depends on 
the marginal product of capital. Where the marginal product of capital is relatively large, 
the returns from investing will be large and credit rationing (that is, not funding the 
project) will be costly. In this situation, banks will prefer the screening contract. On the 
other hand, where the marginal product of capital is low, rationing would dominate. 
Further, their model suggests that as the cost of screening falls from larger values (that is, 
as the banking sector develops), the economy will move from a rationing regime to a 
mixed (rationing-screening) one, and thence to an exclusively screening based one. 
Finally, the model predicts that banking sector development (reduction in screening cost) 
is only growth-enhancing in the third (screening-only) phase, via increasing the marginal 
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product of capital, and even then a certain threshold needs to be achieved for this effect to 
be apparent. 
Information asymmetry and credit rationing problems also underlie the Ma and Smith 
(1996) model. While costly state verification (monitoring) is also the mechanism applied 
by banks to overcome the information and rationing problems, they motivate their model 
differently. The model assumes the presence of fixed monitoring costs, thereby 
introducing economies of scale into credit market activity. This has the implication that 
large borrowers pay lower rates of interest than smaller ones, and sufficiently small 
borrowers will face credit rationing. Fixed monitoring or verification costs also gives 
lending an increasing returns to scale character, with the expected return to the bank 
increasing in the borrower's scale of operation. As the economy develops (i. e. as the 
capital stock and wages grow), the supply of savings increases and the volume of unfilled 
credit demand is reduced. Thus, the credit rationing problem decreases as the economy 
develops. The role of banking intermediaries in this process is as follows. Banking sector 
development implies a reduction in monitoring costs, and, working via increasing returns 
to scale in credit markets, this in turn leads to an increase in the capital-labour ratio, as 
well as in the equilibrium level of credit supplied and aggregate income level. 
De la Fuente and Marin (1996) propose a two-way banking-growth model that works 
through innovative activity. The link from banking to growth works as follows: as in 
Berthelemy and Varoudakis (1995 and 1996) intermediaries collect information to enable 
them perform Diamond-type delegated monitoring; this improves their ability to provide 
risk-pooling services, enhances the flow of resources to risky innovative activities and 
thereby contribute to economic growth. There are also feedback effects from the real 
sector to finance which work through changes in the prices of factors consumed in the 
monitoring process. 
The model by Greenwood and Smith (1997) is a variation on themes already explored in 
previous models. For example, liquidity provision a lä Diamond and Dybvig (1983) 
limits the exposure of depositors to idiosyncratic risk and prevents costly premature 
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liquidation of long-term investment. This leads to a higher fraction of savings being 
channeled to investment that endure to maturity, thereby boosting growth. 
De Gregorio (1996) offers a different perspective to the foregoing, by explicitly modeling 
the possibility that borrowing constraints could have negative effects on growth acting 
via a different channel from physical capital. The model employs standard endogenous 
growth and the familiar three-period-lived overlapping generations model. The model is 
motivated by a Rebelo (1991)-type endogenous growth model incorporating both 
physical and human capital as the engines of growth. Human capital accumulation 
(education) in this model is attained by individuals devoting time to acquiring education 
in their youth. While undergoing such education, individuals need resources to consume. 
Individuals are assumed to face a borrowing constraint which implies that there are 
opportunity costs from foregone labour income. As a result of this cost, individuals have 
an incentive to reduce time spent on education and to increase time spent on working. 
The model demonstrates that borrowing constraints reduce human capital accumulation 
and growth. Thus, reductions in borrowing constraints (through financial development for 
example) would lead to an increase in human capital accumulation and growth. 
The table below provides a summary of the theories of the banking-growth nexus 
described above. While each of the theories may be criticised on the plausibility or 
stringency of specific assumptions made, most of them employ now standard models and 
derivations in their analysis. Mostly, they hypothesise a positive relationship, flowing 
from banking activity to growth. A few also predict a bi-directional positive influence 
with fewer still describing the conditions under which banking may exert a negative 
influence on growth. Overall, the positive banking activity to growth view is dominant in 
the literature, employing either endogenous or neoclassical prescriptions, and with the 
role of banking being one or more of liquidity insurance, collection of information, 
screening, monitoring, verification and so on. Furthermore, the performance of these 
roles impact upon growth via one or more of increased capital accumulation, improved 
resource allocation and improved investment efficiency. 
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Table 2.2 Theories of the banking-growth relationship 
Main impact on Theoretical 
Growth Main role of growth or growth direction 
Author(s) construct banking sources and sign* 
Bencivenga and Endogenous Liquidity Capital accumulation B --ý G +/- 
Smith 1991 insurance Investment efficiency 
Berthelemy and Collection of 
Varoudakis Endogenous information on Improved allocation B -º G+ 
(1995,1996) investment Investment efficiency G --> B+ 
opportunities 
Bose and Screening B --> G+ 
Cothren (1996) Endogenous Monitoring Investment efficiency G -º B+ 
B-->G- 
Ma and Smith Neoclassical Verification Capital accumulation B --ý G+ 
(1996) Monitoring 
De la Fuente Endogenous Collection of Innovation financing B --+ G+ 
and Marin information Capital accumulation GB+ 
(1996) Monitoring 
De Gregorio Endogenous Overcoming Human capital B -* G+ 
(1996) borrowing accumulation 
constraints 
Greenwood and Neoclassical Liquidity Capital accumulation B -p G +/- 
Smith (1997) insurance Improved allocation 
*Broad theoretical expectation and direction. For example, B-G+ implies that banking is hypothesised 
to exert a positive influence on growth, and vice versa. 
Most also imply some form of stage dependence in the relationship. That is, at some 
(initial) stage the economy is characterised by financial under-development, borrowing 
constraints, credit rationing or financial repression resulting in some form of low 
banking-growth equilibrium. As banking sector development proceeds, these credit 
market constraints are overcome and intermediation efficiency increases, with growth- 
enhancing implications. These implications have led some to suggest thaf banking 
matters for growth only if it is not efficient (Becsi et al, 1997). That is, if intermediation 
is efficient, then it is relatively frictionless and may be assumed to approximate an 
Arrow-Debreu environment and may be ignored, a lä Modigliani and Miller (1958) and 
Fama (1980). Consequently, banking may be thought to matter for growth in less 
developed countries, but not in developed ones. A further argument suggesting weak 
banking-growth effects in developed countries is that banking is an industry in decline 
and thus reducing in importance vis-ä-vis markets. This argument usually relies on the 
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so-called trends of disintermediation and increasing securitisation often observed in 
developed financial systems. Extensive empirical evidence will be provided regarding 
these propositions in subsequent sections below.. Suffice it to mention here that such 
propositions assume some cross-country framework and downplay the financial 
innovations, improved information, monitoring and so on that take place within single 
countries over time and which could potentially influence growth in a persistent manner. 
Such propositions are also based on aggregate relationships and ignore the very plausible 
fact that the role of banking may not be uniform across different sectors within an 
economy, even developed economies. 
2.6 Stock market-growth theory and linkages 
Employing standard endogenous growth, overlapping generations and Diamond and 
Dybvig type models, Levine (1991) is one of the earliest to model the stock market- 
growth link. Endogenous growth arises in this model from an externality associated with 
physical capital in the creation of human capital. That is, the average amount of physical 
capital held in a firm exerts a positive effect on the human capital of each member, 
separate from the individual's own investment. As a result of this externality, premature 
withdrawal of capital leads to a decline in human capital accumulation and retards 
economic growth. Stock markets play two roles in the model - liquidity and productivity 
risk management. Regarding liquidity risk, agents choose how much to invest in liquid 
versus non-liquid assets. The liquid assets do not augment human capital or technology 
and therefore do not contribute to economic growth. The risk of receiving a liquidity 
shock and a low premature liquidation return could discourage firms from investing. The 
introduction of stock markets into this model would help agents to cope with liquidity 
risk by permitting entrepreneurs receiving liquidity shocks to sell "shares" to other 
investors. Thus, capital is not prematurely withdrawn to meet short-term liquidity need, 
and so, via the physical capital externality, a higher rate of human capital accumulation 
ensues and output grows faster. But this result does not depend on the externality. That is, 
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even without the externality effect, stock markets could encourage investment by 
reducing the liquidity risk associated with investment. 
The second role of stock markets in Levine (1991) is in facilitating productivity risk 
management. Productivity risk arises in the model because firms face productivity shocks 
in the final period of production. This discourages risk-averse individuals from investing 
in firms. Stock markets help in ameliorating this problem by allowing investors to invest 
in a large number of firms and thereby diversify away idiosyncratic productivity shocks. 
In this process, stock markets would raise the fraction of resources devoted to human 
capital-augmenting firms and hence raise the growth rate of per capita income. 
The model by Saint-Paul (1992) emphasises the role of capital markets in the choice of 
technology. It posits that there is a strategic complementarity between financial markets 
and technology, such that in the absence of financial markets firms will choose 
technologies that are more flexible, less risky but also less productive, as a means of 
managing risk. Given this scenario, there is in turn no incentive to develop financial 
markets. However, where financial markets are developed, technology will tend to be 
more specialised, risky and more productive, thereby aiding growth, and further 
entrenching the need for financial markets. Stock markets facilitate such improved 
division of labour and technological specialisation by permitting agents to hedge via 
holding a diversified portfolio. Thus, this model emphasises the possible mutually 
reinforcing interaction between finance, technology and growth. 
The related models by Bencivenga, Smith and Starr (1995 and 1996) posit that financial 
market conditions influence the production technology in use, its productivity, the 
savings rate and the composition of savings (that is, primary versus secondary 
instruments). These influences arise from several hypothesised factors. Reductions in 
financial market transaction costs or increases in its liquidity favour the use of longer 
gestation production technologies because these technologies yield a higher internal rate 
of return, being more transactions intensive than shorter maturity ones. Higher rates of 
growth would result if these are the more efficient production technologies. Furthermore, 
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lower financial market transactions costs or higher liquidity would raise the productivity 
of all investment technologies, thereby again aiding growth. Finally, lower transactions 
costs or higher liquidity imply higher internal rate of return on all investments, higher 
savings rate and so higher growth rate. 
The main propositions of the above theories are summarised in Table 2.3. All the theories 
expound a positive stock market-growth relationship, with the link mostly going from 
stock market development to growth. The model by Saint-Paul shows the conditions 
under which there are positive feedback effects from the real sector, while Bencivenga et 
al describe the situation in which stock markets might exert a negative influence on 
growth. Overall, like in the case of the banking-growth relationship, the weight of extant 
theory seems to suggest a positive link. Also, the channels of impact on growth are 
similar (i. e. capital accumulation, investment efficiency, etc. ) As would be expected, the 
channels of finance influence are however different for banks vis-ä-vis markets. For 
example, the monitoring activities of banks seem to be the major theoretical factor in 
influencing capital formation, investment efficiency and growth whereas for the stock 
market-growth link it appears to be the portfolio and liquidity risk management role that 
is prominent. 
Clearly, there are areas of overlap in the performance of these roles by banks and stock 
markets. The debt-equity choice of firms is the parallel of a banking-stock market trade- 
off at the aggregate level. Unlike the firm-level case however, only very few theories 
have attempted to model the optimal nexus between banks and stock markets and growth. 
The main benefit of such theories is in deriving conditions under which banks would be 
optimal for growth, rather than stock markets, and vice versa. They would also provide 
theoretical insights into the stage-dependence of the finance-growth link, as alluded to 
earlier. 
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Table 2.3 Theories of the stock market-growth relationship 
Main impact on Theoretical 
Main role of growth or growth direction 
Author(s) stock market sources and sign* 
Levine (1991) Liquidity risk Physical capital S -+ G+ 
management accumulation 
Risk Human capital 
diversification accumulation 
Investment efficiency 
Improved allocation 
Saint-Paul Risk Enhanced division of 
(1992) diversification labour S -* G+ 
Technological G --º S+ 
specialisation 
Investment efficiency 
Bencivenga, Liquidity risk Production S --º G+ 
Smith and Starr management technology S --ý G- 
(1995,1996) Transactions Investment efficiency 
cost reduction Savings rate 
Savings composition 
*Broad theoretical expectation and direction. For example, S -º G+ implies that stock market 
development is hypothesised to exert a positive influence on growth, and vice versa. 
2.7 Theory of the banking and stock market tradeoff in the growth process 
Boyd and Smith (1996) developed a model in which physical capital is produced by 
investors applying two technologies, one facing the typical informational frictions (akin 
to debt finance or banking) and the other characterised by full public observability though 
yielding a lower expected return (akin to equity or stock markets). Investors must decide 
on the intensity with which they use each technology, with the decision at least partly 
depending on the relative price between capital and the resources consumed in 
monitoring debt finance. When investors perceive monitoring costs to be low, debt 
finance will be used more. Furthermore, given the higher expected return associated with 
bank finance, if monitoring costs are perceived to be low enough, then debt finance 
would be used exclusively and equity markets would not be active. This situation may be 
related to less developed countries. As an economy develops, the relative cost of 
monitoring (vis ä vis capital) may be expected to rise because development is associated ' 
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with increasing physical capital formation and decreasing cost of capital. The rise in 
relative monitoring costs would induce firms to raise more of their funds on equity 
markets. This would be analogous to the situation in more developed economies. This 
suggests that the frictions and costs associated with intermediation are less severe in 
industrial economies, `as a natural consequence of development' (p. 377) and it 
corresponds with `the observation that the development of direct transactions in securities 
tends to reduce the costs of intermediation' (p. 385). This is not tantamount to a decline 
in the share of the intermediation sector (banking), merely a reduction in the per unit cost 
of intermediation as an economy develops. Also, a lack of equity market activity in less 
developed countries does not necessarily imply any allocative inefficiency. A further 
theoretical implication of their modeling is that debt and equity are more complements 
than substitutes, especially following from the implication that the development of equity 
markets would lead to a reduction in intermediation costs. Again, this would tie in with 
earlier observations, and the approach in this study, that banks and stock markets provide 
different services for the economy. It also has the implication that this trade-off would 
change over time even for the same country and could also be different for each sector. 
2.8 Finance-growth theory at the sectoral level: corporate governance issues 
The disaggregated approach adopted in this study necessitates the integration of a 
corporate finance (capital structure) perspective with sectoral output modeling. Apart 
from the seminal work of Modigliani and Miller (1958), the determination of a firm's 
optimal capital structure has been examined from the agency costs perspective [e. g. 
Jensen and Meckling (1976) and Fama and Jensen (1983)] and the so-called soft budget 
constraint perspective [e. g. Dewatripoint and Maskin (1995) and Maskin and Xu (2001)]. 
However, given the nature of their objectives, most capital structure theory focus on the 
firm, irrespective of sector or size. Also, there are very few theoretical attempts to link 
the capital structure of firms, industries or sectors to output modeling. 
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The capital structure discussion in Section 2.4 and the summary in Table 2.1 provide an 
indication of some of the factors that could influence the debt-equity patterns of firms and 
aggregations of firms (that is, industries or sectors). For example, it was suggested that 
bank intermediation and monitoring would be preferred (or would be allocationally 
superior) for sectors comprised of smaller, newer and standard technology firms. Other 
factors that would lead to bank monitoring being preferred or superior include the 
presence of competition between banks and markets, the use of multiple creditors, 
relative consensus in the environment about how firms should be run and the possibility 
of multiple debt rollovers. In all these examples, stock markets would prevail given the 
opposite scenarios. 
A few studies explicitly address the theoretical implications of the firm's sector or size 
for capital structure and for monitoring. Jensen and Meckling (1976) posit that there are 
agency costs associated with the use of debt and equity. Given imperfect information, 
these agency costs cannot be correctly priced and so principals have an incentive to incur 
monitoring costs. From the firm's perspective, balancing the agency costs of debt versus 
the agency costs of equity is the reason for the simultaneous use of debt and equity. More 
specific to our present purpose, Jensen and Meckling point to the possibility of 
specialisation in the use of debt and equity. Thus, in industries where it is relatively easy 
for managers to reduce the mean value of the outcomes of the firm by, for example, 
consumption of leisure on the job, special treatment of favoured customers, perquisites 
and so on, we would expect to see relatively little outside equity and almost all outside 
funding being in the form of debt. They give as example firms in the bar and restaurant 
industry, but this notion could equally be applied to most other service sector firms 
characterised as they are by product intangibility and less standardisation. Thus, sectors 
characterised by the opposite factors (i. e. product tangibility and standardisation) e. g. 
manufacturing would rely relatively less on debt and more on equity markets. 
Further theoretical explanations of the relatively lower use of outside equity by service 
sector firms may be gleaned from Fama and Jensen (1983). They argue that service 
activities, small scale production and other `noncomplex' activities would minimise 
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agency costs by combining decision management, decision control and equity holding in 
one or a few agents because the requisite information for decision making is similarly 
concentrated. Such relative ownership concentration implies that external financing in 
such firms or sectors, if required, would tend to be secured via bank borrowing. 
Thus, for the few finance theories that address the issue, service sector and small firms 
are expected, theoretically, to exhibit a strong preference for debt vis-ä-vis equity in their 
capital structures. This has implications for the discipline exerted by fund providers over 
the actions of service sector firms' managers. First, the nature and level of monitoring 
provided by banks would be more hands-on rather than arms-length as would be the case 
for equity-based capital structures. This suggests that bank-based monitoring would be 
better at overcoming size, asymmetric information, moral hazard and lack-of-credit- 
history problems, and so likely to be more effective for this class of firms. Second, 
granted that such firms operate in a developed financial system (i. e. with multiple debt 
holders), the probability of debt default would be lower than it otherwise would have 
been. This follows from the arguments in strands of the soft budget constraints literature 
that a multiplicity of lenders (as would happen with financial development) would make 
debt renegotiation too costly and increase the incentive for firms not to default; that is, 
this imposes a hard budget constraint [see Bolton and Scharfstein (1996), Hart and Moore 
(1995) and Maskin and Xu (2001)]. The reverse arguments would hold for firms in the 
manufacturing sector, being characterised by larger average firm size, product 
standardisation and greater production and technological complexity. For example, due to 
larger average firm size, manufacturing sector firms would find it more cost effective to 
use stock markets, compared to service sector firms. Further, their often more complex 
and specialised organisational, production and technological activities as well as 
relatively less ownership concentration suggest a broader range of opinions regarding 
project prospects and so stock market mechanisms would provide more efficient 
consensus views via stock pricing (Allen, 1993). As a result, manufacturing firms would 
face relatively less direct bank monitoring, with the discipline process exerted on 
managers coming mainly from stock pricing, the takeover market and the possibility to 
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link managers' compensation with share price performance (for example, via executive 
stock options). 
While the foregoing provides indications about the capital structure choice and 
implications at the sectoral level, it does not develop the link between such choice and 
sectoral output or growth. Explicit theoretical models of the link between capital 
structure and sector output level or growth are rare. There is a burgeoning recent strand 
of the literature that examines the relationships amongst corporate governance, the level 
of shareholders' and creditors' rights protection, financial system development and 
aggregate growth, including Shleifer and Vishny (1997), La Porta et al (1997), 
Kaufmann et al (1999a and b), Levine (1999), Black (1999), Emmons and Schmid 
(2000), Beck et al (2001), Oman (2001) and Stulz and Williamson (2001). Other related 
studies offering firm-level capital structure-growth evidence include Rajan and Zingales 
(1995 and 1998), Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic (1996,1998,1999 and 2000) and 
Beck and Levine (2001 a). These are mainly aggregate- or firm-level empirical studies 
and do not provide theoretical models of the sectoral finance-growth link. However, the 
discussions in them provide some intuitive depiction of the implications of corporate 
governance and investor protection for sectoral debt-equity patterns and potential 
channels to sector output modeling. For example, Levine (1999) provides evidence that 
creditor rights protection enhances financial development, which in turn spurs growth. 
The above discussion indicates that corporate governance and agency cost perspectives 
are instructive in motivating the theoretical finance-growth nexus at the sector level. For 
example, manufacturing firms are larger on average and are expected to have relatively 
more dispersed ownership, suggesting that agency problems due to ownership-control 
separation would be more severe. Stock market discipline via takeovers and takeover 
threats as well as share price-compensation linking would help in aligning the preferences 
of owners and managers. Such preference alignment would lead to less wastage of 
resources, less consumption of perquisites by managers and better asset allocation via 
choosing shareholder value maximising projects, both of which would stimulate firm and 
sector output level and growth, acting through channels already highlighted in Section 2.6 
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and Table 2.3. On the other hand, service sector firms are typically smaller, have 
relatively concentrated ownership structures and so face less severe agency costs of 
equity. However, their debt preference implies that they face agency costs of debt that are 
partly borne by lenders, with a resultant relatively higher intensity of bank monitoring, 
and through that to higher investment efficiency and growth, via channels highlighted in 
Section 2.5 and Table 2.2. Theoretically therefore, one channel that could link sector 
level output to sector capital structure is the extent to which a sector is exposed to bank 
monitoring relative to stock market discipline. In line with this thinking, the finance- 
growth nexus could operate stronger via the stock market for the manufacturing sector 
and via banking for the service sector. 
2.9 Finance-growth linkage: The empirical evidence 
There is a rich and growing body of empirical work estimating the relationship between 
financial system development and economic growth. They form an important background 
to this study. However, the objective in this section is not to conduct a detailed review of 
this literature per se. Excellent reviews of such econometric estimates exist elsewhere, for 
example, Gertler (1988), Pagano (1993) and King and Levine (1997). Rather, effort will 
be made in this section to highlight those aspects of the extant findings that would help 
illuminate the structural-functional themes emphasised in this study. More specifically, 
this section explores how the existing empirical evidence stands with respect to the 
theoretical postulations discussed in Sections 2.2 to 2.8. To facilitate this process, the 
available evidence is deployed to addressing issues such as: the broad evidence regarding 
the aggregate banking-growth versus stock market-growth relationship; the evidence 
regarding the possible stage-dependence of the relationship; the available UK-specific 
evidence, and the evidence concerning disaggregated finance-growth evolution. 
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2.9.1 The role of banks: Aggregate-level evidence 
Table 2.4 summarises the empirical evidence on the link between banking sector 
development and economic growth. These studies have employed banking proxies for 
financial development. The approach typically tests McKinnon-Shaw type hypotheses 
regarding the relationship between financial repression and growth. Most have the growth 
rate of output as the dependent variable, with banking proxies as explanatory variables, 
often along with other variables intended to control for other phenomena, such as the 
investment ratio, inflation, government spending and openness. 
Table 2.4 Empirical evidence on the aggregate banking-growth relationship 
Banking Output Main 
Author(s) Prox ies Variable(s) Dataset Type Method Sign/direction* 
Gupta M2 Index of Time series, Granger Positive, 
(1984) industrial 14 emerging causality Most B -º G, 
production countries Few G --º B 
Jung (1986) M2/GDP Per capita Time series, Granger Positive, 
GDP 56 countries causality B-G and 
G-13 
Ghani M3-M1/GDP; Per capita Cross country, OLS Positive 
(1992) Total GDP growth 52 developing 
financial countries 
assets; 
Total credit 
to private 
sector/GDP 
Atje and Bank credit/ Per capita Cross country, OLS Positive, but 
Jovanovic GDP GDP growth 40 countries weak 
(1993) 
King and Currency and Per capita Cross country, OLS Positive 
Levine intermediary GDP growth; 80 countries 
(1993) deposits/GDP; Capital stock 
Bank assets/ growth; 
total central Investment/ 
bank and GDP; 
bank assets; Investment 
Bank lending efficiency 
to the private growth 
sector/GDP 
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Table 2.4 Em irical evidence on the a re ate banking- growth relationship, ctd. 
Banking Output Main 
Author(s) Prox ies Variable(s) Dataset Type Method Sign/direction* 
Berthelemy Broad Per capita Cross country, OLS Stage 
and Varou- money/GDP GDP 91 countries dependent 
dakis (1995) 
Leigh Total credit GDP Time series, Cointegr- Positive, 
(1995) Singapore, ation B -* G 
85 quarterly 
observations 
Levine and Currency and Per capita Cross country, OLS Positive 
Zervos intermediary GDP growth 41 countries 
(1996) deposits/GDP and 79 
observations 
Gregorio Consumer Per capita Cross country, OLS Negative, as 
(1996) credit/GDP; GDP growth 83 countries expected for 
Bank lending borrowing 
to the private constraints 
sector/GDP model 
Demetriades Currency and Per capita Time series, Cointegr- Positive, 
and Luintel intermediary GDP India, 31 ation B -º G and (1996) deposits/GDP observations G --> B 
Demetriades Bank Per capita Time series, Cointegr- Positive, 
and Hussein deposits/GDP; GDP 16 emerging ation Bi-directional (1996) Bank lending countries 
to the private 
sector/GDP 
Hansson Bank lending Per capita Time series, Cointegr- Positive, 
and Jonung to the private GDP Sweden, 158 ation B --º G in pre- 
(1997) sector per observations war period; 
capita No stable coi- 
ntegrating 
vector in 
largest VAR 
Rousseau Monetary Per capita Time series, Cointegr- Positive, 
and Wachtel base; GDP growth 5 industrial ation B --+ G (1998) Financial countries: 
sector assets US, UK, 
Canada, 
Norway and 
Sweden 
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Table 2.4 E m irical evidence on the a re ate banking-, rowth rela tionship, ctd. 
Banking Output Main 
Author(s) Prox ies Variable(s) Dataset Type Method Sign/direction* 
Levine and Bank lending Per capita Cross country, OLS Positive 
Zervos to the private GDP growth; 47 countries 
(1998) sector/GDP Per capita 
capital stock 
growth; 
Productivity 
growth 
Beck et al Currency and Per capita Cross country GMM Positive 
(1999) intermediary GDP growth panel of 74 dynamic 
deposits/GDP; countries panel 
Bank assets/ estimator 
total central 
bank and 
bank assets; 
Bank lending 
to the private 
sector/GDP 
Levine Creditor Per capita Cross country, GMM Positive 
(1999) rights; GDP growth 47 countries 
Rule of law; 
Country risk; 
Accounting 
standards 
Rousseau Money stock; Per capita Time series, Cointegr- Positive, 
and Sylla No. of banks GNP; United States, ation B -- G 
(2000) Per capita 60 observat- 
investment; ions 
Business inc- 
orporations 
Bell and Bank assets; Per capita Time series, Cointegr- Positive, 
Rousseau Total credit; net domestic India, 41 ation B -º G 
(2000) Private sector product; observations 
credit Per capita 
gross invest- 
ment 
Bassanini Bank lending Per capita OECD panel, Pooled Negative; 
et al (2001) to the private GDP growth 21 countries, mean Becomes 
sector/GDP 523 group es- positive with 
observations timation control for 
inflation 
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Table 2.4 Em irical evidence on the a re ate banking- growth rela tionship, ctd. 
Banking Output Main 
Author(s) Prox ies Variable(s) Dataset Type Method Sign/direction* 
Beck and Bank lending Per capita Cross country GMM Positive 
Levine to the private GDP growth panel of 40 
(2001b) sector/GDP countries, 146 
observations 
Leahy et al Currency and Business OECD panel; Pooled Positive 
(2001) intermediary investment/ 19 countries mean 
deposits/GDP GDP; group es- 
Per capita timation 
Bank lending GDP 
to the private 
sector/GDP 
Rousseau M3/GDP; Per capita Cross country OLS Positive 
and M3-M1/GDP; GDP growth panel, 84 
Wachtel Total credit/ countries, 479 
(2001) GDP observations 
Arestis et al Bank credit Per capita Quarterly Cointegr- Positive; 
(2001) /GDP GDP time series ation B -º G in 
data for UK, Japan, 
US, Japan, Germany and 
Germany, France, with 
France; some feedback 
effects too; but 
weak for UK 
and US 
amain sign ana airecnon of findings. 'Positive' implies that a positive and significant result was found in 
the main. Where applicable, B --º G implies that banking is found to `cause' growth, and vice versa. 
The weight of evidence clearly suggests that a positive and significant relationship exists 
between banking sector development and growth, thereby supporting the banking-growth 
theories of Bencivenga and Smith (1991), Berthelemy and Varoudakis (1995 and 1996) 
and Greenwood and Smith (1997), among others. Banks foster growth by providing 
information collection, monitoring and or liquidity insurance functions that improve 
investment efficiency, resource allocation and or capital accumulation which in turn 
boost economic growth. In addition, the studies that employ Granger causality or related 
time series techniques, such as cointegration, provide some evidence that banking sector 
development `causes' economic growth, in the Granger sense, as found by Leigh (1995 
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and 1996), Hansson and Jonung (1997), Rousseau and Sylla (2000), Bell and Rousseau 
(2000) and Arestis et al (2001) for some countries. A few others find evidence of mutual 
causation between banking and growth, for example Gupta (1984), Jung (1986), 
Demetriades and Luintel (1996) and Demetriades and Hussein (1996). Furthermore, some 
more recent tests (e. g. Levine, 1999 and Leahy et al, 2001) also investigate the linkages 
with the financial framework conditions that underlie banking sector development, for 
example creditor rights, accounting standards and other corporate governance factors, 
again finding a positive association with growth. In spite of the near unanimity of the 
evidence, there are several problems with many of these findings. 
On methodology, criticisms abound about using multi-country cross-section analysis for 
studies of this nature. For one, it is conceptually difficult to interpret the coefficients on 
regressions involving many countries averaged over many decades, especially given that 
during this time business cycles, policy changes and political disturbances would have 
influenced economic activity. Thus, the elasticity interpretation often attached to 
coefficients should be treated with caution. At best, cross-country regressions may be 
viewed as evaluating the strength of partial correlations rather than behavioural 
relationships that suggest how much growth will change when policies change. Also, 
Miller (1996), writing on a similar vein, states that the cross-country approach assumes 
that countries possess similar structural features including production technology and 
institutional patterns. Thus, political, economic, social and other structural differences are 
assumed not to condition the growth process; and if they do, their effects are assumed to 
be randomly distributed with zero mean. Miller warns that existing cross-country 
research is seriously flawed, if structural differences between countries matter 
significantly. Similarly, Demetriades and Hussein (1996) note general problems with the 
cross-country technique such as the assumption that each country has a stable growth 
path, omitted variable bias, sample selection bias as well as inappropriate weighting of 
countries. 
A further criticism of cross-country studies has to do with the effort by some of them to 
infer causality from their results. Indicators of financial development are correlated 
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across time, for a given country, such that the initial value of an indicator could be a good 
proxy for its contemporaneous level. Studies such as King and Levine (1993) do not 
incorporate initial financial development in their equations. Given this, contemporaneous 
association, rather than causality, is all that can be inferred from these studies. Moreover, 
the cross-country approach does not allow different countries to exhibit different patterns 
of causality, whereas it is possible that in some countries finance is a leading sector 
whilst in others it lags behind the real sector (Demetriades and Hussein, 1996). The main 
implication of this drawback is that a sufficient grounding is not provided for policy 
action in the context of any individual country. There have been recent efforts by cross- 
country proponents to reduce these problems by applying generalized method of 
moments and dynamic panel estimators that seek to explore the (short) time series and 
cross-section properties of the data, for example the studies by Beck et al (1999), Levine 
(1999), Beck and Levine (2001b) and Leahy et al (2001). While these efforts ameliorate 
the problems to some extent, they would not overcome the issues of direction of causality 
nor of providing rigorous policy implications for individual countries. 
There are also problems with the time series Granger causality studies, although they 
overcome some of the problems identified above with cross-country studies. The earlier 
time series studies of Gupta (1984) and Jung (1986) focus on individual countries over 
time, and so could be more reliable from the policy implications point of view. However, 
there could be problems with the validity of their results. For example, Jung's tests were 
carried out in a levels vector autoregression framework, and Sims, Stock and Watson 
(1990) have shown that test-statistics derived therefrom would not be valid unless the 
variables employed are either stationary or integrated of order one and cointegrated. 
Since Jung's variables are likely to be I(1), the results would be valid if the variables are 
cointegrated and the data meet the requirements of the asymptotic theory on which 
relevant test statistics are based. The number of observations employed in the Jung study 
are small, in some cases as low as 15, hardly meeting asymptotic requirements and 
raising doubts about the validity of test statistics (Demetriades and Hussein, 1996). The 
time series (cointegration) studies of Leigh (1995 and 1996), Demetriades and Hussein 
(1996), Demetriades and Luintel (1996), Hansson and Jonung (1997), Rousseau and 
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Wachtel (1998), Rousseau and Sylla (2000) and Bell and Rousseau (2000) overcome 
some of the above methodological difficulties to varying degrees. They investigate the 
time series properties of the data (typically using Dickey-Fuller tests), test for 
cointegration (typically using Engle-Granger or Johansen tests) and focus on single 
countries over time, thereby yielding results that are likely to be more reliable for policy 
purposes. However, many of the results suffer from some (non-methodology) problems 
that are common to most empirical studies of the banking-growth link. 
Most of the studies motivate their estimation by appealing to the implications of 
(endogenous) growth and finance-growth theory, yet many do not estimate structural 
growth models with the role of banking embedded in a standard production function 
along with the traditional inputs of capital and labour, as well as the engines of growth 
espoused by endogenous growth such as human capital and research and development. 
Rather, what is typically done is the atheoretic addition of macroeconomic and socio- 
political variables as explanatory variables for the growth rate of output. While this 
approach is useful from the point of view of showing the broad correlations among 
macroeconomic phenomena, in the spirit of Barro (1991), it does not represent a rigorous 
test based on growth and banking-growth theory; therefore the resultant coefficients are 
not readily theoretically interpretable. In the words of Pack (1994): `When a variety of 
variables are included, the clarity of the tight production theoretic framework becomes 
blurred' (p. 68). The lack of a structural approach also makes it hard to compare 
econometric findings of different studies because each study employs a different set of 
macroeconomic variables. Many of the time series studies merely seek to ascertain the 
possible (bivariate or trivariate) co-evolution between an output or growth indicator and 
some proxy of banking sector development, again outside a growth framework that 
ignores the roles of the non-banking inputs and engines of growth. One exception to this 
are the studies by Leigh (1995 and 1996). Using quarterly data for Singapore, Leigh finds 
that financial development (proxied by total credit) influences economic growth both in 
the short run and in the long run, and in particular through its positive effect on 
investment efficiency. In general, Leigh finds support for the AK-type endogenous 
growth framework, with results indicating increasing returns to the factors in the long run 
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and with human capital playing the expected significant role, and with banking being a 
spur for growth. 
Another criticism is how banking development is proxied in the studies. There is a basic 
choice between money-based versus credit-based definitions. The money-based proxies 
employed by many have been criticised on the grounds that the resultant coefficients 
would relate more to the effects of monetary policy on the real sector, than to whether 
financial intermediation and deepening promote economic growth (Demetriades and 
Hussein, 1996). The credit-based and other definitions such as number of banks or bank 
branches would be more useful in this regard, since they reflect better the information 
collection, monitoring, liquidity insurance and other functions of banks that are 
hypothesised to improve investment efficiency, resource allocation and capital 
accumulation. Another problem with the proxies is with their actual construction. That is, 
they are usually defined as ratios to GDP or other macroeconomic variables. While this 
has the justification of correcting for country size differences, a `stock' definition would 
be more in keeping with the requirements of long-run growth modeling (i. e. production 
function modeling), along with the stocks of other inputs such as labour, capital, R&D 
and so on. 
2.9.2 The role of stock markets: aggregate level evidence 
Table 2.5 presents highlights of the evidence regarding the relationship between stock 
market development and economic growth. These are basically studies that employed 
stock market proxies for financial development. The typical approach in effect tests 
implications arising from the stock market-growth theories propounded by Levine 
(1991), Saint-Paul (1992) and Bencivenga, Smith and Starr (1995 and 1996). Most have 
the growth rate of output as the dependent variable, with stock market proxies as 
explanatory variables, often along with other variables intended to control for other 
phenomena, such as the investment ratio, inflation, government spending and openness. 
Most of the studies proxy stock market size by stock market capitalisation and its 
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liquidity or activity by either the ratio of value traded to market capitalisation or value 
traded to GDP, with the activity measures being expected to reflect better the liquidity 
and portfolio risk management and market discipline roles of the stock market. Other 
proxies employed include number of listed securities (Rousseau and Sylla, 2000), initial 
public offerings (IPOs), all-share index and government bond returns series (Van Nieuw- 
erburgh et at, 2001). 
Table 2.5 Empirical evidence on the aggregate stock market-growth relationship 
Stock 
market Output Main 
Author(s) Prox ies Variable(s) Dataset Type Method Sign/direction* 
Atje and Value traded/ Per capita Cross country, OLS Positive 
Jovanovic GDP GDP growth 40 countries 
(1993) 
Levine and Stock market Per capita Cross country, 2-stage Positive 
Zervos capitalisation/ GDP growth 41 countries least 
(1996) GDP; and 71 squares 
Value traded/ observations 
market value; 
Value traded/ 
GDP 
Harris Value traded/ Per capita Cross country, 2-stage Positive for 
(1997) GDP GDP growth 40 countries least developed but 
squares negative for less developed 
countries 
Levine and Market Per capita Cross country, OLS Positive 
Zervos capitalisation/ GDP growth; 47 countries 
(1998) GDP; Per capita 
Value traded/ capital stock 
market value; growth; 
Value traded/ Productivity 
GDP growth; 
Gross savings 
Filer et al Market GDP growth Cross country Dynamic Positive 
(1999) capitalisation/ panel, 64 panel 
GDP; countries, 750 estimator; 
Value traded/ observations Granger 
market value; causality 
Change in no. 
of listed 
securities 
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Table 2.5 Evidence on t he aggregate st ock market-growth relationship, ctd. 
Stock 
market Output Main 
Author(s) Prox ies Variable(s) Dataset Type Method Sign/direction* 
Rousseau No. of listed Per capita Time series, Cointegr- Positive, 
and Sylla securities GNP; United States, ation S -+ G 
(2000) Per capita 60 observat- 
investment; ions 
Business inc- 
orporations 
Rousseau Stock market Per capita Cross country GMM Positive, 
and Wachtel capitalisation/ GDP growth panel of 47 S --º G 
(2000) GDP; countries, 550 
Value traded/ observations 
GDP 
Beck and Value traded/ Per capita Cross country GMM Positive 
Levine market value GDP growth panel of 40 
(2001b) countries, 146 
observations 
Leahy et al Stock market Business OECD panel; Pooled Positive 
(2001) capitalisation/ investment/ 19 countries mean 
GDP GDP; group es- 
Per capita timation 
GDP 
Bassanini et Stock market Per capita OECD panel; Pooled Positive 
at (2001) capitalisation/ GDP growth 21 countries mean 
GDP group es- 
timation 
Arestis et al Stock market Per capita Quarterly time Cointegr- Positive; 
(2001) capitalisation/ GDP series data for ation S -+ G in 
GDP UK, US, Japan, Japan, Germany 
Germany, and France, 
France; with some 
feedback effects 
too; but weak 
link for UK and 
US 
Van Nieuw- Stock market GDP Time series, Cointegr- Positive, 
erburgh et al capitalisation; Belgium ation S -+ G 
(2001) IPOs; 
Change in all- 
share index; 
Change in 
government 
bond returns 
*Main sign and direction of findings. `Positive' implies that a positive and significant result was found in 
the main. Where applicable, S-G implies that stock market development is found to `cause' growth, and 
vice versa. 
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The above evidence indicates broadly that a positive and significant relationship exists 
between stock market development and growth, thereby supporting the stock market- 
growth theories reviewed earlier. Stock markets provide liquidity and portfolio risk 
management services and supply market-based discipline over managers via the takeover 
market and stock price-linked compensation. In this process, they facilitate technological 
specialisation and development, long-term higher-return investing, investment efficiency 
and capital accumulation, thereby aiding economic growth. Further, recent studies that 
employ time series techniques such as cointegration or dynamic panel techniques provide 
evidence that indicates that stock markets `cause' growth; for example, Rousseau and 
Sylla (2000), Rousseau and Wachtel (2000) and Van Nieuwerburgh (2001). While the 
evidence is rich and largely supportive of stock markets being a spur for economic 
growth, there are methodological and other problems with the estimation approaches. 
These concerns are similar to those discussed in Section 2.9.1 regarding the use of cross- 
country estimation, non-estimation of structural growth models, etc. and so are not 
repeated here. 
2.9.3 Is the finance-growth nexus stage-dependent? 
This section briefly addresses the issue of the evidence regarding the possible stage- 
dependence of the finance-growth relationship. That is, is the finance-growth nexus 
dependent on whether the country is a developing or developed one? This issue is worth 
addressing here for two reasons. First, this study focuses on the UK, a developed country. 
Some theories (and some evidence) suggest that the nature of the relationship would be 
different (or even non-existent) for such countries. At the same time, some recent time- 
series-based findings suggest a strong positive link between finance and growth in 
developed countries. Second, a disaggregated analysis such as this one is arguably best 
prosecuted within the context of a developed country like the UK with a higher likelihood 
of the availability of consistent and reliable sector-level data. 
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The early expositions by Patrick (1966) laid the basis for the stage-based differentiation 
of the finance-growth link. Patrick identifies a `supply-leading' phenomenon identified 
more with countries undergoing efforts to install industrial growth, that is, less developed 
countries. In this scenario, financial institutions and markets develop and supply their 
assets and liabilities in anticipation of demand. He also identifies a `demand-following' 
phenomenon, whereby financial institutions, assets and services develop in response to 
the demand for such services by savers and investors in the real sector. That is, financial 
markets develop, widen and become more perfect, as a consequence of real economic 
growth. In this case, often associated with more developed countries, the role of finance 
is mainly passive and permissive in the growth process. In a nutshell, the suggestion is 
that financial development would be a positive and significant spur for growth in 
developing countries but not for developed economies. 
These observations tie in with some of the implications of finance-growth theory, where, 
at some (initial) stage, the economy is characterised by financial under-development, 
borrowing constraints, credit rationing, financial repression, etc. resulting in some form 
of low finance-growth `trap'. As financial development proceeds, it yields growth- 
enhancing implications via improved investment efficiency, resource allocation and so 
on. On the other hand, beyond some threshold of financial development, diminishing 
returns to finance would set in, akin to what Berthelemy and Varoudakis (1995) describe 
as: `a gradual leveling-off of the effect of financial development on growth' (p. 78). 
Gertler (in a discussion of King and Levine, 1993a), raises the possibility that, given 
diminishing returns to financial development, `the marginal impact of financial 
conditions on growth might be stronger in less developed countries than in highly 
developed countries' (p. 192). Some would even argue for a negative effect where 
financial development is `excessive', often related to the onset of speculative bubbles or 
in countries with relatively high levels of financial sophistication and or openness, such 
as the UK, USA and Singapore. These implications have led some to suggest that 
banking matters for growth only if it is not efficient (Becsi et al, 1997). That is, if 
intermediation and financial markets are efficient, then they are relatively frictionless and 
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may be assumed to approximate an Arrow-Debreu environment and may be ignored, a la 
Modigliani and Miller (1958) and Fama (1980). 
However, the rigorously derived finance-growth theories reviewed earlier do not ascribe 
prominence to the issue of stage-dependence. Most derive a positive (leading) role for 
finance, and some show situations where they may be mutually reinforcing, irrespective 
of stage of development. Only in a few cases are conditions shown in which finance may 
exert a negative influence on growth, for example, Bencivenga and Smith (1991), 
Bencivenga et al (1995), Bose and Cothren (1996) and Greenwood and Smith (1997). 
Note that even in these cases, their main hypotheses espouse a finance-to-growth 
relationship. What then is the evidence regarding the possible stage-dependence of the 
relationship? 
2.9.3.1 Evidence for developing countries 
In cross-country studies where explicit separate estimation is conducted for developing 
countries, the preponderance of evidence indicates the existence of a positive association, 
both for banking and stock market development, as found in Atje and Jovanovic (1993), 
King and Levine (1993), Gregorio (1996) and Filer et al (1999), among others. For 
example, Filer et al (1999) finds that: `An active stock market is crucial in reallocating 
capital to high value uses in developing countries. Without such a market, growth in low 
and middle income countries is substantially lower than it could be were such an active 
stock exchange to be present' (p. 11). For studies that apply time series methods to 
individual developing countries, this positive relationship is also evident, with most also 
showing evidence that financial development `causes' growth in these countries. For 
example, in Gupta (1984) and Jung (1986) the countries studied mostly exhibited supply 
leading characteristics. Demetriades and Hussein (1996) mostly find evidence of bi- 
directionality in the developing countries they studied. Bell and Rousseau's (2000) study 
of India again finds that `finance' leads `growth'. Overall, the available evidence lends 
support to the view that a positive association exists between financial development and 
growth in developing countries, and in fact that in most cases finance tends to be a major 
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spur for growth in these countries. Note though that the findings are by no means uniform 
in terms of direction of causality, even for a set of countries that are all classified as 
developing. For example, of the 14 countries studied by Gupta (1984), 8 displayed 
supply-leading features, 4 were both supply-leading and demand-following and 2 were 
bi-directional. The same absence of uniformity is evident in Demetriades and Hussein 
(1996). 
2.9.3.2 Evidence for developed countries 
In cross-country studies that provide separate estimates for developed countries, it tends 
to be the case that the finance-growth link is relatively weak, as found in King and 
Levine (1993) and Atje and Jovanovic (1993). Filer (1999) also fails to find a strong link 
between stock market activity and growth in a sample of high-income countries. On the 
other hand, Gregorio (1996) finds a positive association between consumer credit and 
economic growth in a set of OECD countries and Leahy et al (2001) also finds a positive 
and significant association for a set of OECD countries. Interestingly, the majority of 
time series studies that investigate a single developed country over time also find strong 
and positive links that run from banking and or stock market development to growth. 
These include Leigh (1995 and 1996) for Singapore, Hansson and Jonung (1997) for 
Sweden, Rousseau and Wachtel (1998) for 5 industrial countries, Rousseau and Sylla 
(2000) for USA and Van Nieuwerburgh et al (2001) for Belgium. The study by Arestis et 
al (2001) offers mixed time series evidence for the developed countries studied. Thus, 
they report evidence that financial development `causes' growth in bank-based developed 
countries such as Germany, Japan and France, whilst the link is weak for the UK and the 
US (see further comments re UK evidence below). On balance, and given the problems 
identified above with cross-country studies and the concomitant `superiority' of time 
series results, the available evidence seems to weigh in favour of several developed 
countries exhibiting strong finance-growth nexuses, with finance acting as a key spur for 
economic growth, that is, `supply-leading' in Patrick's (1966) words. 
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So, is the finance-growth link stage-dependent? Neither the finance-growth theories 
reviewed earlier nor the empirical evidence presented in the foregoing suggest such. 
What is suggested rather is that the relationship would be different for each country, 
irrespective of its stage of development. To illustrate, it is possible that for a developing 
country, the development of a stock market would stimulate growth as the functions of 
liquidity and portfolio risk management are brought to bear on investment efficiency and 
capital accumulation. Similarly, the rapidly increasing spate of financial market 
innovations in developed stock markets could deliver the same benefits. Furthermore, it 
may also be argued that relatively better developed economies are in fact better placed to 
make the most of newly introduced innovations and improvements. This is akin to saying 
that there are spillover and externality effects to financial development (for example via 
learning-by-doing externalities as in Berthelemy and Varoudakis, 1995 and 1996) that 
could obviate the onset of potential diminishing returns to finance in developed countries, 
a parallel of the arguments of the endogenous growth school regarding the possibility of 
limitless growth. The foregoing no doubt further buttresses the country-specific time 
series approach adopted in this study. A further corollary to that is also whether the 
relationship is sector-specific. This study also tests the possibility of sector-specificity, an 
issue that further justifies the choice of a developed country for a study of this nature, 
given data consistency and availability advantages. Evidence at the disaggregated level is 
presented in a subsequent section, after examining the available aggregate UK evidence. 
2.9.4 The UK evidence 
The discussion here draws on the evidence summarised in Tables 2.4 and 2.5. UK data 
are often part of cross-country and cross-OECD finance-growth studies. However, as 
already observed, results from such studies would have little policy relevance for the UK. 
Only very few studies have adduced evidence for the UK specifically in this context. 
Typically, these are time series or dynamic panel studies that evaluate the nexus for a 
subset of industrial countries, including the UK. These include Rousseau and Wachtel 
(1995), Arestis and Demetriades (1996), Rousseau and Wachtel (1998), Rousseau and 
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Wachtel (2000) and Arestis et al (2001). The three studies by Rousseau and Wachtel find 
that financial development (both banking and stock markets) stimulates or `causes' 
economic growth in the UK. Arestis and Demetriades (1996) found that when financial 
development is measured as the ratio of M2 to GDP, then finance `causes' growth. They 
also find evidence for reverse causality running from growth to financial development. 
On a contrary note, the evidence in Arestis et at (2001) suggests that there is only a weak 
link between finance and growth in the UK. They state that: `the flow of causality from 
financial system development to real GDP is, at best, weak' (p. 30) and posit that this is 
characteristic of market-based Anglo-Saxon economies. The possible reasons they 
adduce for this finding include weak links between finance and industry, short termism, 
the international character of the UK financial system and weaker ability to deal with 
agency problems. They find though that when their stock market proxy (stock market 
capitalisation) is replaced by a stock market turnover variable, `the causal flows from 
financial variables to output are more significant now' (p. 34). This latter `dominance' of 
stock market capitalisation (size) by market turnover or liquidity measures has been noted 
since the earlier work of Atje and Jovanovic (1993) and other subsequent studies since 
then, and is usually explained on the ground that it is the trading and liquidity of the stock 
market that is more likely to deliver the portfolio and liquidity risk management functions 
of the stock market than mere market size. Overall, the weight of (the rather limited) 
available UK-specific evidence suggests a positive influence running from financial 
development to growth, but with evidence of some bi-directionality and some proxy- 
specific weak effect. 
These studies no doubt provide a useful empirical introduction to and context for this 
study's modeling of the UK; however their drawbacks vis-ä-vis this study's preferred 
approach must be noted. The main problem with these studies is that they are not 
grounded in the theories that underpin the evolution of the finance-growth link. That is, 
they do not estimate growth models (production functions) that meet the requirements of 
theory via incorporating the roles of traditional inputs like labour and capital as well as 
engines of growth like human capital and R&D. Also see discussion in Section 2.9.1 on 
related weaknesses. 
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2.9.5 Disaggregated evidence 
The review and discussion in Sections 2.4 and 2.8 suggest (theoretical) conditions and 
circumstances in which the finance-growth relationship could be different between firms, 
industries and sectors, working mainly through the debt-equity choice/access of firms, the 
corporate governance arrangements flowing from such choice/access, the concomitant 
bank monitoring versus market discipline implications and through that to the impact on 
firm/sectoral investment efficiency, resources allocation, capital formation and output 
growth. Finding a positive banking-growth link at the aggregate level, for example, does 
not necessarily imply that all sectors also exhibit this association uniformly. It may well 
be possible that individual sectors co-evolve closer with stock markets, depending on the 
characteristics of the constituent firms. These characteristics include size, ownership 
concentration, product tangibility and technology, among others. More specifically, it 
was highlighted that the manufacturing sector could display a relatively stronger stock 
market-growth relationship while the service sector would exhibit a stronger banking- 
growth relationship. 
There are no studies that specifically test these postulations across several sectors in a 
single country over time. However, there are a few empirical studies that have addressed 
two related issues. First, studies that investigate firms' or industries' capital structures 
(and so the potential role of bank versus market discipline) and second, studies which 
analyse the role of financial factors in explaining the performance of the manufacturing 
sector, either within the same country or in a cross-country context. Tables 2.6 and 2.7 
below summarise the respective evidence. 
The studies in Table 2.6 aim to ascertain the factors that underpin the debt-equity choice 
of firms. Typically, the studies include several other variables, not just the ones listed in 
the table. However, this review has isolated those variables in their analyses that are of 
relevance to the issues addressed in this study. For example, Demirguc-Kunt and 
Maksimovic (1996) find a statistically significant negative relationship between stock 
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market development and both short-term and long-term debt ratios. This indicates that as 
stock markets develop, firms substitute equity for debt. This substitution of equity for 
debt is even stronger in the context of firms in developed countries such as the UK. 
Furthermore, when the sample is restricted to the largest firms in developed countries, a 
strong negative effect persists, especially so in respect of long-term debt. The authors 
suggest that this could be because the ownership diversification and information 
aggregation services provided by the development of stock markets mainly benefit the 
larger firms more, as larger firms are enabled to spread fixed issuance costs and the costs 
to traders of information acquisition. This represents some empirical support for the 
review and discussions in Sections 2.4 and 2.8 where it is suggested that due to larger 
average firm size, it is likely that manufacturing sector firms could be more equity-driven 
in their capital structures, and so more exposed to stock market discipline as opposed to 
bank monitoring. 
Table 2.6 Empirical evidence on the debt-equity choice/access of firms 
Capital 
structure Explanatory 
Author(s) proxy factors Dataset Type Method Sign* 
Raj an and Debt/capital Tangibility Cross section, Tobit Positive 
Zingales ratio of assets; 500 non- 
(1995) Investment finance UK Negative 
opportunities; firms, four- 
Firm size; year average Positive 
Profitability Negative 
Demirguc- Short term Index of Cross country, OLS Negative for 
Kunt and debt/equity; stock market pooled firm developed; 
Maksimovic Long term development level data for Positive for 
(1996) debt/equity; 30 developed developing 
Total debt/ and develop- 
equity ing markets 
Demirguc- Debt Stock market Cross country, OLS Positive 
Kunt and maturity turnover; pooled firm 
Maksimovic [Long term Bank assets/ level data for Negative, weak 
(1999) debt/total GDP 30 developed 
debt] and develop- 
ing markets 
*, Positive' implies that a positive and significant result was found in the main, and vice versa. 
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The evidence in Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic (1999) points to a positive association 
between stock market development and firms' relative use of long-term debt. That is, 
what debt firms take on, given stock market development, would tend to be more of 
longer-term maturity rather than shorter. There is a preponderance of evidence (discussed 
further in Chapter 6- the service sector chapter) that smaller and service sector firms (in 
the UK) tend to rely relatively more on short-term debt than manufacturing ones. Taken 
together with the latter Demirguc-Kunt finding, it may be suggested that manufacturing 
sector firms are better placed to reap the benefits associated with the apparent 
complementarity between stock market development and access to longer maturity 
funding. 
Overall, the available related evidence from capital structure studies provides two results 
that help motivate the sectoral aspects of this present study. First, larger (manufacturing) 
firms are more likely to substitute equity for debt as the stock market develops, thereby 
facing relatively more market-based discipline, compared to smaller (service sector) 
firms who face more bank monitoring. Second, service sector firms rely more on short- 
term debt, with implications for monitoring intensity. As highlighted in Section 2.4, there 
are at least two views regarding the monitoring implications of short-term versus long- 
term debt. Hart and Moore (1995) posit that long-term (non-negotiable) debt imposes 
`harder' constraints on managers via limiting their ability to obtain new funds. On the 
other hand, Stulz (2000) hypothesises that short-term debt provides more opportunities 
for monitoring via higher rollover frequency. Since manufacturing and service sector 
firms rely more on long-term versus short-term funding respectively, there is a priori no 
theoretical unanimity on which debt structure would provide what level of monitoring 
(given debt exposure) for which sector. It is ultimately an empirical question. If it is 
found, for example, that a strong banking-sectoral output relationship exists but not a 
stock market-sectoral output one, then one justification for such finding could be that 
bank monitoring and short-term debt are better suited for the investment efficiency and 
resource allocation of that sector. 
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The studies summarised in Table 2.7 provide some evidence at the firm and industry 
level regarding the association between financial development and growth. Note that 
most of these studies incorporate more variables than those listed in the table, controlling 
for other phenomena. The variables listed are those that are more relevant to this study's 
interest in highlighting the disaggregated association between finance and output/growth. 
Table 2.7 Empirical evidence on the role of finance in firm/industry performance 
Output Finance 
Author(s) Prox ies Prox ies Dataset Type Method Sign* 
Raj an and Manufacturing Financial Cross country OLS Positive 
Zingales industries' dependence; pooled industry 
(1998) output Aggregate level data for 41 
growth rate credit plus countries and 
stock market 36 industries 
capitalisation; 
National 
accounting 
standards; 
Neusser Manufacturing Financial Annual time Cointe- Positive; 
and Kugler sector total sector GDP series data for gration; F --' G for USA, 
(1998) factor 13 OECD Panel Australia, Japan 
productivity; countries; about cointe- and Germany; 
Manufacturing 32 observations gration G --> F in 
sector GDP for each country Sweden, Canada 
and France 
Demirguc- `Excess' Stock market Cross country, OLS Negative, weak 
Kunt and growth of capitalisation/ pooled firm 
Maksimovic firms GDP; level data for 30 
(1998) Stock market developed and Positive 
turnover; develop- 
Bank ing markets Positive 
assets/GDP; 
Total assets/ Positive 
5long term 
debt; 
5Total assets/ Positive 
bequity 
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Table 2.7 Evidence on the role of finance i n firm/industry erformance, ctd. 
Output Finance 
Author(s) Prox ies Prox ies Dataset Type Method Sign* 
Beck et al Industry Financial Cross country OLS Positive 
(2000) output dependence; panel industry 
growth Financial level data for 34 
sector size; countries and 
Financial 36 industries, 
sector 1016 observati- 
activit ons 
Beck et al Manufacturing Financial Cross country OLS Positive 
(2000) firms' `excess' dependence; panel firm level 
growth Financial data for 
sector size; manufacturing 
Financial firms in 33 
sector countries, 172 
activity; observations 
Financial 
sector 
efficiency 
Demirguc- Manufacturing Stock market Cross country Panel Positive; 
Kunt and firms' `excess' turnover; pooled firm estimat Also, well- 
Maksimovic growth Bank assets/ level data for ion developed 
(2000) GDP manufacturing stock markets 
firms in 40 facilitate long 
developed and term financing, 
develop- while well- 
ing markets developed 
banking systems 
facilitate short 
term financing 
'Positive' implies that a positive and significant result was found in the main, and vice versa. Where 
applicable, F -+ G implies that financial development is found to `cause' sector growth, and vice versa. 
Typically, the dependent variable modeled is a proxy for firm or industry output or sales 
growth. In some cases it is `excess' growth, which is constructed as follows, as described 
in for example Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic (1998). For each firm they estimate the 
rate at which it can grow relying only on its internal funds or short-term debt and then 
calculate the proportion of firms that grow at rates in excess of the internally funded or 
short-term funded growth. All the studies highlighted employ a set of explanatory 
variables that include proxies for financial development, including banking and stock 
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market variables and interactions between them and or with external financial 
dependence. 
As the table shows, the overwhelming evidence from these studies is that access to a 
well-developed financial sector, however measured, is a positive and significant spur for 
firm and industry growth. For example, Demirguc-Kunt and Maksimovic (2000) 
conclude that: `the proportion of firms that grow at rates that cannot be self-financed is 
positively related to the development of both the securities markets and the banking 
system' (p. 32). Furthermore, they observe that while the development of both banks and 
markets improves firms' access to external financing, `the development of securities 
markets is more related to long-term financing, whereas the development of the banking 
sector is more related to the availability of short-term financing' (p. 33). This finding 
lends further support to earlier observations that short-term-finance dependent sectors 
such as services could exhibit a finance-growth relationship that operates via banking 
whereas manufacturing ones with relatively longer-term finance access would display a 
finance-growth nexus that operates via stock market development. 
While these empirical capital structure and firm- or industry-level finance-growth 
findings provide a useful backdrop to this study's modeling of the sectoral finance- 
growth link for the UK, they suffer from several drawbacks. First, as was the case with 
aggregate finance-growth studies, they do not estimate theoretically-driven growth 
models. This `omission' is however likely to be because these studies do not necessarily 
set out to estimate finance-growth relationships per se. Second, the models employ cross- 
country datasets, and the problems with these have been elaborated upon in Section 2.9.1. 
Some of the studies make an effort to limit this problem by isolating or controlling for 
country effects, thereby effectively restricting the data to within-country firm- or 
industry-level cross-sections. Still, there would be problems with such cross-sections in 
terms of policy relevance since they are often based on annual averages over a few years 
or even single-date observations. Third, while the firm- and industry-level estimates 
provided by these studies are useful, they do not address the issue of modeling at the 
sectoral level. Policy issues regarding disaggregated output, productivity, access to 
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finance and so on are typically addressed at the sectoral level, traditionally manufacturing 
and services. 
The one exception that overcomes these problems to some extent is the study by Neusser 
and Kugler (1998). The study represents an improvement in three ways, from the point of 
view of this present study. First, it employs time series (cointegration) analysis within a 
single-country framework. Second, it conducts estimation at the manufacturing sector 
level. Third, it provides some evidence for developed countries, including the UK. It tests 
for cointegration and causality between manufacturing sector output (GDP) or total factor 
productivity (TFP) and the output (GDP) of the financial sector. Their results suggest that 
the output of the financial sector `causes' manufacturing sector productivity growth in 
USA, Australia, Japan and Germany while the reverse is the case for Canada, France and 
Sweden. No evidence was presented of a long run association in the case of the UK. 
While this study represents a useful effort to provide empirical evidence at the sectoral 
level, its proxy for financial development (that is finance sector GDP) is fraught with 
difficulties. It comprises the incomes of banking, insurance, pension funds and other 
stock market operators. The income-driven definition of this variable leads to 
implications from the structural and competitive arrangements prevailing in the finance 
sector. That is, a high figure may be an indication of a monopolistic or oligopolistic 
financial sector earning relatively higher income than a more competitive system would. 
Such higher income would be a reflection of higher spreads and perhaps structural 
rigidities, which would imply a higher cost of financial intermediation and so lower 
investment efficiency. Thus, the usefulness of this variable as a proxy for financial 
development would depend on the extent to which economies of scale arguments 
dominate the intermediation cost implications. Second, the finance output proxy cannot 
distinguish between the capital structure and financial structure issues that are crucial for 
a disaggregated analysis because it ignores the debt-equity choice or banking-stock 
market access of the sector. In essence, the differential monitoring versus market 
discipline and risk management implications espoused by theory are obfuscated, and so 
the important differential channels to growth via investment efficiency and resource 
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allocation are not estimated. Finally, in line with earlier comments, model estimation is 
not motivated by economic theory. 
2.10 Conclusion 
This chapter has reviewed the many theories relating financial development to economic 
growth and provided an overview of a range of empirical findings which strongly suggest 
a positive and significant role for financial system development in the growth process. 
Taken together, relative robustness may be ascribed to these findings because of the 
diversity of countries, methods, time frames and stage of development upon which they 
are based. However, the review also identified several important weaknesses that detract 
from the policy relevance of these findings in the context of a particular country or sector. 
First, even though the theoretical underpinnings of `finance-growth' theory and 
endogenous growth modeling are fairly well established by now, most existing empirical 
estimation of the relationship tends to be atheoretical with the conditioning set of 
variables varying widely. Second, the large and growing body of evidence regarding the 
link is mostly based on cross-country data with no direct policy relevance for any 
particular country. Third, the early focus of the literature was on developing countries, 
reinforced by the thinking in some segments of the literature that there are no growth 
implications flowing from finance in industrial countries. These assumptions have in 
recent years been debunked by emerging time series evidence. Nonetheless, the effect of 
that earlier empirical neglect of developed countries is that there is a paucity of evidence 
that could guide policy in these countries. Fourth, the vast majority do not attempt to 
conduct a disaggregated sector-level estimation, thereby treating all sectors' finance 
relationship as uniform, a clearly untenable supposition. This latter is especially 
important given the concerns expressed (in the UK for example) about relative sectoral 
access to finance and productivity issues. A disaggregated study of the `finance-growth' 
relationship in the UK forms the basis of the modeling in this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 
The Model and Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
The model and methodology employed in this study overcomes some of the weaknesses 
identified with the existing modeling and estimation approaches in the area. First, it 
applies throughout a finance-growth model that is based on a standard production 
function which also comprises physical capital and labour as well as the engines of 
growth (human capital and research and development). This helps reduce the problem of 
the use of varying sets of variables that are not necessarily motivated by theory. Second, 
to overcome the problems associated with cross-country estimation, it employs time 
series data in the context of the UK thereby providing firmer foundations for policy 
implications. Third, it also extends the aggregate level model to a sectoral framework, 
thereby aiding the testing of the potentially sector-specific nature of the finance-growth 
nexus. Fourth, it employs a recently developed cointegration methodology that avoids 
many of the pre-testing pitfalls associated with previous cointegration techniques. 
Cointegration techniques are generally well suited for the analysis of the long-run 
evolution of output because these techniques focus on the estimation of long-run 
relationships between variables. These modeling and methodological approaches and 
procedures are discussed briefly in the sections below. 
3.2 A finance-augmented growth model 
The discussion in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4) highlighted the broad characteristics and 
predictions of neoclassical and endogenous growth theories, while the discussion in 
Sections 2.5 and 2.6 of the same chapter summarised the theoretical linkage between 
growth and financial system development. To ensure theoretical consistency in 
econometric estimation, a model is required that clearly depicts the channels from finance 
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to growth while also capturing the predictions of the competing neoclassical and 
endogenous growth theory. Pagano (1993) provides a succinct depiction of the finance- 
growth theories by illustrating with a basic endogenous growth model of the AK form: 
Yý = AK, (3.1) 
where YY, aggregate output, is a linear function of aggregate capital stock, K1 and A is a 
constant. There are two alternative frameworks that can yield the above production 
function. In one case, there could be a competitive economy characterised by external 
economies, in which each firm faces a constant returns to scale technology, but in which 
productivity is an increasing function of K, In the second case, it could be assumed that 
Kt is made up of physical and human capital, both being reproducible using identical 
technologies. 
Assume that there is no population growth, that the economy produces one good only, to 
be invested or consumed, and that if it is invested it depreciates at the rate 8 per period. 
Gross investment may then be characterised as: 
It = Kt+, -(1-8)Kt (3.2) 
Gross investment, at equilibrium, will be equal to gross saving, St, assuming autarky and 
the absence of government. Assume also that a proportion, 1- 0 of the flow of saving is 
absorbed by banks and financial markets as interest rate spread, commissions, fees, etc; 
so that OS, is the saving left for real investment, then: 
OS, = It (3.3) 
Thus, the growth rate at time t+I is: 
g, +, -1=K, +, 
/K, -1 (3.4) 
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Using (3.2) and (3.3), the steady-state growth rate can be written as: 
g= 
A[I, +(1-8)Kr] JS', +(1-8)K, 
- Y, K, 
Defining the savings ratio, s, as S, /Y, and substituting for Y, from (3.1) gives: 
SOAP 
g= Y 
`-8=sOA-8 (3.5) 
Three channels via which financial development could affect growth are clearly depicted, 
including: (1) raising the proportion of saving channeled to investment - capital 
accumulation (q$); (2) increasing the social marginal productivity of capital - investment 
efficiency (A); and or (3) affecting the private saving rate - savings mobilisation (s). 
These are in line with the banking-growth and stock market-growth theories delineated in 
Sections 2.5 and 2.6 of Chapter 2. That is, financial system development can contribute to 
growth by increasing the rate of capital accumulation, the efficiency of investment and 
the mobilisation of savings. Banks and stock markets deliver these contributions by 
performing information collection, monitoring, liquidity insurance, portfolio risk 
diversification and fund mobilisation functions in the economy. 
Given the foregoing, and our interest in estimating the long-run relationship between 
finance and growth, what is suggested is an aggregate production function which 
comprises not just the traditional basic inputs of physical capital and labour, but also 
inputs reflecting the engines of growth indicated by the endogenous growth literature 
(human capital and research and development), as well as capturing the role of finance as 
described above. Such a model may be stated as the general production function: 
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Y= Y(A*CAP, LAB, HCAP) Y, 9Y2, Y3 >0 
A=A(R&D, FIN) A,, A2>0 
where A is capital-augmented technical progress and CAP, LAB, HCAP, R&D and FIN 
represent physical capital stock, labour, human capital stock, stock of research and 
development expenditures and financial development respectively. Then in general: 
Y= Y[A(R & D, FIN)CAP, LAB, HCAP] (3.6) 
Capital augmentation takes the form of either financial development (FIN) or through 
research and development (R&D). Equation (3.5) clearly suggests at least one channel 
through which this can occur in the case of finance. In either case, the efficiency of the 
physical capital stock, CAP, is augmented, adding to output. Then, assuming a log-linear 
functional form, the long-run production function can be written as: 
LY, =a+ cLCAP + dLLAB, + eLHCAP, + JLR & D, + gLFIN, (3.7) 
where all coefficients are elasticities and assumed to be positive. Such a finance- 
augmented long-run production function provides a theoretically motivated framework 
within which to test the finance-growth nexus, in the context of the UK. 
The above specification follows from the assumption of a Cobb-Douglas technology. 
While this specification has been the standard in the literature and continues to be in 
common usage, it may be viewed as restrictive in some respects. For example, it implies 
a substitution elasticity of unity between the inputs and neutral technical change. 
Alternative specifications such as the transcendental logarithmic (Translog) function 
allow for changing substitution elasticities as well as non-neutral technical change. Thus, 
it provides a richer specification of the relationship between inputs and output, 
incorporating interactions between inputs and nesting the Cobb-Douglas in the process. A 
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direct estimation of the Cobb-Douglas therefore introduces the possibility of biases from 
omitted interaction and quadratic terms. One possible way to proceed therefore is to start 
from the Translog and allow the data to determine between Cobb-Douglas and Translog 
specifications. However, the implied broader specification in the Translog imposes more 
stringent degrees of freedom problems, especially in a time series cointegration context 
with lag structures that is already plagued by data availability problems. Also, the Cobb- 
Douglas is log-linear and therefore more amenable to cointegration analysis, unlike the 
Translog. Another often-noted problem is a higher likelihood of collinearity among the 
independent variables due to the presence of interaction and quadratic terms in Translog 
specifications. Furthermore, the Cobb-Douglas allows a direct estimation of output 
elasticities, whereas in the Translog specification these would have to be retrieved 
indirectly. These implementation problems with the more flexible production functions 
are some of the reasons why the Cobb-Douglas retains its wide appeal in the empirical 
literature and underline this study's application of the Cobb-Douglas form. 
3.3 The methodology 
In estimating time series models such as equation (3.7), it has since been well established 
that traditional OLS multiple regression analysis is not suitable since it requires the time 
series data to be stationary. When a variable y, is stationary, that means it has a constant 
mean, variance and co-variance which are independent of time. It will tend to revert to its 
mean value and vary around it within an approximately constant range. On the other 
hand, a non-stationary series has a different mean at different points in time, and has a 
variance that increases with sample size (Harris, 1995). Unlike stationary time series, 
shocks to non-stationary series will be permanent and there will be no tendency for long- 
run mean-reversion (Enders, 1995). In essence, the application of standard regression 
techniques to non-stationary data can yield spurious regressions with invalid inferences 
using t-and F-tests (Harris, 1995). 
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Overall therefore, the application of standard OLS multiple regression analysis requires 
stationary data series. There is however ample evidence in the literature that 
macroeconomic variables tend to be non-stationary. One way to avoid non-stationarity is 
to first-difference the data; again there is evidence that in first differences, most 
macroeconomic data series become stationary. There are two problems with differencing. 
The first is that the series may be trend-stationary (i. e. has a deterministic trend) rather 
than difference-stationary, and so differencing leads to more problems. The other 
problem (which applies to de-trending as well) is the risk of losing useful information in 
the process of differencing and de-trending; whereas such changes and trends may 
actually need to be modeled. 
Cointegration analysis provides a means of avoiding the above problems. Three broad 
approaches to cointegration are currently in use: (1) the Engle-Granger two-step method 
(Engle and Granger, 1987) (2) the Johansen vector autoregression approach (Johansen, 
1991 and, 1995) and (3) the autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) bounds test approach 
of Pesaran and Shin (1995). In the Engle-Granger method, the results are sensitive to the 
ordering of variables as right hand side or left hand side variables. Thus, it is possible to 
find one regression saying a set of variables is cointegrated whilst reversing the order 
suggests no cointegration. The procedure is difficult to interpret in a multivariate context. 
The procedure also relies on a two-step estimator. The implication is that any error made 
in the first step will be carried forward into the second stage (Enders, 1995). While the 
Johansen procedure is a vast improvement, it tends to focus on variables integrated of 
order one. This entails a great deal of pre-testing for order of integration, with low 
powers typically ascribed to these tests. 
Cointegration analysis in the context of the autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model 
was developed by Pesaran and Shin (1995) and demonstrated empirically in Pesaran and 
Pesaran (1997) and Pesaran et al (2001). The ARDL approach is applicable whether the 
underlying variables are purely I(1), purely 1(0) or integrated of the same order. This is 
particularly important for the present study where a relatively large number of variables 
are employed, and integration of different orders likely. 
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Pesaran and Shin (1995) show that after appropriate order augmentation, the ARDL- 
based estimators of the long-run coefficients are super-consistent and that valid 
inferences may be made applying standard normal asymptotic theory. Further, the use of 
ARDL approach also reduces the problem of endogeneity due to the inclusion of 
dynamics, so long as the underlying model is free of serial correlation. Inder (1993) 
affirms that the method yields precise estimates of long-run parameters and valid t- 
statistics, even in the presence of endogenous explanatory variables. In sum, several 
advantages justify the application of ARDL to a study of this kind. First, the long-run 
relationship between the variables can be identified directly. Second, it can be employed 
irrespective of the order of augmentation of the variables, thus avoiding pre-testing 
difficulties and uncertainties. Third, it helps to avoid the problems that accompany the 
finding of more than one cointegrating vector, as is sometimes the case with multivariate 
cointegration methods. Fourth, it avoids the potential multiplication of biases that 
accompany alternative vector autoregression methods - any biases using those methods 
will tend to be proportional to the dimension of the system (Abadir et al, 1999). 
The ARDL methodology has been employed in several recent studies, for example Lewis 
(1998), Atkins and Coe (2000), Mongardini and Mueller (2000), Godley (2000), Blake 
(2001) and Coe and Serletis (2001). In what follows therefore, the ARDL bounds testing 
approach is briefly described. A more comprehensive discussion with proofs is presented 
in Pesaran and Shin (1995), with a useful synopsis in Coe and Serletis (2001). 
Suppose that we are interested in testing for the existence of a single long-run 
relationship between Y and X,, where Xr could be either a scalar or a vector time series. 
The unrestricted vector autoregression would be given by: 
n 
z, =a+ßt+LO, z1-, +e 
1-1 
(3.8) 
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where z, = [Y X, 1', a is a vector of intercept terms [a,, ax ]' ,t is a linear time trend 
with ß= [ßr ßx ]', 0, is a matrix of vector autoregression parameters for lag i while s, 
is a vector of error terms [s,., cx,, ]' - IN(O, S2), where n (the variance matrix) is 
positive definite. SZ is given as: 
H'rr Wrx 
wem, W 
therefore s,.,, may be expressed in terms of ex,, ; hence 
-, Y ,t= 
wsX,, + U, (3.9) 
where w=w,. 1 /w and u, - IN(O, wa, ) 
Equation (3.8) may be manipulated and expressed in its vector error correction form as: 
P-1 
Az, = a+, 6t+IIzJ-, +Z 
., 
y, AZ, -, +s, J=I 
where A =1- L is the difference operator, and 
Yrr, l Yrx, i p Ti =_- 
Yxr, l Yxx, l J1oJ 
The long-run multiplier matrix is U and it is given by: 
n= 
nrr nrx 
I- 
Zo, 
where I is an identity matrix. nxr nxr , =i 
(3.10) 
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Coe and Serletis (2001) present a succinct summary of the interpretation of the II matrix. 
For example, to allow for the possibility that each of the variables can be either 1(0) or 
I(1), the diagonal elements of the H matrix are unrestricted. Thus, if II,,,. = 0, the 
implication is that Y is I(1) and if U}} <0, then Y is 1(0). Furthermore, only one of IIX,, 
and 11yx can be non-zero. This is because the ARDL methodology allows us to test for 
the existence of a single long-run relationship between Y and X. Thus, if our interest is in 
estimating and testing the long-run effect of X on Y, this necessitates imposing the 
restriction I, = 0. The implication then is that Y has no long-run effect on X or, 
equivalently, that X is long-run forcing for Y. That is, one unique cointegrating 
relationship exists between X and Y. This however does not rule out the inclusion of 
lagged changes in Y in the equation(s) for X. That is, Y could be Granger causal for X in 
the short-run, with these effects reflected in the short-run response coefficients described 
by the matrices 0, to OP . 
We can therefore write the vector error correction form of an ARDL(p, q) model in the 
variables Y and X as: 
P-1 9-1 
0Y =ao+at +AY_, +qXr-, +er, rAY-, +ex,, AXr-r+wO. 
Y, +u, (3.11) 
where 
ao= ay - w'ax , a, =ßr+ w'fix, 2= fl , r7 = UIrx - w7I, , 
6r,, = Yrr,, - w'Yxr., and 
°X, 
1 = TYX, i - W'YXX, 1 
Equation (3.11) can then be estimated by ordinary least squares, testing for the absence of 
a long-run relationship between Y, and X, by computing the F statistic for the null 
hypothesis A=q=0. The alternative hypotheses A#0 and i#0 imply that there is a 
stable long-run relationship between Y, and X, , described by: 
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Y 
-V0+V1t+V2Xr+Ur 
where yro = -a0 /A, yr, = -a, /A, V2 = r/ /A while v, is a mean zero stationary process. 
However, the asymptotic distribution of the above mentioned F statistic is non-standard. 
Pesaran et al (2001) provide the appropriate critical values for varying number of 
regressors (k) and the inclusion of different deterministic terms. Two sets of critical 
values are provided. The first assumes that all the variables in the ARDL model are I(1) 
and the second that they are all 1(0). This therefore provides bounds covering all the 
possible classifications of the variables as I(1) or 1(0). Therefore, if the F statistic 
calculated for the above null hypothesis lies outside the relevant bounds, a conclusive 
decision can be made, whether the variables are I(1), 1(0) or integrated of the same order. 
On the other hand, if it falls within the critical value bounds, then inference is 
inconclusive and would depend on the order of integration of the underlying variables. If 
a long-run relationship is found to exist among the set of variables, the next stage is to 
estimate and make inferences about the coefficients of the long-run relations. 
In line with the earlier discussion in Section 3.2 above, we start with an aggregate log- 
linear production function of the form: 
LY =a+ bT + cLCAP, + dLLAB, + eLHCAP, + JLR & D, + gLFIN, + e, (3.12) 
where the variables are as defined in equation 3.7 and all expressed in real terms. T is a 
linear time trend introduced as a proxy to capture technical progress and sr is a stochastic 
error term. The neo-classical model views technical progress as the main determinant of 
long run growth and precedence for the use of the time trend to reflect technical progress 
may be found in Oulton (1996) and Leigh (1995 and 1996), among others. The broad 
definition of capital to include physical, human and R&D capital stocks follows the 
treatment in O'Mahony (1998), among others. In the long run, endogenous growth theory 
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expects physical capital (Rebelo, 1991), labour (Jones, 1995a and b), human capital 
(Lucas, 1988) and R&D (Romer, 1990a and b) to be positive and significant engines of 
growth. Further, endogenous finance-growth theory expects financial development to be 
an additional positively signed engine of growth. 
Since the model is stated in logarithms, the coefficients may be interpreted as elasticities; 
for example c is the elasticity of output with respect to physical capital. Furthermore, the 
sum of the coefficients on the factors would give an indication of the nature of returns to 
scale. Thus, where they sum to or are greater than one, constant or increasing returns are 
suggested, both of which would be consistent with endogenous growth. However, if they 
sum to less than one, then decreasing returns are indicated, lending support to the 
neoclassical model, especially when accompanied by a positive technical progress 
coefficient. Another benefit of the double-log model is as a means of eliminating possible 
growth over time in the variance of the data series. Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1998) note 
that the level of each series tends to rise over time and that the variance of the data tends 
to rise with the level and Doornik and Hendry (1995) state that the rationale for using 
logarithms is to make time series more homogenous. 
Recall that in line with earlier discussions in Chapter 2, the modeling approach employed 
recognises that banks and stock markets potentially have varying long-term relationships 
with growth and the sources of growth. Specifically, the impact of different aspects of 
banking and stock market development should not a priori be treated as uniform and 
substitutable, as commonly assumed in most empirical work in this area. In modeling 
therefore, the finance augmentation (FIN) of the production function above is either a 
banking-related or a stock market-related variable. It may be argued that it would be best 
to simultaneously estimate the impact of banking and stock markets, rather than testing 
their effects alternately. That way potential biases due to omitted effects would be 
reduced. However, the empirical evolution of finance sector variables is such that there is 
a high level of correlation among them. Thus, preliminary efforts to introduce these 
variables jointly revealed collinearity problems, with the contribution of individual 
variables weak in terms of statistical significance, and their separate effects hard to 
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disentangle. In mitigation, their high correlation and the overlap in their evolution 
suggests that separate estimation may not completely eliminate the effect of the other, 
and so any potential omitted variable biases may not be so severe. At the same time it 
allows the potentially differing characteristics of the estimated variable to be tested. This 
thinking and the underlying problem probably highlights why most empirical studies in 
this area (for example, Atje and Jovanovic, 1993 and Harris, 1997, among many others) 
also introduce the banking and stock market variables alternately. 
The first task is to find out if a stable long-run relationship exists between aggregate 
output and the factors of production. This entails estimating the error correction form of 
equation (3.12) and then implementing a variables addition test for the lagged levels of 
all the variables. It is in effect a re-statement and estimation of equation (3.11) in terms of 
our specific model. Given that the data employed in 'this study are all of quarterly 
frequency, the maximum order of lag chosen is 4. Thus, the relevant ARDL model has 4 
lags on each of the 6 variables in the equation and is given by: 
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Note that since it is not possible to know a priori whether the X, are long-run forcing for 
Y, the current values of X, are excluded from equation (3.13); the issue is examined 
subsequently below [also see Pesaran and Pesaran (1997), p. 305]. The test for the 
existence of a long-run relationship for our aggregate production function is therefore of 
the null: 
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Ho : A,, = A2 = A3 = 24 = 25 = A6= 0; against the alternative hypothesis: 
H,: Al ý0, A# 0, A#0,24 0, ' #0,26#0 
The F statistic for the joint significance of the A; is then compared to the critical value 
bounds tabulated in Pesaran et al (2001) as discussed above. Given that the ARDL model 
incorporates both intercept and trend terms, the relevant table to use is `C1. iv: Case IV: 
Unrestricted Intercept and Restricted Trend'. The associated F,,, sets the trend 
coefficient to zero under the null hypothesis of no level relationship. If the trend 
coefficient is not subject to this constraint, then equation (3.13) implies a quadratic trend 
in the level of output, which is not plausible [see Pesaran and Pesaran (2001), p. 19]. 
If a long-run relationship is confirmed for the output equation, the next step entails 
testing whether the factors of production are long-run forcing for output. This is 
important in the context of the present study because of the issues raised in the literature 
concerning whether finance is important for output or output for finance, as discussed in 
Chapter 2. Given that finance and output are the two primary variables of interest, this 
issue is addressed by replicating the above hypothesis test for the finance (FIN) equation, 
with output as one of the X, . If a 
long-run relationship is established for the output 
equation but not for the finance equation with Y as an explanatory variable, then the set of 
explanatory variables that include finance are long-run forcing for aggregate output, 
whereas the set of variables that includes output is not long-run forcing for financial 
development, suggesting a unique relationship with Y as the outcome or dependent 
variable. 
Once the long-run relationship is determined and the `forcing' variables identified, the 
final step is to estimate the long-run coefficients of equation (3.12) and the associated 
error correction model. That is, the first stage involves testing for the existence of a long- 
run (forcing) relationship by utilising an F test for the significance of lagged levels of the 
modeled variables in the error correction form of the underlying ARDL model; whereas 
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the second stage entails the direct estimation of the coefficients of the levels ARDL 
model. While we have imposed a maximum lag length of four on account of the quarterly 
data series employed, the optimal lag is determined empirically using either the Akaike 
information criterion (AIC) or the Schwarz Bayesian criterion (SBC). The AIC tends to 
select higher order ARDL models and so yield smaller estimated standard errors and 
`whiter' residuals than SBC. On the other hand, SBC selects lower order models and so 
has the advantage of parsimony. There is therefore a trade-off involved in the choice of 
the optimal lag length. In many cases, both AIC and SBC yield similar results. Where 
there is a difference in the results, economic theory is relied upon in deciding which of 
the AIC- or SBC- chosen estimates to present. Where the crucial assumption of absence 
of serial correlation is violated in an SBC-chosen model, the AIC version is automatically 
reported instead; it selects longer lags and so reduces this problem. 
Finally, the same basic structure and procedure are followed at the three levels of 
estimation; that is, for the aggregate, manufacturing sector and service sector models, 
presented respectively in Chapters 4,5 and 6. In terms of notation, all aggregate level 
variables will be suffixed by A, manufacturing variables by M and service sector 
variables by S. For example, LYA, LYM and LYS are the logarithms of output at the 
aggregate, manufacturing and service sector levels respectively. A summary of the 
specific models to be estimated will be presented in the relevant chapter, prior to 
estimation. 
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Chapter 4 
Aggregate Growth, Model, Data and Results 
4.1 Introduction 
The issue of raising output and productivity has been very topical in the UK in recent 
years, following from the observation that the UK lags behind European, American and 
Japanese competitors on several key indicators. HM Treasury, in a statement of the 
Government's Economic Strategy states that: `Raising productivity is one of the key 
conditions for meeting the Government's objective of high and stable levels of growth 
and employment and delivering sustained increases in living standards. Britain faces a 
clear productivity challenge, with performance lagging behind that of other major 
economies. The UK's productivity gap with countries such as the US, France and 
Germany is substantial - up to a third'. The strategy statement points to various areas of 
policy that need attention, including: a low capital stock that is below that of major 
competitors; poor skills, with seven million adults in the UK lacking basic skills in 
literacy and numeracy; and, a weak R&D record, with UK companies investing a lower 
proportion of national income in R&D than the US, Germany or France. In corroboration, 
Crafts (2000) notes that the levels of physical and human capital and R&D per worker 
largely explain the UK's productivity gap. 
What is indicated overall is that the factors espoused by the endogenous growth and 
augmented neoclassical models seem to be at work in limiting productivity growth in the 
UK vis-ä-vis major industrialised competitors. Since the adoption of supply side and 
competition policies starting from the late 1970s, including policy actions such as 
privatisation and deregulation, deindustrialisation, reform of industrial relations, 
restructuring of taxation, restraint on the growth of public expenditure, increased 
attention to vocational training and expansion of higher education (Crafts, 2000), there 
has been a relative closing of the productivity gap. However, in terms of the specific role 
of the financial sector in the UK's growth and productivity process, there is a paucity of 
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direct empirical evidence, though the review of findings in Section 2.9.4 of Chapter 2 
provides some pointers. The question then is whether policies aimed directly at 
stimulating the development of the financial sector or individual components thereof 
complement the foregoing policies and foster output and productivity growth in the UK. 
In addressing this issue, this chapter seeks to provide evidence regarding the role of 
finance in the growth process, in aggregate, while controlling for the expected impact of 
traditional inputs and sources of growth. It is hoped thereby to provide indicators 
regarding potential financial development policies while also making a contribution to 
the productivity debate. 
The remainder of the chapter proceeds as follows. First, an overview is presented of the 
broad financial sector developments over the four-decade period covered by this study. 
Second, the nature of the data and variable construction are described. Third, the model 
and econometric estimates are presented. 
4.2 Aggregate Financial Development in the UK 
The discussion here highlights the broad (aggregate) trends in the financial sector, rather 
than the bank- or stock market-specific issues which are discussed subsequently in 
Section 4.3 under data and variable construction issues. Table 4.1 highlights the major 
developments in the financial system that have taken place in the UK since the 1960s. 
Several key trends are discernable. On the regulatory side, there has been a gradual 
decline in the use of direct quantitative monetary control tools, culminating in their 
virtual elimination. In tandem with this is increasing deregulation and general 
liberalisation of the financial sector. In response to these and other market-driven 
pressures, the period from 1960 has also witnessed a move from a highly cartelised 
market structure to a highly competitive market structure by 2000. Increased competition 
is not only in inter-bank terms, but also amongst banks, non-banking institutions and 
stock market operators, as market and product restrictions were increasingly dismantled. 
Increased competition spurred financial innovation across a wide range of areas. For 
example, product innovations were evidenced in the increasing array of financial 
derivatives, while process innovations exploited information technology (IT) growth in 
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making improvements to delivery and settlement systems evidenced in automated teller 
machines (ATMs) and automated clearinghouse systems such as CHAPS and BACS 
(Gourlay and Pentecost, 2002; Gowland, 1991). The period also witnessed an increasing 
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pace of financial disintermediation counterbalanced by a concomitant rise in 
securitisation. This latter has led some to suggest that the role of banks is declining while 
the role of the stock markets is increasing. In summary, several key trends have become 
associated with the period studied, including deregulation, liberalisation, competition, 
innovation, disintermediation and securitisation, all of which are evidence of financial 
development over the period. Further details and stylised facts of this financial 
development are discussed presently. 
Since the 1970s there has been a secular increase in the size of the UK financial system 
vis-ä-vis the rest of the economy. Figure 4.1 shows that total financial assets rose from 
just over six times the size of GDP in the mid-1970s, to close to twenty times GDP by the 
first quarter of 1998. Several factors may be responsible for the increase, as Table 4.1 
already suggests. The 1970s saw the introduction of `Competition and Credit Controls' as 
well as the floating of the pound. This relative liberalisation and deregulation of the 
financial system would have set in motion: de-cartelisation, increased competition among 
market participants, more innovation and the attendant expansion in financial services. 
Taken together with other factors like the collapse of Bretton Woods and the oil crisis 
(which saw oil prices quadruple in 18 months in 1973-74), the increased market 
uncertainty surrounding business would have provided incentives for the financial sector 
to develop new and an expanded range of products. 
The evidence also indicates that this was not a one-off spurt, but rather appear to have 
been a permanent and continuing feature of the financial system. This was no doubt 
helped by the reinforcing spate of deregulation and liberalisation that took place in the 
1980s, including: abandonment of CCC and the `corset', the Financial Services Act and 
Big Bang, and so on. The boom in process innovations (ATMs, CHAPS, BACS, etc. ) and 
product innovations (securitisation, derivatives and interest-bearing current accounts) 
arose from these combinations of factors. The impact of these developments also appears 
to be reflected in the contribution of the financial sector to aggregate GDP. Figure 4.2 
shows a secularly rising index of the output of the finance and business services sector, 
with the drop around the early 1990s possibly due to the recession. 
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Figure 4.1: Total Financial Assets as a Ratio to GDP 
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Figure 4.2: Real output of the Financial and Business Services Sector 
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The personal sector's (savings surplus) financial asset portfolios and the company 
sector's (savings deficit) funding patterns further elucidate the nature of the increase in 
the level of financial services, as provided by Figures 4.3,4.4 and 4.5. 
Figure 4.3: Personal Sector's Share of Total Financial Assets 
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Figure 4.3 indicates that the personal sector became increasingly involved in the financial 
system and held most of the increase in the financial sector's level of activity. This is 
probably due to increased financial awareness on the part of the investing public as well 
as the impact of specific regulations relating to pension funds, personal taxation and so 
on. Figure 4.4 indicates that more and more of this increase was in the form of equity 
assets held by the personal sector, compared with a relative stagnation in the share of 
banking assets held. Again, this trend could have been the result of a more financially 
aware public (that is more encouraged to venture beyond traditional banking instruments) 
and or specific regulatory incentives (for example tax advantages in pension assets). 
There is also the possibility that the more liberal (and cheaper) institutional arrangements 
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introduced in the securities market were added spurs to the expansion in the personal 
sector's equity holding. 
Figure 4.4: Personal Sector's Portfolio of Financial Assets 
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Some evidence relating to the funding patterns of the company sector in the context of 
the aforementioned financial sector changes may be deduced from Figure 4.5. While the 
series is relatively volatile, the overall picture indicates that there was an increase in the 
use of own funds by the companies' sector in the mid-1970s and early 1990s, possibly 
due to the recessions around these periods. That is, it is possible that companies rely on 
own funding when there are fewer investment opportunities as a result of a recession; and 
then borrow to take fuller advantage of opportunities as a recovery sets in. The declining 
trend in the 1980s and mid-1990s might epitomise the latter scenario. Furthermore, the 
combination of deregulation, liberalisation and intensification of competition would have 
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lowered the relative cost of external funding thereby reducing the extent of self-funding; 
this effect is more apparent in the 1980s and mid-1990s. 
Figure 4.5: Companies' Internal Funding as Ratio to Total Funding 
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The first thing to note about the UK financial system in the period under study is that 
prior to the mid-1970s, the system appeared to be far more rigid, with stricter controls 
over both banking and stock market operations. It was a generally more regulated 
economy, with currency restrictions and relatively clearer separation between banking 
and securities markets. Also, it is observed that while equity-related assets have always 
dominated the personal sector's portfolio of assets, this became increasingly so from the 
1980s onwards. This latter development seems to be in tandem with various regulatory, 
market, technological and macroeconomic changes that ushered in more and more 
financial liberalisation, competition, innovation, a broader array of financial instruments 
as well as relative de-specialisation among market participants. Further, the secular trends 
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portrayed above seem to indicate that the stock market developed at a pace faster than the 
banking sector, not just in the form of faster volume growth but also in terms of the 
relative efficiency of service delivery, underlining the characterisation of the UK 
economy as market-based. 
4.3 The data and the variables 
There are two broad categories of variables employed in the aggregate-level ARDL 
modeling. These include: (1) the variables capturing financial development, comprising 
proxies for banking sector and stock market development; and (2) those that make up the 
basic aggregate production function, that is, output, labour, physical capital, human 
capital and research and development (R&D). These variables, data sources and 
construction issues are discussed in turn. 
4.3.1 Financial development data 
There are certainly grounds for seeking to identify the possibility of differentiation in the 
direction, speed and efficiency with which different agents in the system perform the 
finance functions. For example, there is ample evidence that banks operate at the shorter 
ends of the maturity spectrum, while stock markets provide longer-term finance, so their 
maturity-transformation and risk-pooling roles will be different. Also, bank assets are 
traditionally not as liquid as securities, again with implications for idiosyncratic and 
liquidity risk management. The securities trading and portfolio management activities of 
pension funds, insurance companies and investment trusts could make a further 
contribution to output and growth via investment monitoring and risk management 
functions. Furthermore, there is also the point that banks could better serve the needs of 
small businesses and individuals who tend to have difficulties accessing stock markets. 
Moreover, the monitoring implications engendered by the choice of (or access to) one or 
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the other would be different. The relative importance of one or the other will depend on 
the demand for the underlying functions, and this importance changes over timet. 
In what follows, an attempt is made to define and construct variables to reflect banking 
sector and stock market development. The recent spate of work on the relationship 
between financial development and economic growth in developed countries (see Chapter 
2, Section 2.9) provides an array of candidate variables to act as financial development 
proxies. The variables defined below draw upon this tradition, with modifications to 
reflect the peculiarities of the UK financial and statistical reporting system. To capture as 
many influences as possible and as a check of robustness, several alternative definitions 
are employed. Note that all variables are expressed in logarithms prior to estimation. 
4.3.1.1 Banking sector variables and data 
Total lending (LBLENDA)3: This is the total of all bank and building society lending. It is 
sourced from Datastream and restated to give a series in constant 1995 prices. Unlike 
other studies, this and all other variables are defined as stocks rather than as a ratio to 
GDP or other aggregates. This variable is analogous to the `credit' variable employed in 
several related studies to reflect the role of banking, as in Leigh (1995 and 1996), 
Demetriades and Hussein (1996), Hansson and Jonung (1997), Rousseau and Wachtel 
(1998), Bell and Rousseau (2000) and Arestis et al (2001). 
Bank lending (LBANKA): This is the total of bank lending only; that is, it excludes 
lending by building societies. It is constructed as a check on LBLENDA, but also has the 
potential to reflect a different aspect of banking. For example, it could be argued that the 
mortgage-backed lending of building societies may not directly represent fund re- 
direction towards industry and other deficit saving sectors, even though indirect 
stimulation of demand for activities like construction and so on would result. 
Furthermore, in terms of the banking risk management function, mortgage-backed 
2 See Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion of the relative roles of banking versus stock markets. 
3 Throughout, the prefix L indicates that a variable is measured in logarithms; while the suffix A indicates 
that it is measured at the aggregate level, to differentiate if from sector-level definitions. 
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lending is classified differently, and is traditionally priced much lower than other 
(unsecured) lending. This data series is obtained in nominal form directly from the Bank 
of England, and then deflated to give a constant price series in 1995 prices. The earlier 
periods are only available on an annual basis, and so had to be linearly interpolated into 
quarterly observations4. 
Broad money (LMONEYA): A money variable, akin to many used in related finance- 
growth empirical studies [Jung (1986), Demetriades and Luintel (1996), Rousseau and 
Wachtel (1998) and Rousseau and Sylla (2000)]. This variable could be criticised as not 
adequately capturing the variety of roles and structures inherent in the banking system, as 
well as for being a monetary control tool during some of the period studied. However, in 
the spirit of reflecting all possible relationships, LMONEYA is incorporated to at least 
show the fund mobilisation role of the banking system. It is obtained as M4 from 
Economic Trends, and used as a stock rather than as a ratio to GDP as is typically done in 
the literature. 
4.3.1.2 Stock market variables and data 
Stock market price index (LSPINA): This variable is intended to show the extent to which 
the stock market is involved in the mobilisation and allocation of funds in the economy, 
as opposed to the other functions of the stock market, for example, risk management. 
This variable may however also reflect some of the other functions of stock markets such 
as liquidity and idiosyncratic risk management. More direct variables have been 
constructed to capture those other effects, as discussed below. LSPINA is the FT All- 
share Price Index, sourced from Datastream and restated in 1995 prices. A similar proxy 
was employed in the study by Van Nieuwerburgh (2001). It is analogous to the stock 
market capitalisation proxies employed in many studies such as Levine and Zervos (1996 
and 1998), Filer (1999) and Rousseau and Wachtel (2000), among others. 
4 Linear interpolation was conducted by spreading the annual change across four quarters, and then 
cumulating, with the annual figures treated as fourth quarter observations. 
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Total stock market turnover (LSTUNA): This is the value of all stock market trades. It is 
employed in the spirit of Atje and Jovanovic (1993), Harris (1997), Levine and Zervos 
(1996 and 1998) and Beck and Levine (2001) who argue that such a variable that 
captures the trading activity and so the liquidity of capital markets, is more likely to 
reflect the role of markets than LSPINA (market capitalisation), which could be viewed as 
a size variable. More active stock markets will enhance stock market listing, portfolio 
diversification and the management of idiosyncratic risk, all of which would foster 
longer-term business planning horizons, capital accretion and, potentially, growth. 
LSTUNA was compiled from various issues of Financial Statistics and then restated in 
constant 1995 prices. 
Market value of real sector firms (LSTARA): Noting that LSPINA and LSTUNA 
incorporate the financial sector, LSTARA represents an attempt to net out the valuation by 
the finance sector of itself. This variable is intended to capture the extent to which the 
real sector (non-financial firms) specifically is exposed to the functions provided by the 
stock market. LSTARA was obtained from calculations by Datastream. 
In line with predictions in the finance-growth literature and the largely supportive 
empirical evidence reviewed in Chapter 2, it is anticipated that all the variables described 
above will be positively related to the aggregate output level in the long run. However, 
there are a few situations in which opposing effects may weaken the expected positive 
association. For example, Pagano (1993) observes that insurance markets have the 
potential to dampen saving and hence growth. So, we run the risk that stock market 
variables (which include the role of insurance firms) will be agglomerations of possibly 
conflicting forces, and this could detract from the significance of the variables. 
Ameliorating that argument would be the fact that even if the existence of insurance 
markets reduces the desire to save, there is potential for their securities trading and 
portfolio management activities to make a positive contribution to growth via investment 
monitoring and risk management services. A further proviso advanced by Pagano (1993) 
is the possibility that increased credit to households could reduce saving. One counter- 
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argument to that view is that even if this were to be the case, consumer credit could still 
exert a positive effect on growth via boosting aggregate demand. 
The possibility should also be noted that given market capitalisation, there might be an 
optimal level of trading in stocks and bonds from the point of view of aiding growth, and 
above that level the economy may experience diminishing returns to capital market 
development. Some writers have pointed to this possibility in the context of relatively 
small open economies that have 'dis-proportionately large' capital market trading ratios. 
The UK could fall into this category given the extensive nature of financial development. 
Attention is also drawn to the composition of trading; that is, the extent to which stock 
market trading is dominated by trading in government versus private securities. If trading 
is government securities dominated then there is the possibility that this variable shows 
the extent to which funds are accessed and utilised by the government. Counter-balancing 
this argument is the fact that government securities have been used extensively in the 
liquidity and concentration risk management activities of both finance and non-finance 
firms. The UK is an example of a country in which trading in government securities has 
been high relative to private sector securities, over 80% at the beginning of the period, 
though this has dropped over the period to just over 50% in recent years. The models by 
Bencivenga and Smith (1991), Bencivenga et al (1995 and 1996), Bose and Cothren 
(1996) and Greenwood and Smith (1997) demonstrate the theoretical conditions under 
which financial development could be growth dampening. 
4.3.2 The basic aggregate production function data 
The growth model more commonly estimated in the literature states the growth rate as a 
function of several variables added atheoretically and often expressed as ratios with 
varying denominators, with the result that the theoretical interpretation of coefficients are 
often unclear. Since this study is primarily interested in modeling the long-run 
relationship, the approach adopted here is to estimate a production function that 
comprises the level of output and stocks of the inputs and other sources of growth that the 
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endogenous and augmented neoclassical models expect to exert an influence on long-run 
output. Details of these variables are described in what follows. 
Output (LYA): This is measured as the quarterly level of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), 
expressed in constant 1995 prices. The series is obtained from Datastream. This proxy is 
chosen over other dependent variables often employed in finance-real sector empirical 
analysis [for example, output growth (Berthelemy and Varoudakis, 1996 and King and 
Levine, 1993), growth of capital (King and Levine, 1993) and (labour) productivity 
growth (Benhabib and Spiegel, 1994, King and Levine, 1993 and Verspagen, 1996)] 
because it better reflects the theoretical underpinning of the production function, while 
also being more amenable to the long-run (level) modeling approach adopted in this 
study. Leigh (1995 and 1996) and Arestis and Demetriades (1996) also employ the level 
of output as in this study, for long-run time series modeling. 
Physical capital stock (LCAPA): Again, for greater consistency with theory, the (net) 
stock of physical capital is employed, rather than, for instance, the investment-output 
ratio as employed in King and Levine (1993), Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992) and 
Barro (1991), among others. It is constructed from two series, obtained directly from the 
Office for National Statistics - as gross capital stock and capital consumption, both 
expressed in constant 1995 prices5. Note however that this series is only available 
annually; therefore, linear interpolation was employed to convert it into quarterly 
frequency. Abadir and Talmain (2001), Benhabib and Spiegel (1994), Holland and Scott 
(1998) and Dowling and Summers (1998) provide further discussions on the construction 
of capital stocks and the inherent difficulties. 
Labour (LLABA): The labour input is often proxied in two ways in the literature - number 
of hours worked (as in Oulton, 1996 and Holland and Scott, 1998 among others) or 
number of persons in employment (as applied in Senhadji, 2000 and Lewis, 1998, among 
others). The latter is employed in this study, and obtained from Datastream. This variable 
s See Statistics Directorate (1993) or Central Statistical Office (1985) for a description of the method used 
by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) in constructing capital stocks - typically the perpetual inventory 
method (PIM). 
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is intended to reflect the direct labour input. However, it should be noted that it also 
captures, to some extent, the skills or human capital embodied in labour. The hours- 
worked alternative would have been applied, as a check on the number-of-employees 
variable; however, the former was not consistently available over the period studied. 
Human capital stock (LHCAPA): This is a more direct measure of the human capital 
input. Several proxies have been utilised in the literature for this purpose; for example 
primary and/or secondary school enrollment numbers (Gregörio and Guidoti, 1995, 
Barro, 1991 and Mankiw et al, 1992), number of schooling years of the workforce 
(Benhabib and Spiegel, 1994, Ghani, 1992 and Nehru and Dhareshwar, 1993), student- 
teacher ratios (Barro, 1991), tertiary education (Barro, 1998) and the (relative) wage rate 
(Oulton, 1998a and 1998b). Full-time primary and secondary enrollment numbers 
obtained directly from the Office for National Statistics are used in this study. This is 
because the data series are reasonably consistently available over several decades and so 
less prone to the uncertainties/assumptions associated with estimates generated from the 
workforce schooling-years and wage-based calculations. Note that the enrollment data 
are only available annually and have therefore being interpolated into quarterly series. 
It should be noted that proxying for human capital is usually an imperfect process, and 
this difficulty also applies to this variable. Even though this proxy has been used widely 
in the empirical literature, it will only imperfectly reflect the skill intrinsic to the 
workforce; at least partly because of the lag in time between schooling period and 
workforce joining. However, it is expected that there is a correlation between actual 
(unobservable) human capital and the `knowledge' content of education. That is, what 
skills the workforce already has is likely to drive what knowledge is imparted in schools, 
and the more pupils that go through the process, the larger this pool of knowledge is. 
Thus, in the long-run, the lag effect between enrollment and workforce joining may not 
be so pronounced. Furthermore, the labour proxy employed provides further mitigation, 
being skills-augmented, and should pick up human capital effects not reflected by the 
enrollment variable. 
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R&D stock (LR&DA): This variable is relatively new to the empirical estimation of 
output or growth models. The recent increase in its application has been spurred in 
particular by the theoretical expositions of the R&D strand of the endogenous growth 
literature, as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, as well as by developments in the 
innovation and intellectual property literature. In principle, there is a choice of flow or 
stock of R&D in constructing a proxy for estimation purposes. The former would simply 
indicate current spending on R&D whereas the latter accumulates R&D expenditures 
over time. This study leans towards the use of R&D stocks for several reasons. First, they 
better reflect the intuition that R&D spending in one period would continue to influence 
innovative activity well beyond the year it was incurred in. This could occur through at 
least two channels - the positive externality effect of earlier R&D on later R&D, and, the 
continuing exploitation of earlier research ideas in subsequent periods via patents, 
designs, etc. as new investment outlets arise. A flow measure would reflect these 
potential influences less effectively than a stock variable. This underlines why most 
studies in the intellectual property and R&D literatures (Megna and Klock, 1993 and 
O'Mahony, 1998, among many others) employ stocks rather than simple flows. Second, 
the stock variable is more consistent with the estimation of a long-run production 
function in levels while the flow variable is more in keeping with estimation in a growth 
framework since it is analogous to the growth of R&D. However, constructing stocks of 
R&D is fraught with difficulties, even for a developed country like the UK. R&D could 
be proxied in various ways, including, total R&D expenditure by business, by 
government or in aggregate, or in terms of the human input into the R&D process - say 
the number of researchers, scientists and engineers (RSE) employed in R&D. RSE is not 
available with any consistency or regularity over the period studied. Of the expenditure 
proxies, the one that most meets the dictates of endogenous growth theory is business 
R&D spending (BERD), and is the one employed in this study. This is because the R&D 
strand of that literature emphasises that it is the deliberate search for commercially 
valuable innovations by private agents, as reflected for example in private R&D, that 
leads to improvements in the public stock of knowledge and the potential for increasing 
returns to scale. 
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Annual BERD data were compiled from three sources - surveys by the Office for 
National Statistics (not every year), Business Monitor MA14 (especially useful for the 
earlier years) and OECD Science and Technology Indicators (various issues). The OECD 
data provided interpolated observations for the years in which the ONS' BERD surveys 
were not conducted. Having compiled the annual expenditures, the resulting series was 
then converted into stocks to better reflect the requirements of our production function 
model. Stocks were calculated by accumulating R&D expenditures from the earliest 
available data, that is starting from 1965. Note however that actual estimation starts from 
1967 for the aggregate level, and 1976 for the manufacturing sector (the two aggregation 
levels at which reliable R&D data are available). In implementing the conversion to 
stocks, the issue of the rate of depreciation on R&D stocks is far from settled in the 
literature. For example O'Mahony (1998) applies a zero rate, possibly because of the 
partial excludability and spillover arguments already advanced for R&D in Chapter 2. 
Support for a zero rate might also be deduced from the approach in Megna and Klock 
(1993) which allows for appreciation as well as depreciation over time. Others assume a 
range of different rates; for example Cameron (1999) employs a depreciation rate of 10% 
while Coburn and Griliches (1988) assume 30%. A zero rate is employed in this study, 
because it is more consistent with endogenous growth theory of constant or increasing 
returns and also avoids the uncertainties, assumptions and ambiguities that would 
necessarily accompany the generation of depreciation rates. The range of rates suggested 
for R&D depreciation by the studies cited above exemplifies this latter problem. Finally, 
the resulting annual stocks were interpolated into a quarterly series and restated in 
constant 1995 prices. 
4.3.3 Secular trends in the modeled variables 
Figures (4.6) to (4.16) show the time series and trends in the variables constructed and 
described above. They are all expressed in logarithms and with an `A' suffix to indicate 
that they are variables employed in aggregate level modeling. Most of the variables 
exhibit a positive trend, some more so than others. For example, output, capital stock, 
R&D and all the finance variables display clear positive trends, while labour and human 
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capital are less clearly so, with cyclical influences seeming to dominate the latter. The 
more obvious outliers in the observed trends seem to reflect well-known events in the 
macroeconomy and the finance sector, as highlighted in Table 4.1. For example, most of 
the series have outliers concentrated around the oil crisis of the early to mid 1970s, the 
second oil crisis of the late 1970s and the recession of 1989-1990. The UK's exit from 
the ERM in September 1992 is another possible explanation for outliers around that 
period6. 
Figure 4.6: Output (LYA) - Real GDP, in Logarithms 
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The labour variable (Figure 4.8) shows a more cyclical behaviour, with relatively short 
cycles in the 1960s and 1970s, and longer ones in the 1980s and 1990s. There seems to 
be less direct link between labour and the macroeconomic events described earlier. What 
could be more important for its evolution in the last two decades is the structural change 
ushered in by the Thatcher and Major years starting in 1979, and characterised by supply- 
side policies aimed at reducing labour union power and entrenching labour market 
6 For a detailed discussion of the events surrounding the ERM exit see Barrell et al (1994), and in fact most 
of the papers in that collection of related studies. 
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flexibility. This turning point coincides with the second oil crisis of the late 1970s. Thus, 
the combination of oil-induced recession and the vigorous pursuit of labour market 
flexibility could explain the short-term job losses up till the early 1980s. 
With the worst effects of recession over and the positive aspects of labour market 
flexibility beginning to take hold, the series shows a rising trend up till 1990. The 
recession of the early 1990s again reverses the trend for about three years or so, resuming 
the upward trend from 1993 onwards. The sustained positive trend in the latter half of the 
1990s could perhaps be partly attributed to the introduction of various employment 
('New Deal') schemes to reduce the number of the long-term unemployed by the new 
Labour government of Tony Blair. 
Figure 4.7: Capital Stock (LCAPA) - Real Net Capital Stock, in Logarithms 
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Figure 4.8: Labour (LLABA) - Employees in Employment, in Logarithms 
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Human capital stock (Figure 4.9) also exhibits a clear cyclical trend, with most of the 
1970s showing a positive trend, most of the 1980s a negative trend and the 1990s a 
positive trend. The negative trend in the 1980s is consistent with the observation in Crafts 
(1996a) that while Thatcherite industrial relations reforms may have improved 
productivity growth, `there was less immediate success in improving the skills of the 
workforce' (p. 172). Primary and secondary school enrollment figures are quite difficult 
to attribute to specific economic and political factors, and Barro (1998, p. 18) opines that 
`human capital tends to be more difficult to adjust than physical capital'. Social 
demographics (fertility in the previous decade(s), birth control, changes in age 
distribution, and so on) would probably provide a more fruitful explanation for the 
cyclical trend in human capital stock. Becker et al (1990) and Rosenzweig (1990) provide 
theoretical expositions on the linkages between human capital and fertility. For example, 
the rise of the enrollment series in the mid-1960s and its drop in the 1980s could be 
associated with the `baby boomers' of the early 1960s. This further illustrates the 
difficulties with employing this variable as a proxy for human capital as discussed earlier 
on page 90. That is, fertility-related factors could introduce `noise' in the correlation 
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between the knowledge-signalling effect of enrollment numbers and actual (unobserved) 
human capital. The imperfection of this proxy has been noted already, as has the 
mitigation effect introduced via the labour variable which is skills-augmented. Perhaps as 
a result of this, later results would show that this variable mostly has a weak effect, and 
underlines the very mixed results that have typically been found in the literature generally 
for human capital proxies. 
Figure 4.9: Human Capital Stock (LHCAPA) - School Enrollment, in 
Logarithms 
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R&D (Figure 4.10) displays a positive trend for most of the period. Its behaviour in the 
earlier period could have been affected by the measurement difficulties alluded to earlier. 
In seeking to explain the behaviour of R&D intensity in this earlier period, Waterson and 
Lopez (1983) downplay a possible spur from firm size or market concentration, finding 
more support for `technological opportunity'. Over the past three decades, most 
businesses and governments have focused on increasing R&D spending as a means of 
stimulating innovation, boosting output and thereby increasing competitiveness, 
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productivity and profitability. Thus, this rising trend in R&D spending is observed not 
only for the UK but also for other OECD countries (see OECD, various). 
Figure 4.10: R&D Stock (LR&DA) - Real R&D Spending of the Business 
Sector, in Logarithms 
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The finance variables (Figures 4.11 to 4.16) appear to reflect not only the oil crises and 
recessions, but also developments within the financial system, as discussed in Section 
4.2. For example, the money and banking series (Figures 4.11 to 4.13) appear to have 
been influenced by the introduction of financial reforms such as competition and credit 
control (CCC) in 1971 which aimed to enhance competition in banking and emphasise 
the use of market mechanisms in monetary control. According to Llewellyn (1991, p. 
253), 'CCC produced a very substantial rise in bank lending in the early 1970s, and some 
banks and secondary banks had to be rescued. Sterling bank lending rose by 70 per cent 
in the first year after CCC and by 145 per cent in the first two years; property lending 
rose by 250 per cent. ' 
The brief declining trend in the money and banking series in the mid 1970s could be 
attributed to the introduction of the `corset' (Supplemental Special Deposits Scheme) in 
December 1973. The introduction of the corset was an attempt to reduce the credit 
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expansion that followed CCC, via monetary tools and fines that restrain money supply. 
See Hall (1991) for a detailed discussion of the evolution of financial regulation in the 
UK, Llewellyn (1991) for a discussion of structural change in the UK's financial system 
and Cobham (1991) for the evolution of the UK's monetary control process. 
Figure 4.11: Total Lending (LBLENDA) - Real Total Lending in Logarithms 
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Figure 4.12: Bank Lending (LBANKA) - Real Total Bank Lending, 
in Logarithms 
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Figure 4.13: Broad Money (LMONEYA) - Real M4, in Logarithms 
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In addition to the macroeconomic factors already discussed, the stock market variables 
seem to reflect regulatory and other developments in the financial sector. For example, 
outliers in the series (Figures 4.14 to 4.16) around late 1986 and 1987 could be attributed 
to the impact of the introduction of the Financial Services Act of 1986 and the subsequent 
structural financial market changes in 1987, dubbed Big Bang. Generally, these 
developments have boosted the stock market because they resulted in the ending of fixed 
commissions for securities trading, increased competition, led to an injection of capital 
via the ending of functional separation and introduced dual capacity dealing. However, 
the ensuing restructuring, mergers and acquisitions and reorganisations, as well as global 
stock market pressures, led to a crash in October 1987. This latter fact perhaps explains 
the drop in the stock market variables in 1987. After consolidation, the series seem to 
return to their long-term trends. 
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Figure 4.14: Share Price Index (LSPINA) - Real FT All-share Price Index, 
in Logarithms 
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Figure 4.15: Stock Market Turnover (LSTUNA) - Real Value of Stock 
Market Turnover, in Logarithms 
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Figure 4.16: Real Market Value of Real Sector Firms (LSTARA), in 
Logarithms 
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4.3.4 Other financial and macroeconomic events 
2000Q4 
Following from the discussion above, several variables are constructed to reflect those 
financial and macroeconomic developments that took place in the UK during the period 
covered by this study. When they are employed in the model, they are intended to proxy 
for the potential effect of those developments on the financial and macroeconomic 
variables derived earlier. 
Oil crisis I (O1L1): This is commonly employed in empirical macroeconomic analysis to 
capture the effect of the oil crisis of the early 1970s. In this study, it is an impulse dummy 
defined as 1 in 1973, and 0 elsewhere. 
Oil crisis II (OIL2): The second oil crisis of the late 1970s, again constructed as an 
impulse dummy that equals 1 in 1978Q1 to 1979Q4, and 0 elsewhere. 
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Big Bang (BANG): A step dummy to capture the changes in the structure of the financial 
system following the introduction of the Financial Services Act and the ensuing sweeping 
changes, dubbed `Big Bang'. It is constructed as 0 before 1987Q1 and 1 thereafter. 
Black Wednesday (ERM): This impulse dummy captures the effect of UK's forced exit 
from the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) in September 1992. It is defined to include 
1992Q2 to 1992Q3 to pick up the events in the run up to the exit. 
These variables are employed to reflect the impact of outliers on model estimation, and 
especially on model diagnostics, as implemented in Section 4.4.2. 
4.4 Econometric Results 
4.4.1 The Existence of a Long-run Relationship 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the first step is to ascertain whether or not a long-run 
relationship exists in the production function. This essentially involves estimating 
equation (4.1) which is a restatement of equation (3.13), with notation modified to reflect 
aggregate level estimation; and then testing the null A, = A2 = A3 = 24 = A. = 26 =0; 
against the alternative hypothesis Al #0, A2 # 0, A3 :;, - 0,24 # 0,25 # 0, .5#0. 
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(4.1) 
The starting point is the `basic' production function; that is, the object is to find out first 
if a long-run relationship exists for the aggregate production function that is not finance- 
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augmented, and thereafter replicate the procedure for the finance-augmented version. 
This implies that the FIN components are omitted from equation (4.1) in this initial 
estimation of the ARDL model. Useable observations cover the period 1967Q1 to 
1998Q4 throughout. The results are presented in Table 4.2 in Appendix I. 
Using the variables addition test for the lagged levels of LYA, LCAPA, LLABA, LHCAPA 
and LR&DA in the vector error correction model for output yields an F statistic of 3.708. 
The relevant critical value bounds are 3.38 to 4.23 at the 95% and 2.68 to 3.53 at the 90% 
level of significance. Thus, at the `traditional' significance level of 95% the test generates 
an inconclusive result. It is only at the 90% level that a stable long-run relationship 
appears to be suggested for the basic output equation that excludes the effects from 
finance. 
In what follows, the study tests for the effect of finance augmentation on the long-run 
characteristics of the output equation, commencing with the banking sector. The results 
are presented in Tables (4.3) to (4.5) in Appendix I. Tables (4.3) and (4.4) indicate that 
the results remain inconclusive when total lending and bank lending are employed. The 
resulting F statistics are 2.826 and 3.264 respectively, compared with critical value 
bounds at 95% (90%) of 2.81 (2.49) and 3.76 (3.38). Table (4.5) shows the results when 
broad money is the proxy for banking sector development. The null of no long-run 
relationship is not rejected, with F statistic of 2.746 at the 95% level, while an 
inconclusive finding is suggested at the 90% level. Overall, the foregoing results seem to 
indicate that the weak long-run relationship observed above in the basic output equation 
is not changed by the inclusion of the banking sector variables; in fact the earlier findings 
are weakened somewhat by their inclusion. 
Next, tests are run to investigate whether augmenting with stock market variables yields 
more conclusive results regarding the long-run relationship. Tables 4.6 to 4.9 in 
Appendix I summarise the findings. The stock market variables may be classified into 
two categories; those that reflect the size of the stock market, for example the share price 
index (LSPINA) and the market value of non-financials (LSTARA), and those that indicate 
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the activity of the stock market, for example the value of stock market turnover 
(LSTUNA). Both sets are to an extent substitutes in terms of reflecting the development of 
the stock market; however it is expected that the activity variables will show more of the 
liquidity, risk and portfolio management aspects of the functioning of markets. A large 
but inactive stock market would provide fewer opportunities for portfolio diversification 
as well as fewer incentives for the long-term growth of the primary market. From Tables 
4.6 and 4.7, it is shown that including the two variables that proxy for the size of the 
stock market (LSPINA and LSTARA respectively), leads to a clear rejection of the 
hypothesis of no long-run relationship in the aggregate production function, at 95% or 
higher. The respective F statistics are 4.185 and 3.783. 
When the activity variables are employed, the evidence for the existence of a long-run 
relationship appears to be even stronger. For example, the inclusion of the value of stock 
market turnover (Table 4.8) yields an F statistic of 6.188, which clearly rejects even at 
the 99% level of significance. Considering the high level of activity in government bonds 
in the UK stock market, it may be argued that equities and private sector activity may be 
crowded out. Therefore, the study experiments with a variable that reflects the value of 
turnover of equities only. Again, as shown in Table 4.9, the null is strongly rejected with 
an F statistic of 4.654 at the 99% level. 
Table 4.10 below provides a summary of the findings with respect to the determination of 
the long-run relations in the aggregate production function. Only weak evidence for a 
long-run relationship is found for the basic model that omits finance variables. 
Augmenting the basic model with banking sector variables does not change the earlier 
finding, possibly weakening any evidence for the long run. However, strong evidence is 
found that is suggestive of a stable long-run relationship when the role of the stock 
market is incorporated in the model. This result holds true, whether stock market 
development is proxied by size or activity measures. 
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Table 4.10: The (Finance-augmented) Aggregate Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: Summary of Findings 
Model F-statistic rob 
Significant Long-run 
Relationship? * 
Basic Production Function 3.708[O. 004] n. a. 
Finance Augmentation: 
Banking Sector Development 
Total Lending 2.826 0.014 Inconclusive 
Bank Lending 3.264[O. 008] Inconclusive 
Broad Money 2.746[O. 016] No 
Stock Market Development 
All-share Price Index 4.185[O. 001] Yes 
MV of `Real' Firms 3.783 [0.002] Yes 
Total Market Turnover 6.188[O. 000] Yes 
*'Yes' means that a long-run relationship is indicated by the bounds test and the respective finance variable 
is significant at 95% or better in the related levels ARDL regression. `No' means that no long-run 
relationship is indicated, or if it is, the finance variable is not significant in the levels ARDL regression. 
As discussed earlier in the methodology chapter, if a long-run relationship is confirmed 
for the output equation, the next step involves testing whether the factors of production, 
which include stock market development in our case, are long-run forcing for output. 
This issue is addressed by replicating the above variable addition test for the finance 
(FIN) equations, with output as one of the X,. Basically, this means estimating the error 
correction models for LSPINA, LSTARA and LSTUNA with LYA as one of the right hand 
side variables in each case, and then implementing the F test as before. The resulting F 
statistics are 2.103,2.927 and 3.362, indicating that the null of no long-run relationship is 
not rejected in the equations for LSPINA, LSTARA and LSTUNA respectively, when 
output is one of the explanatory variables. 
From the foregoing, it has been established that a long-run relationship exists for the 
stock market-augmented output equation but not for the stock market equations with LYA 
as an explanatory variable. This implies that stock market augmentation is long-run 
forcing for output, but the reverse does not seem to hold. The study is now in a position 
to estimate the long-run coefficients of the finance-augmented aggregate production 
function and the associated error correction model. 
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4.4.2 Estimating the Long-run Relationship 
In line with the emerging treatment in ARDL modeling [for example in Coe and Serletis 
(2001), Atkins and Coe (2000), Lewis (1998) and Mongardini and Mueller (2000)], the 
long-run estimates are presented only for those error correction models in which the null 
of no long-run relationship is conclusively rejected. That is, in addition to the basic 
model, estimates are provided for equation (4.2) below (which is a restatement of 
equation 3.12), using LSPINA, LSTARA and LSTUNA as the relevant (alternate) finance 
augmentations. 
LYA =a+ bT + cLCAPA, + dLLABA + eLHCAP4 + JLR & D4 + gLFIN4 + sr (4.2) 
Table 4.11 below presents the results for the basic model. A constant and a trend are 
included in this and all other regressions. The justification for the inclusion of the trend is 
that most of the variables exhibit trended behaviour as discussed earlier. The trend is 
significant in all the models estimated. The ARDL(1,3,3,0,3) model is selected 
empirically, based on the Akaike Information Criterion. All the variables have the 
expected theoretical signs. 
For the human capital proxy, LHCAPA, a coefficient of 0.08 was obtained. It appears 
relatively low and not statistically significant, although no meaningful comparison could 
be made with any prior studies in terms of the size of the coefficient. It should be borne 
in mind however that the labour variable could already incorporate some of the impact of 
human capital. The labour input LLABA is measured as the number of employees, it is 
therefore skill-augmented. In terms of prior findings, earlier studies point to a complex 
relationship between education and output or productivity and often suggest that 
education variables are not generally significant in output or growth equations for OECD 
countries (for example Rosenzweig, 1996). 
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Table 4.11: The Basic Production Function: ARDL and Long-run Estimates: 
ARDL(1,3,3,0,3) Selected Based on Akaike Information Criterion 
A. Underlying ARDL Estimates: 
Dependent Variable: LYA Observations: 128 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
LYA -1 0.525 5.605 
LCAPA 0.332 2.414 
LCAPA(-1 -0.314 -1.607 
LCAPA(-2) -0.245 -1.182 
LCAPA -3 0.265 2.120 
LLABA 0.543 3.455 
LLABA(-1 0.164 0.797 
LLABA(-2) -0.027 -0.136 
LLABA -3 -0.365 -2.562 
LHCAPA 0.040 1.770 
LR&DA 0.147 1.623 
LR&DA(-1 0.107 0.880 
LR&DA -2 -0.071 -0.600 
LR&DA -3 -0.110 -1.329 
CONST 3.060 3.882 
TREND 0.001 2.880 
SC=1.205 0.313 FF=0.111 0.739 N=5.040 0.080 HS=0.8688 0.400 
B. Estimated Long-run Coefficients: 
LCAPA 0.079 2.775 
LLABA 0.662 8.739 
LHCAPA 0.084 1.658 
LR&DA 0.155 3.969 
CONST 6.436 8.136 
TREND 0.003 4.575 
SC = Lagrange multiplier test of residual serial correlation, FF = Ramsey's RESET test of 
functional form using the square of the fitted values, N= normality test based on a test of 
skewness and kurtosis of residuals, HS = test of heteroscedasticity based on the regression 
of squared residuals on squared fitted values. All results generated using Microfit 4.0. 
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Generally, evidence from prior studies has been mixed; for example, Benhabib and 
Spiegel (1994) found a negative and insignificant effect from human capital in a standard 
growth equation, but report a positive and significant effect on the growth of total factor 
productivity, while Barro (1998) finds a positive and significant effect from male 
secondary and tertiary education but not from female, and not from primary education. 
Scepticism about the role of education is not restricted to enrollment numbers only. 
Schultze (1996) observes that increasing expenditure on education may not be a 
significant growth factor. On the other hand, Bassanini and Scarpeta (2001) and 
Bassanini et al (2001) find a positive and significant effect of human capital on growth 
for a cross-section of OECD countries. This epitomises one problem that has plagued 
empirical growth studies, especially of the cross-country type, i. e. the diversity of 
explanatory variables, specific countries studied, time period covered, etc., which makes 
meaningful comparisons difficult. Comparable UK evidence is even scarcer. 
The R&D proxy is positive and highly significant, lending support to the innovation 
strand of endogenous growth theory and negating the observation in Verspagen (1996) 
that R&D and innovation policies are weak or vague and in fact that R&D has no 
significant effect in the UK. The finding of a positive and significant coefficient is 
supportive of the results from a few related studies, for example Cameron (1999) and 
O'Mahony (1998). It is also interesting to note that the R&D coefficient is about double 
that on physical capital, tending to lend more support to the intuition or spirit of the 
innovation-driven vis-ä-vis the capital accumulation models. The size of the R&D 
coefficient (0.16) is somewhat less than the 0.2 to 0.3 range reported in Cameron (1999), 
much higher than the 0.05 found by O'Mahony (1998), but relatively close to the 0.13 
reported by Bassanini et al (2001) who employ a similar definition for R&D as applied in 
this study, i. e. business R&D spending (BERD), albeit for a sample of OECD countries. 
Obviously a direct comparison with these other studies is difficult because of differences 
in modeling approach, included variables, variable definition/measurement and data 
coverage. However, the spectrum of available evidence suggests that this study's estimate 
is plausible. 
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The labour proxy is positive, highly significant and is less inelastic than the other 
coefficients. Bearing in mind the fact that LLABA incorporates some human capital, its 
elasticity with respect to output is 0.66. Again, directly comparable estimates for the UK 
are few. It is noted though that this coefficient is close to the 0.70 reported in O'Mahony 
(1998), earlier provisos regarding comparability apply. The estimates would vary with 
the time period studied and the proxy employed, for example, hours worked instead of 
number of employees. 
The impact of physical capital accumulation on output is traditionally estimated for the 
UK at about 0.33, going by factor (profits) shares in national accounts. Actual production 
function empirical estimates for the UK have varied widely. For example, O'Mahony 
(1998) suggests an estimate of 0.19 (for a cross section of UK and German 
manufacturing sectors) while Senhadji (2000) puts it at about 0.40. The econometric 
evidence for physical capital in Table 4.11 above suggests an elasticity of 0.08, which is 
much lower than previous studies suggest, though there is no real consistency even 
among prior studies. Differences in modeling approach, variables included, measurement, 
coverage and so on could be responsible for the divergence in findings. This could be 
interpreted as evidence that the endogenous growth notion of positive externalities to 
physical capital is not supported for the UK. However, proponents of externalities or 
spillovers would argue for a broader interpretation of capital. Thus, a broad interpretation 
in the spirit of endogenous growth theory or the augmented versions of the neoclassical 
model requires that the elasticities on physical capital, human capital and R&D be 
summed up. If the broad capital and externalities version of endogenous growth theory 
were to hold, then this figure should tend towards unity, as suggested by Mankiw (1995) 
among others. This exercise results in a=0.32 from the above estimates. While this may 
be an underestimate, given that labour, as measured, is also skill-embodied (and could 
therefore be subtracting from the impact of human capital), it is however a far cry from 
unity. 
These results indicate that for the UK there is no evidence of strong positive externalities 
to physical capital and constant returns to broad capital is also not supported. Comparable 
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evidence on the return to broad capital for the UK is rare. However, several studies by 
O'Mahony support the finding in this study that it is less than unity. For example, 
O'Mahony (1992) suggests a range of 0.58 to 0.66 while O'Mahony (1998) reports 0.45. 
Note that the O'Mahony papers study productivity differences between British and 
German manufacturing firms, with broad capital measured as the sum of physical and 
human capital. Overall, the results suggest that endogenous growth is not supported by 
the data for the UK. On the other hand, the augmented version of the neoclassical model 
(a la Mankiw et at, 1992) appears to be supported, with human capital and R&D as the 
augmentations. The coefficient on the time trend is small but positive and strongly 
significant, suggesting the presence of technical progress, a fact again not inconsistent 
with the neoclassical model. 
With regards to the diagnostics, the crucial assumption of the absence of serial correlation 
is not violated, nor are there problems with functional form, normality or 
heteroscedasticity, as indicated by the associated probabilities. 
Next, the ARDL estimates of the finance-augmented output function are reported and 
discussed below. 
Table 4.12 below presents the estimates for the model augmented with the share price 
index, LSPINA. The Schwarz Bayesian Criterion selects an ARDL (1,1,2,0,0,0) model. 
Again, all the variables are of the expected sign. As with the basic model, all the 
traditional inputs and `engine of growth' variables, except human capital, are significant. 
Earlier explanations regarding the size of the coefficients, which are broadly similar, also 
apply. In addition, the share price index is positive and significant, as predicted by 
finance-growth theory. A percentage point increase in the size of the stock market would 
on average lead to a 0.03% increase in the level of output. Again, directly comparable 
evidence is rare, though, as the discussion in Section 2.9.4 indicated, there is a broad 
spectrum of evidence suggesting a strong positive association between stock market size 
and economic growth in samples of both developed and developing countries. Further, 
the magnitude of the stock market size coefficient (0.03) is less than the 0.05 stock 
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market capitalisation coefficient reported in Van Nieuwerburgh et al (2001) for Belgium, 
in a related time series context; but higher than the 0.01 reported in Rousseau and 
Wachtel (2000) and the 0.02 found by Levine and Zervos (1998) in cross-country 
contexts. Note that these studies employ different sets of conditioning variables. 
Table 4.12: The Finance-augmented Production Function: All-share Price Index 
ARDL and Long-run Estimates: 
ARDL(1,1,2,0,0,0) Selected Based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 
A. Underlying ARDL Estimates: 
Dependent Variable: LYA Observations: 128 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
LYA(-1) 0.519 6.100 
LCAPA 0.439 3.664 
LCAPA -1 -0.413 -3.610 
LLABA 0.488 3.106 
LLABA(-1) 0.146 0.724 
LLABA(-2) -0.355 -2.602 
LHCAPA 0.029 1.319 
LR&DA 0.035 2.764 
LSPINA 0.014 2.291 
CONST 3.800 6.130 
TREND 0.002 4.3 89 
SC=0.675 0.611 FF=0.003 0.959 N=7.845 0.020 HS=0.923 0.300 
B. Estimated Long-run Coefficients: 
LCAPA 0.053 2.168 
LLABA 0.582 7.967 
LHCAPA 0.061 1.307 
LR&DA 0.072 3.332 
LSPINA 0.028 2.229 
CONST 7.892 18.272 
TREND 0.003 7.220 
ot- =Lagrange mumpiier test or resiauai serial correlation, PP '= Ramsey's RESET test of 
functional form using the square of the fitted values, N= normality test based on a test of 
skewness and kurtosis of residuals, HS = test of heteroscedasticity based on the regression 
of squared residuals on squared fitted values. All results generated using MicroJlt 4.0. 
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In sum, the augmentation with LSPINA yields results which indicate that there is a 
positive and significant role for the size of the stock market, after traditional economic 
inputs and `engines of growth' have been accounted for. Further, the magnitude of the 
coefficient is plausible, in the light of related extant empirical findings. 
Crucially again, the diagnostics support the absence of serial correlation and 
heteroscedasticity as well as the adequacy of the functional form. There is however a 
suggestion of error non-normality, with a probability of 0.02. This may be attributed 
mainly to the presence of several outliers in most of the macroeconomic variables, 
especially the financial variables. In an effort to ameliorate this problem, the basic model 
is re-estimated, incorporating the dummy variables defined earlier. The intuition is that 
the dummies capture some events in the economy which are part of the data generation 
process for the variables; thus their inclusion in the model should take account of some 
outliers and increased variability and so reduce the problem with non-normality. Pesaran 
et al (2001) confirm that the asymptotic theory and associated critical values underlying 
ARDL modeling are not affected by the inclusion of such one-off dummies. In any case, 
the inclusion of OIL], OIL2, BANG and ERM, individually and in combinations, did not 
materially alter the results; neither did it reduce the problem with normality. Commenting 
on a similar difficulty in his own model estimation, Kenny (1999) posits that `if the true 
data generating process contains systematic asymmetries then this lack of normality is 
only to be expected' (p. 24). Furthermore, Pesaran and Pesaran (1997) posit that the 
normality assumption `is important in small samples, but is not generally required when 
the sample under consideration is large enough' (p. 72). `Small samples' are generally 
taken to be less than 30 observations; hence `large samples' require at least 30 
observations. In practice, estimation based on 50 observations or more tend to be 
considered as `large'. With a sample size of 128 therefore, the above results are based on 
a fairly large sample size and so the suggestion of non-normality is less of an issue. 
Alternative estimates below support this position. 
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Table 4.13: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Market Value of Firms 
ARDL and Long-run Estimates: 
ARDL(1,1,3,0,0,0) Selected Based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 
A. Underlying ARDL Estimates: 
Dependent Variable: LYA Observations: 128 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
LYA -1) 0.485 5.707 
LCAPA 0.379 3.136 
LCAPA -1 -0.320 -2.713 
LLABA 0.420 2.677 
LLABA -1 0.209 1.046 
LLABA(-2) -0.105 -0.552 
LLABA -3 -0.303 -2.181 
LHCAPA 0.017 0.958 
LR&DA 0.017 1.185 
LSTARA 0.016 2.647 
CONST 3.939 6.277 
TREND 0.002 5.645 
SC=0.795 0.531 FF=2.059 0.154 N=7.845 0.053 HS=1.1352 0.110 
B. Estimated Long-run Coefficients: 
LCAPA 0.115 3.103 
LLABA 0.430 4.754 
LHCAPA 0.034 0.953 
LR&DA 0.033 1.268 
LSTARA 0.032 2.546 
CONST 7.654 17.549 
TREND 0.004 11.698 
S'C = Lagrange multiplier test of residual serial correlation, FP'= Kamsey's KL Li test of 
functional form using the square of the fitted values, N= normality test based on a test of 
skewness and kurtosis of residuals, HS = test of heteroscedasticity based on the regression 
of squared residuals on squared fitted values. All results generated using Microfit 4.0. 
As a robustness check, Table 4.13 shows the results when the stock market size variable 
is LSTARA. SBC selects an ARDL (1,1,3,0,0,0) model. Again, the results indicate a 
positive and significant role for stock market size, although the inclusion of LSTARA 
seems to detract from the significance of R&D. There is no evidence of precedence in the 
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use of this variable in the literature, thus comparable estimates cannot be cited here. Note 
that in this case, the normality problem does not arise anymore, as the probability of 
0.053 indicates. 
Next, the role of stock market activity is examined. Table 4.14 presents the long-run 
estimates when the value of stock market turnover is the finance augmentation employed. 
AIC selects an ARDL (4,1,0,0,3,1) model. Unlike in the previous two models, the 
LSTUNA-augmented model yields a significant human capital variable. Thus, all the 
basic variables are positive and significant, and the estimated elasticities are broadly 
similar to earlier ones. 
Again, in line with finance-growth theory, the activity of the stock market is positively 
and significantly related to the level of aggregate output. This finding has received much 
support in the extant literature. For example, Atje and Jovanovic (1993) find positive and 
significant effect of the value of stock market trades on both the level and growth of 
output, in a multi-country framework. Levine (1998b) also finds evidence that value 
traded and turnover enter significantly into the growth model, using a multi-country 
framework. Furthermore, Harris (1997) also finds some support for the role of stock 
market activity in growth, for a sub-sample of developed countries. The discussion in 
Section 2.9.4, Chapter 2, elaborates on these prior findings. 
In terms of the size of the coefficient, comparisons are again difficult, but broad 
comparisons may be made. For example, Atje and Jovanovic (1993), Levine and Zervos 
(1998) and Rousseau and Wachtel (2000), which employ cross-country data, obtain stock 
market value traded coefficients of 0.04,0.07 and 0.05 respectively, compared to the 0.02 
obtained in this study. Note that besides data and methodological differences, the cited 
studies also do not incorporate engine of growth variables in their models, and these 
would at least partly explain the differences in the magnitudes of the coefficients. 
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Table 4.14: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Market Turnover 
ARDL and Long-run Estimates: 
ARDL(4,1,0,0,3,1) Selected Based on Akaike Information Criterion 
A. Underlying ARDL Estimates: 
Dependent Variable: LYA Observations: 128 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
LYA -1 0.486 5.176 
LYA -2 -0.108 -1.035 
LYA -3 0.126 1.235 
LYA(-4 -0.283 -3.392 
LCAPA 0.438 3.641 
LCAPA -1 -0.363 -3.052 
LLABA 0.490 4.917 
LHCAPA 0.057 2.650 
LR&DA 0.154 1.839 
LR&DA -1 0.035 0.300 
LR&DA(-2) 0.004 0.034 
LR&DA -3 -0.114 -1.504 
LSTUNA 0.009 2.302 
LSTUNA -1 0.006 1.406 
CONST 5.166 6.149 
TREND 0.002 5.241 
SC=0.725 0.577 FF=1.706 0.194 N=8.390 0.051 HS=7.753 0.060 
B. Estimated Long-run Coefficients: 
LCAPA 0.096 5.842 
LLABA 0.629 11.894 
LHCAPA 0.073 2.552 
LR&DA 0.102 5.659 
LSTUNA 0.020 3.854 
CONST 6.638 17.066 
TREND 0.003 10.831 
SC = Lagrange multiplier test of residual serial correlation, FF = Ramsey's RESET test of 
functional form using the square of the fitted values, N= normality test based on a test of 
skewness and kurtosis of residuals, HS = test of heteroscedasticity based on the regression 
of squared residuals on squared fitted values. All results generated using Microfit 4.0. 
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Table 4.15: The (Finance-augmented) Production Function 
Summary: Long-run Elasticities 
Factor Basic Model Finance-au mented Models: 
LSPINA LSTARA LSTUNA 
LCAPA 0.079* 0.053* 0.115* 0.096* 
LLABA 0.662* 0.582* 0.430* 0.629* 
LHCAPA 0.084 0.061 0.034 0.073 * 
LR&DA 0.155* 0.072* 0.033 0.102* 
LSPINA - 0.028* - - 
LSTARA - - 0.032* - 
LSTUNA - - - 0.020* 
TREND 0.003 * 0.003* 0.004* 0.003* 
Sum of Capital Coefficients 0.318 0.214 0.214 0.291 
Total 0.983 0.799 0.648 0.923 
*Statistically significant at 95% or higher 
Table 4.15 provides a summary of the evidence regarding the long-run relationship for 
the finance-augmented output equation. The following conclusions appear to be 
warranted by the results. First, the basic inputs and `engines of growth' all display the 
expected positive sign and are mostly significant. Second, the stock market variables 
employed to proxy market size and activity all exhibit the expected positive sign and are 
all significant. Third, the coefficients on broad capital (and in fact on all inputs) sum to 
less than unity, disputing the externalities on broad capital propounded by the capital 
accumulation strand of endogenous growth. Fourth, the neoclassical model appears to be 
supported as the coefficients sum to less than unity (suggesting diminishing returns to 
scale), with growth effects coming from technical progress and possibly transitional 
dynamics. Fifth and finally, after taking account of traditional production function inputs 
such as labour and physical capital, and theoretically consistent `engines of growth' such 
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as human capital and R&D, a significant long-run role is found for finance variables 
which reflect the size and activity of the stock market. 
The above findings may be utilised in estimating the relative contribution of the various 
inputs and growth sources to the change in output over the period studied. Relative 
contribution is calculated as the elasticity-weighted contribution of the change in each 
variable to the change in output. The results of this analysis, based on the LSTUNA- 
augmented model, are summarised in Table 4.16. They indicate that R&D and stock 
market development contributed more than what just their elasticities would have 
suggested to the change in output over the period, contributing 28% and 5% respectively. 
The traditional inputs of physical capital and labour contribute 9% and 8% respectively. 
Note that the contribution of the labour input is considerably less than its coefficient 
would have suggested; this is as a result of the relatively small change in the variable 
over the period. The same observation applies to the human capital factor. The remainder 
of the contribution comes from the time trend whose effect is magnified by the large 
change between the beginning and the end of the series. Overall, the analysis of relative 
contribution confirms earlier findings that, after accounting for the role of the traditional 
and innovation-led production function inputs, financial (stock market) development 
makes a positive contribution to long-run aggregate output. 
Table 4.16: Relative Contribution to Aggregate Output 
Factor Long-run Elasticity Relative Contribution 
LCAPA 0.096 0.09 
LLABA 0.629 0.08 
LHCAPA 0.073 0.01 
LR&DA 0.102 0.28 
LSTUNA 0.020 0.05 
TREND 0.003 0.49 
Total 1.00 
Finally, Table 4.17 and Figure 4.17 below show the dynamic forecasts of the level of 
output indicated by the long-run production function model. They are generated by re- 
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estimating the LSTUNA-augmented model, retaining the last 16 quarters of observations 
for forecasting purposes. Table 4.17 shows that the root mean squares of forecast errors 
of 0.6% per quarter compares favourably with the analogous figure of about 0.8% over 
the estimation period. 
Table 4.17: Dynamic Forecasts for the Level of Output 
Summary Statistics for Residuals and Forecast Errors 
Estimation Period: 
1967Q1 to 1994Q4 
Forecast Period: 
1995Q1 to 1998Q4 
Mean -0.5124E-8 -0.0022 
Mean Absolute 0.0067 0.0046 
Mean Sum of Squares 0.7156E-4 0.3747E-4 
Root Mean Sum of Squares 0.0084 0.0061 
Figure 4.17: Dynamic Forecasts for the Level of Aggregate Output 
1998Q4 
The dynamic forecasts depicted in Figure 4.17 above confirm the relatively low forecast 
errors associated with the model. 
Next, the error correction models that are associated with the foregoing long-run 
estimates are presented and discussed. 
4.4.3 Estimating the Short-run Relationship 
The error correction (ECM) representation of the short-run estimates of the underlying 
ARDL models is presented below. One vital characteristic of cointegrated variables is 
that the associated short-run dynamics are influenced by the deviation from long-run 
equilibrium. Thus, if the system is to return to long-run equilibrium, the movements of 
some or all of the variables must be influenced by the size of the deviation from the long- 
run relationship. In other words, if the gap in our production function model is large 
relative to the long-run relationship, the gap must eventually close by adjustments in 
some or all of the constituent output, input and finance variables (Coe and Serletis, 2000). 
Again, the analysis commences with the basic model that excludes the influence of 
finance, as summarised in Table 4.18. Most of the variables are significant. A negative 
and significant coefficient on the second lag of the investment variable suggests a 
complex relationship between growth and investment in the short-run. More importantly, 
the error correction coefficient (-0.475) is statistically highly significant, has the expected 
sign and indicates a moderate speed of convergence to equilibrium. As Pesaran and 
Pesaran (1997) observe, `the larger the error correction coefficient (in absolute value) the 
faster is the economy's return to its equilibrium, once shocked' (p. 307). All model 
diagnostics are acceptable; serial correlation is not a problem and the F statistic suggests 
a good fit. 
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Table 4.18: The Basic Production Function: Error Correction Model 
ARDL(1,3,3,0,3) Selected Based on Akaike Information Criterion 
Dependent Variable: DLYA Observations: 128 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPA 0.332 2.414 
DLCAPA -1 -0.020 -0.143 
DLCAPA -2 -0.265 -2.120 
DLLABA 0.543 3.455 
DLLABA -1 0.391 2.831 
DLLABA -2 0.365 2.562 
DLHCAPA 0.040 1.770 
DLR&DA 0.147 1.623 
DLR&DA -1 0.181 2.196 
DLR&DA -2 0.110 1.329 
CONST 3.060 3.882 
TREND 0.001 2.880 
ECM 1 -0.475 -5.079 
R-s =0.405 AIC=414.376 SBC=391.560 DW=2.035 F-stat=6.363 
In the paragraphs that follow, the short-run evidence for the stock market-augmented 
models is depicted. With LSPINA as the finance augmentation (Table 4.19), most of the 
variables are again significant. The change in the size of the stock market is also a 
positive and significant factor in the determination of short-run output, that is, growth. 
The error correction coefficient is right-signed, significant and indicates a faster speed of 
adjustment to equilibrium than that noted for the basic model. Model diagnostics are 
again acceptable. 
The model with LSTARA (Table 4.20) shows similar results. Stock market size is again 
confirmed as positive and significant in the explanation of GDP growth. The main 
addition is that the model with LSTARA suggests a faster speed of convergence to 
equilibrium than that implied by the LSPINA-augmented model, yielding an error 
correction coefficient of -0.515. 
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Table 4.19: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Error Correction Model: 
All-share Price Index 
ARDL(1,1,2,0,0,0) Selected Based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 
Dependent Variable: DLYA Observations: 128 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPA 0.439 3.664 
DLLABA 0.488 3.106 
DLLABA -1 0.355 2.602 
DLHCAPA 0.029 1.319 
DLR&DA 0.035 2.764 
DLSPINA 0.014 2.291 
CONST 3.797 6.130 
TREND 0.002 4.3 89 
ECM 1 -0.481 -5.652 
R-s =0.351 AIC=413.783 SBC=398.096 DW=1.976 F-stat=7.912 
Table 4.20: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Error Correction Model: 
Market Value of `Real' Firms 
ARDL(1,1,3,0,0,0) Selected Based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 
Dependent Variable: DLYA Observations: 128 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPA 0.379 3.136 
DLLABA 0.420 2.677 
DLLABA -1 0.408 3.047 
DLLABA -2 0.303 2.181 
DLHCAPA 0.017 0.958 
DLR&DA 0.017 1.185 
DLSTARA 0.016 2.647 
CONST 3.939 6.277 
TREND 0.002 5.645 
ECM 1 -0.515 -6.052 
R-s =0.380 AIC=415.662 SBC=398.550 DW=1.922 F-stat=7.887 
Table 4.21 presents the short-run estimates for the growth model that incorporates stock 
market activity. In line with previous models, most of the variables are significant. The 
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stock market activity variable is again indicated as a significant influence on output in the 
short-run. The diagnostics are acceptable, and R-squared is higher than previous ones. 
Furthermore, with an error correction coefficient of -0.778 a much faster speed of 
convergence is suggested for this model. 
Table 4.21: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Error Correction Model: 
Stock Market Turnover 
ARDL(4.1.0.0.3.1) Selected Based on Akaike Information Criterion 
Dependent Variable: DLYA Observations: 128 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
DLYA(-1) 0.264 2.544 
DLYA -2 0.157 1.742 
DLYA -3 0.283 3.392 
DLCAPA 0.438 3.641 
DLLABA 0.490 4.917 
DLHCAPA 0.057 2.650 
DLR&DA 0.154 1.839 
DLR&DA(-1) 0.110 1.413 
DLR&DA -2 0.114 1.504 
DLSTUNA 0.009 2.302 
CONST 5.166 6.149 
TREND 0.002 5.241 
ECM 1 -0.778 -6.603 
R-s =0.448 AIC=419.105 SBC=396.289 DW=2.06 F-stat=7.567 
To illustrate the implication of the above error correction coefficient, a time profile of the 
distributed lag effect is generated. It is constructed in the first place by tracing the effect 
of a once-and-for-all one-unit shock to stock market development (LSTUNA) on future 
values of aggregate output. The analysis commences from time period t=0, 
corresponding to an initial position of zero equilibrium. The level of output in the first 
period is simply the value of the coefficient on the stock market variable - the initial full 
impact. In subsequent periods, the impact of the one-off shock to the stock market 
variable on the level of output is progressively dampened by a factor that is equal to the 
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product of the error correction coefficient and the prior period's output level, until it 
returns to equilibrium. 
The analysis is further extended to trace the time profile of the distributed lag effect of a 
one-unit continuous shock to the stock market variable. As in the case of the one-off 
shock, in the first period the level of output is the value of the coefficient on the stock 
market variable. The subsequent impact comprises two components. First, the full impact 
of the shock in that period, as indicated by the associated elasticity and, second, the 
impact persisting from prior period shocks. 
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 present the resultant one-off-shock and continuous-shock time 
profiles, respectively. 
Figure 4.18: Time Profile of the Distributed Lag Effect on Aggregate Output of a 
One-unit, Once-and-for-All Shock to the Stock Market Variable 
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As suggested by the fairly high ECM coefficient, Figure 4.18 indicates that the impact of 
a one-off, one-unit shock to the stock market variable on aggregate output decays rapidly, 
converging back to equilibrium after about four quarters. This rapid convergence is 
perhaps not too surprising considering that for a developed stock market, such as the 
UK's, information and pricing developments would tend to be reflected fairly rapidly in 
the investment, hedging and risk management activities of firms and any resultant output 
effects would also tend to be exhibited within the very short term. For example, a listed 
firm's performance and prospects would tend to be incorporated relatively quickly in its 
share price. 
Thus, given the very active takeover and managerial markets in the UK, mergers and 
acquisitions and management changes could follow share prices and other stock market 
signals fairly rapidly, with the possibility for rapid output effects that are in turn rapidly 
discounted (i. e. priced-in) by the market. The same analogy could apply to other aspects 
of stock market development, for example, regulatory changes that introduce higher 
reporting standards for companies or episodes of insider and unauthorized trading. 
In the case of a one-unit continuous shock to stock market development, Figure 4.19 
indicates that output continues to respond positively to the shocks, albeit at a decreasing 
rate, eventually leveling off. 
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Figure 4.19: Time Profile of the Distributed Lag Effect on Aggregate Output of a 
One-unit Continuous Shock to the Stock Market Variable 
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Finally, the error correction model can be applied in forecasting the rate of change of 
aggregate output, conditional on current and past changes in the financial and non- 
financial inputs. Table 4.22 and Figure 4.20 below show the dynamic forecasts of the 
change in output indicated by the long-run production function model. They are 
generated by re-estimating the LSTUNA-augmented model, retaining the last 16 quarters 
of observations for forecasting purposes. Table 4.22 shows that the root mean squares of 
forecast errors of about 0.5% per quarter compares favourably with the analogous figure 
of about 0.8% over the estimation period, a finding corroborated by the forecasts depicted 
in Figure 4.20 below. 
Table 4.22: Dynamic Forecasts for the Change in Output 
Summary Statistics for Residuals and Forecast Errors 
Estimation Period: 
1967Q1 to 1994Q4 
Forecast Period: 
1995Q1 to 1998Q4 
Mean -0.1803E-8 -0.9357E-3 
Mean Absolute 0.0067 0.0040 
Mean Sum of Squares 0.7156E-4 0.2176E-4 
Root Mean Sum of Squares 0.0084 0.0047 
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Figure 4.20: Dynamic Forecasts for the Change in Aggregate Output 
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4.4.4 Conclusion 
Table 4.23 below provides a summary of the study's findings regarding the influence of 
finance-augmentation in both the long-run and the short-run. The major implication of 
the results is that stock market development exerts a positive and significant effect on 
aggregate output in the United Kingdom, both in the long-run and in the short-run. 
Moreover, the magnitudes of the resultant coefficients are plausible, in comparison with 
prior empirical findings. Further, these results are robust to various size and activity 
definitions of the stock market. The theoretical stock market-growth models discussed in 
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Chapter 2 (for example Levine, 1991; Saint-Paul, 1992; and Bencivenga et at, 1995 and 
1996) postulated that the main role of stock markets is the provision of liquidity 
management and portfolio risk diversification functions, in addition to supplying a 
market-based managerial discipline and incentive mechanism (via the takeover market 
and the linkage of compensation to share price performance). The provision of these 
services, in most theoretical constructs, leads to improvements in investment efficiency 
and economic growth. These theoretical postulations are clearly supported by the 
evidence presented for the UK in the foregoing. 
Table 4.23: The Finance-augmented Production Function 
Summary: The Role of Finance in Output Level and Growth 
Finance Variable Output Level 
(LYA) 
Output Growth 
(DLYA) 
Associated 
ECM 1 
Coeff. t-ratio Coeff. t-ratio Coeff. t-ratio 
No Finance - - - - -0.475 -5.079 
All-share Price Index 0.028 2.229 0.014 2.29 -0.481 -5.652 
Market Value of `Real' Firms 0.032 2.546 0.016 2.647 -0.515 -6.052 
Total Market Turnover 0.020 3.854 0.009 2.302 -0.778 -6.603 
On the other hand, the study did not find conclusive evidence of a stable long-run 
relationship between banking and aggregate output. Thus, in the case of the UK, the 
banking versus stock market debate appears to be resolved in favour of the latter. Several 
reasons may be advanced for this. First, the UK's financial system is market-based, as 
depicted in Section 4.2 and Figure 4.4, with a high and increasing share of equity in the 
portfolio of the personal sector, whereas the banking sector's share of the portfolio has 
stagnated and even declined over the period. This fact is consistent with the trend towards 
disintermediation and securitisation also highlighted in Section 4.2. Given this, it is 
possible that the liquidity, risk management and managerial discipline services provided 
by the stock market would tend to be relatively more prevalent than analogous services 
provided by the banking sector, on average. Second, and reinforcing the earlier point, it 
may be argued that most of the financial innovations that have enhanced corporate risk 
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management and no doubt contributed to investment efficiency and resource allocation 
(for example swaps and options) over the past four decades have tended to be market- 
driven rather than credit or bank-based. Thus, a relatively more innovative stock market 
is another reason why markets may dominate banking in the long-run evolution of output 
and growth. Note that these arguments are based on the average relationship between 
finance and growth in aggregate. It is clearly the case that different sectors of the 
economy exhibit different financial characteristics and interact with the financial system 
differently, and so could have different banking or stock market growth implications at 
the sectoral level. The sectoral modeling of the finance-output nexus is undertaken in the 
next two chapters. 
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Chapter Five 
Manufacturing Sector Model and Results 
5.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 4, the association between financial sector development and aggregate output 
and growth was considered. While such an analysis provides an estimate of the finance- 
growth relationship at the aggregate level, it ignores the possibility that the relationship 
could exhibit different characteristics at the sectoral level. Specifically, the aggregate 
results strongly suggest that stock market development is a positive and significant factor 
of economic growth in the UK, while a similar result could not be established for 
banking. In this chapter the relationship between the manufacturing sector and financial 
development is considered. The discussions in Sections 2.8 and 2.9.6, as well as the 
summary in Table 2.7, have already reviewed the theoretical and empirical finance- 
growth issues at the industry and sector levels, and these provide the background for the 
analyses in this chapter. 
The broad thrust of the largely cross-country industry-level findings is that access to a 
well-developed financial sector, however measured, is a positive and significant spur for 
firm and industry growth. The development of stock markets is related more to long-term 
financing, while the development of the banking sector is more associated with the 
availability of short-term financing. This finding lends support to the view that short- 
term-finance dependent sectors such as services could exhibit a finance-growth 
relationship that operates via banking, whereas manufacturing ones with relatively 
longer-term finance access would display a finance-growth nexus that operates via the 
stock market. It is the purpose of this chapter to empirically test the importance of these 
possibilities within the context of a single-sector, single-country time-series production 
function framework for the UK, in order for policy recommendations to be theoretically 
grounded and empirically plausible. 
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The discussion in Chapter 2 identified several specific reasons why the manufacturing 
sector might develop a closer affinity with the stock market than banking, in terms of the 
relative impact of stock market activity on the sector's output. Briefly, these included 
factors such as larger average firm size, technological and organisational complexity, 
long-gestation period of investments, product standardisation and tangibility, relative 
ownership dispersal and potentially more severe agency problems arising from 
ownership-control separation. Further, relative diversity in opinions about projects and 
prospects requires a pricing mechanism that reflects such diversity, such as stock market 
pricing, as opposed to a single-price mechanism such as banking. Given these 
characteristics, the impact of stock market activities could be greater on the sector's 
output than effects flowing from banking. For one, stock market discipline via takeovers 
and takeover threats as well as share price-compensation linking would help in aligning 
the preferences of owners and managers. Such preference alignment would lead to less 
wastage of resources, less consumption of perquisites by managers and better asset 
allocation via choosing shareholder value maximising projects, both of which would 
stimulate firm and sector output level and growth, acting through channels discussed in 
Section 2.6 and Table 2.3. 
Issues of productivity, growth and competitiveness have been very topical in the UK. By 
far the sector that has generated the most attention (and controversy) in terms of policy 
proposals and empirical analysis is manufacturing. This is no doubt due to the historical 
role played by that sector. An active literature examines the performance of the UK's 
manufacturing sector. Typical issues addressed include the following: how important is 
manufacturing? (Kitson and Mitchie, 1997); comparative productivity in British 
manufacturing vis-ä-vis other countries (Oulton, 1990; van Ark, 1992; O'Mahony, 1992; 
Oulton, 1994 and O'Mahony, 1998); foreign ownership and performance in the 
manufacturing sector (Oulton, 1998); comparative quality of UK manufactured goods 
(Jarvis and Prais, 1997); the effect of uncertainty on UK manufacturing investment 
(Price, 1996) and pricing in UK manufacturing (Downward, 1995). 
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Most of the studies cited above can be associated with at least three broad strands that are 
discernable in the manufacturing performance literature. First, those that study the 
relative performance of UK manufacturing compared to other (usually OECD) countries. 
Second, those that analyse the performance of (a subset of) UK manufacturing firms, 
usually at a point in time. Third, studies that investigate the performance of the sector as 
an aggregate, over time. This last strand is closer in spirit to the time series context of this 
present study. Understandably, this strand pf the literature has been much exercised by 
the explanation for the relative decline in manufacturing productivity in the 1970s and its 
resurgence since the 1980s (see for example, Oulton, 1990 and 2000; Eltis and Higham, 
1995 and Cameron, 1999). 
Reasons commonly adduced by these and other studies for the recent evolution of 
manufacturing productivity include some of the following. The decline of the 1970s is 
often attributed to the input price shocks of the mid 1970s (in the wake of the oil crisis), 
and that this reduced productivity compared to the 1960s. The improvement since the 
1980s came from different shocks - the combination of a strong pound and the recession 
of 1980-81 forced manufacturers to scrap least productive plants and/or assets and shed 
jobs. Reinforcing the foregoing, the trade union reforms of the 1980s made it easier for 
employers to reduce their labour input and engendered more flexible labour markets 
generally. 
Another factor, often identified in the improvement of the 1980s, is the increased flow of 
foreign direct investment; this has not just capital-raising implications, but also the 
introduction of foreign work practices that are touted as being salutary for productivity. 
For example, Oulton (1998) reports that physical and human capital intensity as well as 
value added per worker are higher for foreign-owned manufacturing establishments in the 
UK. The spurs for increased foreign direct investment from the 1980s could include the 
abolition of exchange controls, relatively lower unit labour costs and lower corporation 
and other taxes in the UK vis-ä-vis competitors. For further discussion of the probable 
role of these and other factors in the evolution of the manufacturing sector see for 
example, Eltis and Higham (1995) and Oulton (2000). 
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5.2 Structural Trends: Manufacturing Sector vs. Whole Economy 
To put the above concerns and analyses in context, and as a background to subsequent 
empirical analysis, this section provides some indication of the evolution of the 
manufacturing sector relative to the rest of the UK economy. As already alluded to above, 
Figure 5.1 shows clearly that from a commanding output position up to the 1960s, the 
sector suffered relative stagnation in the 1970s, culminating in the sharp drop during the 
recession of the early 1980s. The 1980s saw the sector's output improving again, more or 
less in tandem with the rest of the economy, for some of the reasons mentioned above; 
but since the mid 1990s the sector has fallen behind the rest of the economy in output 
terms for the first time. What seems clear from Figure 5.1 is that the manufacturing sector 
suffered more from the three recessions than the rest of the economy; in fact the rest of 
the economy seemed immune from the recessions by comparison. Some of the reasons 
why the sector might be more vulnerable to recessions include relatively higher exposure 
to input price fluctuations and greater exposure to foreign competition. Another possible 
explanation for the relative decline in the sector may at least in part be that it is 
symptomatic of the phenomenon in industrial countries whereby the service sector 
assumes ascendancy as the economy develops, and consumption patterns shift relatively 
towards the demand for services, leisure, etc. 
Figure 5.1: UK Real Gross Value Added by Sector 
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In productivity terms, similar observations can he made. Figure 5.2 again shows an 
ascendant position in the 1960s, stagnation and decline in the I 970s rising again since the 
1980s but with the rest of the economy catching tip and outstripping the manufacturing 
sector by the mid 1990s. It appears though that the improvement in manufacturing 
productivity came at the 'cost' of employment loss to the rest of the economy, while the 
rest of the economy achieved rising productivity while also utilising higher labour input. 
Figure 5.2: Real Output Per Employee in Manufacturing vs. All Sectors 
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Figure 5.3 shows that the sector's share of' total employment tell throughout, from about 
33% in the 1960s to about 16% by the late 1990s, with the sharper fall from the early 
1980s helped on no doubt by more flexible employment policies and weaker trade 
unionism. "Thus, in addition to concerns about the relative vulnerability of' the sector to 
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recessions, there are fears about relative productivity weakness compared to the rest of 
the economy, as well as the loss of labour and human capital by the manufacturing sector. 
The decline in labour input does not seem to be compensated for by increasing usage rate 
of capital input. 
Figure 5.3: Share of Manufacturing Sector in Total Employment 
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Figure 7.4 indicates that the manufacturing sector's share of physical capital fluctuates, 
however there is a clear declining trend, falling from about 16% in the 1960s to about 
10% by the late 1990s. 
This decline in physical investment is also accompanied by a relative decline in R&D 
spending. R&D spending by the business sector has always been dominated by 
manufacturing. Figure 5.5 shows that the sector maintained a share of about 97% up till 
the late 1970s, but this share has dropped starting from the early 1980s, to about 81% by 
the late 1990s, as other sectors have accelerated their spend. 
Myriad reasons may be cited in attempting to explain the relative decline in the sector's 
investment in tangible and intangible capital vis-ä-vis the rest of the economy. For one, 
manufacturing investments are typically of a longer-term nature, and so declines in all 
kinds of investment must suggest declining expectations in terms of the future prospects 
of the sector compared to other sectors. Diminishing manufacturing prospects may also 
be gleaned from the return to capital that may be expected in the sector compared to 
others. Figure 5.6 presents some evidence in this regard. 
Figure 5.5: R&D Expenditure by Manufacturing Sector as % of Total 
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Figure 5.6 indicates first a declining and then a rising trend in return on capital employed 
for all sectors. It is observable that throughout the 1960s and up to the mid 1970s. the 
return to investment in the manufacturing sector moved more or less in tandem with the 
rest of the economy. I lowever, from the late I 970s a divergence is noticeable, which 
widened throughout the 1980s and narrowed somewhat by the amid 1990s. Lower relative 
returns to manufacturing post mid 1970s may be due to some of the problems already 
highlighted above, including an apparently lower ability to cope with input shocks and 
recessions as well as the loss of human capital and innovation-seeking investments. 
Figure 5.6: Return on Capital Employed in Manufacturing vs. Whole Economy 
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So far, some trends in the structure and evolution of the manufacturing sector vis-ä-vis 
the rest of the economy have been presented, in terms of output and productivity, 
traditional production inputs - labour and physical capital, as well as innovation- 
enhancing discretionary investment such as R&I) spending. In what follows, the sector's 
evolution with regards to the external finance input is briefly examined. 
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External finance is obtained mainly from two sources: banks or the primary (bond and 
equity) market. Statistics provided by the Bank of England enables an assessment of the 
sectoral direction of bank lending, while market value calculations by Datastream gives 
an idea of sectoral access to the stock market. Figure 5.7 depicts the proportion of bank 
lending that went to the manufacturing sector from the mid 1970s (the earliest period for 
which a sectoral breakdown is available). In line with the foregoing trends, a declining 
trend in the sector's access to or utilisation of bank lending is also observed. This 
suggests either that the banking sector perceives a fall in the manufacturing sector's 
prospects and so directs resources away to higher return sectors (see returns gap in Figure 
5.6), or the manufacturing sector itself reduces borrowing as profitable investment outlets 
decline. Whichever scenario is preferred, the net effect is that the banking input into the 
sector's production process fell over time, relative to the rest of the economy. 
Figure 5.7: Bank Lending to the Manufacturing Sector as % of Total Lending 
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Figure 5.8 attempts to show a similar picture for the relative access/utilisation of the 
stock markets by the manufacturing sector compared to others. It is calculated by 
dividing the market value of industrial firms by the market value of all firms. An 
indication is provided of the relative market access and prospects of manufacturing. It is 
an imperfect indicator in the sense that all manufacturing firms are industrials, but the 
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reverse is not the case. However, the industrial classification is dominated by 
manufacturing firms. Broadly, it shows a fairly stable relationship in the 1960s, rising in 
the 1970s and falling since the 1980s. The declining trend since the 1980s would seem to 
be again corroborative of the declining trend in the sector's share of bank lending. 
Figure 5.8: Market Value of Industrial Firms as % of Total Market Value 
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Overall, the evolution of the manufacturing sector versus the rest of the economy seems 
to be characterised by a fairly stable earlier period, approximately the 1960s, fluctuating 
fortunes in the 1970s and decline since the 1980s. But we could break this down into 
output vis-ä-vis input evolution. The output of the sector rose steadily through the 1960s, 
fluctuated widely during the 1970s and rose steadily in the 1980s and 1990s; but with the 
rest of the economy catching up by the mid 1990s. Manufacturing productivity also rose 
steadily in the earlier period, fluctuated widely in the 1970s culminating in a wide 
productivity gap with the rest of the economy by the early 1980s, which gap was closed 
gradually through the 1980s and 1990s. In terms of input evolution, the study again 
observes a fairly stable earlier period, but general decline vis-a-vis the rest of the 
economy from the mid 1970s to early 1980s in terms of labour usage, investment in 
physical and human capital, R&D spending and banking/stock market inputs. 
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In explaining these trends, at least two schools of thought are apparent in the literature. 
The first view - the structural adjustment view - observes that manufacturing productivity 
has improved steadily since the 1980s and suggests that this has come about from needed 
adjustments in excess capacity as seen in decreases in labour, capital and finance inputs. 
This view often extends the argument by concluding that resources freed up from 
manufacturing and re-employed elsewhere in the economy, would boost output and 
productivity in the rest of the economy. Further, it often suggests that the historical 
importance attached to manufacturing is misplaced, in an era when services seem to be 
driving output in most developed economies. 
The second view - the deindustrialisation view - interprets the trends differently. It sees 
the observed productivity improvements as coming only from declines in employment. It 
expresses concerns about low and declining investments in, and finance directed to, the 
sector as documented above, and predicts that such trends if allowed to persist would lead 
to a declining productive base, fewer investment opportunities for the service sector and 
ultimately lower aggregate output and slower growth. This present study would not be 
directly assessing one or the other view, but several empirical issues might relate to the 
respective concerns. For one, a finding that inputs are positively and significantly 
associated with the sector's output or productivity on average could be interpreted as 
lending some support to the second view, encouraging further investments in the sector. 
In subsequent sections below the study presents the manufacturing output modeling 
approach and the variables and data utilised; but first the broad approaches applied in the 
literature in the analysis of the sector's performance are briefly highlighted. 
5.3 The Empirical Performance of the Manufacturing Sector 
Many of the empirical studies of the performance of the manufacturing sector employ 
some output or growth-type model, in line with the production function approach adopted 
in this study. However, many of them do not explicitly incorporate measures for the 
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`engines of growth' now commonly associated with endogenous growth thinking, for 
example R&D and human capital [with the exception of a few such as O'Mahony (1998) 
and Cameron (1999)]. In addition, many variables (including some of those identified 
earlier) are added to the traditional production function model in an atheoretical fashion, 
thereby obfuscating the expected theoretical sign and/or size of influence of the engines 
of growth. In terms of the modeling approach, most employ cross sectional analysis to a 
range of manufacturing industries for a specific year (O'Mahony, 1998) or to firm-level 
data at a point in time (Oulton, 1998). Cross-sectional analysis has all the reservations 
already expressed in previous chapters. One exception to that is Cameron (1999), which 
employs time series cointegration techniques that are close in spirit to this study's 
approach. 
Furthermore, despite the fact that finance has been clearly identified as an additional 
source of growth by finance-growth theorists, the vast majority of work in this area has 
neglected the relationship between manufacturing output or growth and financial sector 
development. This omission is surprising considering the rather sharp criticism one finds 
in sections of the UK press and commentary about the so-called `short-termist' nature of 
the financial system and the attention to the issue of industry financing in several national 
commissions set up over time to review the functioning of the financial sector [see for 
example HMSO (1980) (Wilson Committee)]. Practical reasons for the non-inclusion of 
finance in econometric modeling could include difficulty in measuring finance inputs and 
interactions at the sectoral level of aggregation. Theoretical reasons might include a non- 
belief in the relevance of finance [Modigliani and Miller (1958), or Robinson (1952); see 
also Chapter 2, Section 2.2], which would run against the tide of the burgeoning literature 
that is documenting a positive finance-growth relationship at the aggregate level. Thus, 
the only guidance on the role of finance in sectoral output comes from the typically cross- 
country studies which examine the linkages between financial dependence, financial 
development and industry or sector growth, as already discussed in Chapter 2, including 
Rajan and Zingales (1998) and Beck et al (2000), among others. 
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A few studies, outside of the growth context, have examined corporate finance issues in 
UK manufacturing. For example, Corbett and Jenkinson (1997), using a flow of funds 
framework, examine patterns of industry finance of physical investment. They find that 
over the 25-year period (1970-94), internally generated funds supplied about 93% of 
financing on a `net' basis. In terms of its evolution, the authors observe that `internal 
sources peaked during the recession of the early 1980s, then dropped sharply during the 
boom years of the latter half of the decade before rising rapidly as the recession of the 
early 1990s took hold' (p. 82). This suggests that firms rely on retained earnings during 
recessions and tap into external sources during a market upturn when presumably there 
are more investment opportunities to pursue. Somewhat corroborative evidence may be 
gleaned from Price (1995), who studies the effect of uncertainty on the long-run level of 
investment in UK manufacturing. His measure of uncertainty yields peaks which coincide 
with the usual recessionary periods, and he finds that uncertainty exerts a large and 
significant negative effect on investment. [Also see Wilkes et al (1996) for a discussion 
of the issues that UK manufacturing sector managers considered investment-sensitive, 
including interest rates, short-termism, corporate governance, financial appraisal methods 
and cost of capital]. 
Returning to the Corbett and Jenkinson (1997) study regarding the external sources, bank 
finance was a mirror opposite of the trend in internal financing; that is, periods of rising 
internal finance imply falling bank finance, and vice versa. Bank sources represented 
about 20% in 1970, peaked in the late 1980s at about 60% and reduced to zero by the 
early 1990s. Bond financing was small but positive for most of the period, while equity 
financing was negative for most of the period. The authors surmise that a boom in the 
takeover market (especially in the late 1980s) explains the inverse relationship between 
bank finance and equity finance. That is, banks represented a net source of funding for 
acquisitions; hence equity was a net use of funds. These stylised facts from Corbett and 
Jenkinson indicate a decline in industry's use of bank finance, and so corroborate the 
evidence adduced in Figure 5.7. Note however that both represent different (albeit 
related) kinds of evidence and are not necessarily directly comparable. This is because 
the former uses a `flow of funds' basis, such that industry placements/deposits with the 
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banking sector are deducted to arrive at a `net' use of bank lending, while the latter is 
based on lending outstanding to the sector. Thus, the observation by Corbett and 
Jenkinson that bank finance use reduced to zero by the early 1990s indicates that deposits 
placed by industry overall backed whatever borrowing it undertook. Thus, while Figure 
5.7 might `overestimate' the amount of risk funds sourced from the banking sector, it 
provides an indication of overall lending `activity', thereby illustrating another aspect to 
the finance-industry association. The stylised evidence adduced by both types of 
measures are corroborative if not proportionate. 
The foregoing illustrates clearly that firms' use of internal versus external funding as well 
as the choice of banking versus market sources varies over time, no doubt in response to 
macroeconomic developments as well as to developments in the financial system itself. 
This would thus have implications for the nature, type and level of investments 
undertaken, and therefrom the level of long-run output. This would justify a modeling 
approach that studies the co-evolution of sector output and finance. Note that the effects 
anticipated by finance-growth theory do not rely merely on fund sourcing. That is, even if 
firms do not use banks and or markets directly to finance their investments/operations, 
the finance sector could still provide services related to signaling, monitoring, liquidity 
management, risk management and so on that could impact investment efficiency and so 
output/growth. This latter point presages the fact that in quantifying the role of finance at 
the sector level, this study will look not only at direct funding relationships, but also at 
the aggregate level of financial development. 
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. First, the empirical model to be 
estimated is presented briefly; second, the variables employed and the characteristics of 
the data are discussed; third, the results of econometric estimation are presented, and 
fourth, some conclusions and policy implications are drawn from the analysis. 
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5.4 The empirical model 
The ARDL methodology was described in Chapter 3, and employed in Chapter 4 to test 
the finance-growth relationship at the aggregate level. The same methodology is applied 
in this chapter, for the manufacturing sector. The same basic production function model 
is estimated, but there are, however, three differences in the empirical approach. First, an 
attempt is made to reflect the fact that at the sectoral level account should be taken of the 
impact of the rest of the economy on sectoral output/growth. Second, reliable data for 
human capital at the sectoral level do not seem to be available; hence there is no explicit 
proxy for this. However, as was the case at the aggregate level of analysis, the proxy for 
labour is skills-augmented, and so human capital is not entirely omitted. Third, the set of 
finance variables could be either aggregate level financial development indicators or 
sector-specific finance indicators. 
Thus, the long-run model to be estimated is a variant of equation (3.12), given by: 
LY114 =a+bT+cLCAPM+dLLAB11[+eLECO1y+JLR&DM+gLFIN+e1 (5.1) 
where LYM, LCAPM, LLABM and LR&DM are the logarithms of output, capital stock, 
labour and R&D stock respectively, of the manufacturing sector. LECON is a variable 
defined to reflect the impact of the condition of the rest of the economy (see specific 
variable definitions below in Section 5.5). LECON is incorporated to capture inter- 
sectoral linkage effects as proposed by Lawrence (1983) and Diaz Fuentes (1998) and 
others who emphasise interdependence between manufacturing and service sectors. As 
before FIN is either a banking or a stock market variable. Furthermore, in line with 
comments above, FIN is measured in two ways. First, as a direct input into the production 
process (for example bank lending to manufacturing) (thus, FINM) or, second, as a 
general financial service to all sectors - including manufacturing (for example total bank 
lending to all sectors) (thus, FINA). 
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In the determination of the existence of a long-run relationship for the manufacturing 
sector, the counterpart ARDL model to equation (3.13) is: 
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where u, is assumed to be a random error term. 
5.5 The Data and the Variables 
Two broad categories of variables are employed in the ARDL modeling. These include 
those that make up the basic manufacturing production function; that is, output, labour, 
physical capital and R&D, and the variables capturing financial development, comprising 
proxies for banking sector and stock market development. Most of the comments in 
Chapter 4 (Section 4.3) regarding the rationale behind the construction of the variables as 
well as the attendant problems also apply here, and so are not repeated. It should be noted 
however that even though the manufacturing sector is the most studied of all sectors, 
there is a general absence of consistent and comparable data for a rigorous time-series 
study, even for a developed economy like the United Kingdom. Consequently, the time 
series in this chapter covers the period from 1976Q4 to 1996Q3, yielding 80 observations 
as compared to 128 for most of the aggregate level analysis in Chapter 4. Brief 
descriptions of the variables, data sources and construction are presented below. 
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5.5.1 The Basic Manufacturing Production Function 
Output (L M: This is measured as the quarterly level of Gross Value Added (GVA) by 
the manufacturing sector, expressed in constant 1995 prices. The series was obtained 
from the Index of Production available from the online Statbase of the Office for 
National Statistics (ONS). 
Physical capital stock (LCAPM : This is gross capital stock constructed by the 
accumulation of quarterly Gross Fixed Capital Formation. The constant 1995 prices 
manufacturing GFCF series was obtained from ONS online Statbase. 
Labour (LLABM): This is measured as total quarterly manufacturing sector employment. 
It was obtained from Datastream. As noted earlier, this variable is intended to reflect the 
direct labour input. However, it should be pointed out that it also captures, to some 
extent, the skills or human capital embodied in labour. 
R&D stock (LR&DM): Annual sector-level business expenditure on R&D was compiled 
from Business Monitor MAI 4. Having compiled the annual manufacturing expenditures, 
the resulting series was then converted into stocks to better reflect the requirements of the 
production function model. In implementing the conversion to stocks, a depreciation rate 
of zero was employed (see discussion in Section 4.3 for justification for this treatment). 
Finally, the resulting annual stocks were interpolated into a quarterly series and restated 
in constant 1995 prices. 
Generally, see the discussion in Section 4.3 for further details about the justification for 
and the construction of the above variables. All variables are seasonally adjusted and 
expressed in real terms, where applicable. 
' The prefix L before a variable name indicates that it is measured in logarithms, while the suffix M shows 
that it is measured at the manufacturing sector level. 
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LECON: This variable is intended to reflect the impact of the condition/activities of the 
rest of the economy on the output of the manufacturing sector. Economic activity is 
typically proxied in the empirical literature in several ways, including employment levels, 
unemployment rate and real GDP. This study applies non-manufacturing employment, 
both because it is commonly used in the literature, and also because it provides an 'input- 
based' definition that corresponds with the input character of the other explanatory 
variables. Note however that there is a 95% correlation coefficient between non- 
manufacturing employment and non-manufacturing GDP. LECON is proxied here as total 
employment less manufacturing employment. Both series are obtained from Datastream. 
5.5.2 Financial Development 
Detailed description of the general nature of financial development data, as well as the 
rationale/problems underlining variable definition and construction have been presented 
in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3) and so are not repeated here. Further, the variables defined in 
Chapter 4 to reflect aggregate level financial development (banking and stock market) are 
largely similar to those employed here. Recall however that the approach in this chapter 
is to seek to capture both the role of the overall level of financial development, as well as 
the role of finance as a direct production input. Thus, two new variables are defined to 
reflect (1) direct bank lending to manufacturing (LBALM) and (2) the stock market value 
of industrial firms (LST1M) (as opposed to total market value). 
5.5.2.1 Banking sector development 
Bank lending to manufacturing (LBALM): Lending by banks to the manufacturing sector 
was obtained from the Bank of England in nominal form, and then restated in 1995 
prices. The earlier periods are only available on an annual basis, and so had to be 
interpolated into quarterly observations. It would give an estimate of the nature of the 
manufacturing sector's funding relationship with the banking sector, as well as the direct 
monitoring, liquidity and risk management implications of the credit relationship. 
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Total lending (LBLENDA): This is the total of all bank and building society lending. It is 
sourced from Datastream, and restated in constant 1995 prices. In the context of sectoral 
analysis, this variable provides an estimäte of the overall lending technology, monitoring, 
risk management and signaling environment that every nonfinance sector faces. Overall, 
a more developed credit environment should imply more funding opportunities and 
improved monitoring and risk management for all agents. Even non-direct users could 
benefit from the signaling effects, efficient payment systems and in terms of 
benchmarking against alternative financial relationships, for example, the stock markets. 
Bank lending (LBANKA): This is the total of bank lending only; that is, it excludes 
lending by building societies. This data series is obtained in nominal form from the Bank 
of England, and then restated in 1995 prices. The earlier periods are only available on an 
annual basis, and so had to be interpolated into quarterly observations. The interpretation 
here is similar to LBLENDA above, except that it is restricted to the role of banks. 
5.5.2.2 Stock market development 
Stock market value of industrials (LSTIM): Sourced from calculations by Datastream, it 
provides an estimate of the market capitalisation of industrial firms. It is restated in 1995 
prices. LSTIM is intended as a proxy for the extent to which manufacturing firms access 
and interact with the stock market. It would reflect their dealings in both the primary and 
secondary markets, and therefore their fund mobilisation and risk/liquidity management 
respectively. 
Stock market value (LSMAVA): This is the market capitalisation of all firms listed in the 
London Stock Exchange. It is sourced from calculations by Datastream, and restated in 
1995 prices. In a sectoral context, it may be interpreted as the totality of market funding 
and risk management available to all sectors and participants. Granted that the level of 
interaction between different sectors and the stock market would be different, it is to be 
expected that developed capital markets provide investment efficiency-enhancing 
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services such as reliable pricing and market discipline (via e. g. takeover threats) to all 
(listed) firms. 
Stock market turnover (LSTUNA): Data for this variable were compiled from various 
issues of Financial Statistics and then restated in constant 1995 prices. This is the value 
of all stock market trades. It is employed to capture the trading activity and so the 
liquidity of capital markets. More active stock markets will enhance stock market listing, 
portfolio diversification and the management of idiosyncratic risk. The interpretation of 
this variable in a sectoral context is similar to LSMAVA's above. 
It is anticipated that all the traditional production function variables (capital, labour and 
R&D) would be positively related to sectoral long-run output, in line with theoretical 
expectations. The direction of influence of the non-manufacturing economy (LECON) is 
difficult to predict. On the one hand, if the non-manufacturing economy is for example 
growing faster, then it is possible that resources (finance, skilled personnel, and so on) 
would be drawn away from manufacturing, exerting a negative impact on the latter. 
On the other hand, even a faster non-manufacturing growth than manufacturing could 
exert a positive effect on manufacturing via boosting aggregate demand and through 
externalities and spillovers. Accordingly, there is no predicted sign with respect to this 
variable, leaving it to the data for ultimate determination. 
With regard to the finance variables, discussions in Chapter 2 largely suggest a positive 
association between both banking and stock markets and growth, operating via different 
channels. In the introduction to this chapter, it was observed that larger average firm size 
might imply relative cost efficiency in the use' of markets as opposed to banks. 
Furthermore, the actual percentage of total funding raised from external sources has 
tended to be low for the manufacturing sector, as noted in Section 5.3 above. This 
suggests that it may not be only the amount of funding per se that is important, but 
perhaps also opportunities for more efficient asset management via for example risk 
hedging and trading. In addition, the existence of an active market for corporate control 
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(mergers, takeovers, and so on) also suggests monitoring and control influences that 
could enhance investment efficiency. In view of the foregoing, it is expected that for the 
UK manufacturing sector, the stock market variables should exhibit a positive and 
significant relationship with output and growth. 
Broadly similar arguments are adduced for the banking variables. Direct lending to the 
sector is a proxy not just for the quantitative funding impact, but also for the monitoring 
and other efficiency enhancing banking activities that are directly linked to the sector. 
The aggregate lending variables are proxies for the overall banking technology, payment 
systems, monitoring and credit control systems, and so on, that are potentially investment 
efficiency enhancing. Accordingly, all the banking variables are expected to exert a 
positive influence on manufacturing output and growth. 
5.6 Secular Trends in the Modeled Variables 
In this section we show the secular trends in the variables that we have defined and or 
calculated and which are to be employed in empirical modeling. Many of the variables 
are reflective of the basic structural trends depicted in Figures 5.1 to 5.8. The major 
difference is that they have been expressed in `stock' form where appropriate, to meet the 
requirements of the production function, rather than in ratios. Furthermore, they are all 
expressed in logarithms. Detailed comments have been made on the evolution of the 
`structural' or relative counterparts of these variables; hence in this section the graphs of 
the `stock' trends are presented mainly for completeness. As would be expected, most of 
them show a positive trend due to the accumulation effect. The only exception is the 
manufacturing employment variable, which shows a decidedly negative trend. The series 
for the log of manufacturing capital stock is relatively smooth. This is likely to be 
because the underlying capital stocks were based on estimates; they are also in gross form 
rather than net as at the aggregate level. The gross form is used because official figures 
for depreciation are not available at the sectoral level of aggregation. Some potential 
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effects of these measurement issues are discussed later in Section 5.7.2 in the context of 
how they may have impacted the relative contribution to output. 
Figure 5.9: Manufacturing Sector Output (LYM) - Real Gross Value Added 
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Figure 5.11: Manufacturing Labour Input (LLABM) - No. of Employees 
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Figure 5.13: R&D Stock (LR&DM) - Real R&D Expenditure of the 
Manufacturing Sector 
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Figure 5.14: Real Bank Lending to the Manufacturing Sector (LBALM) 
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Figure 5.15: Real Bank Lending (LBANKA) and Total Real Lending 
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Figure 5.16: Real Stock Market Value of Industrial Firms (LSTIM) 
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Figure 5.17: Real Stock Market Value (LSMAVA) and Real Stock Market 
Turnover (LSTUNA) 
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Figure 5.9 shows that the output of the manufacturing sector increases gradually over the 
period, though with noticeable declines around the recession periods of the mid 1970s, 
early 1980s and early 1990s. Figures 5.10 and 5.13 indicate that the stock of physical 
capital and R&I) increased gradually throughout the period, while Figure 5.11 re- 
confirms the declining employment trend commented upon earlier, with particularly 
sharp drops again observable around the recession periods of the early 1980s and early 
1990s. All the finance variables (both aggregate and manufacturing sector-specific 
definitions) generally exhibit upward trends. Bank lending to the manufacturing sector 
(Figure 5.14) shows a prolonged decline starting from the recession of the early 1990s, 
but recovering to its historical trend from 1995. As would be expected the stock market 
proxies (Figures 5.16 and 5.17) exhibit more variability than the banking ones (Figures 
5.14 and 5.15) due to the trading activity that underlies the former. 
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5.7 Econometric Results 
5.7.1 The Existence of a Long-run Relationship 
As in Chapter 4, modeling commences with a `basic' production function; that is, the aim 
is to find out in the first instance if a long-run relationship exists for the manufacturing 
sector production function. that is not finance-augmented, and thereafter repeat the 
procedure for the finance-augmented version. A lag length of 4 is applied throughout 
since the data are quarterly. Constant and trend variables are also included throughout, 
for reasons already discussed in Chapter 4. All the econometric estimation is 
implemented using the software Microfit 4.0. 
The variables addition test for the lagged levels of LYM, LCAPM, LLABM, LR&DM and 
LECON in the vector error correction model for manufacturing output yields an F 
statistic of 2.542, as shown in Table 5.1 in Appendix II. The relevant critical value 
bounds are 3.38 to 4.23 at the 95% and 2.68 to 3.53 at the 90% level of significance. 
Clearly the hypothesis that a long-run relationship does not exist in the basic production 
function cannot be rejected by the data, not even at the 90% level. 
Following the same procedure, the study also tests for the effect of finance augmentation 
on the long-run characteristics of the manufacturing sector's output equation, 
commencing with the banking sector. The results are presented in Tables 5.2 to 5.4 in 
Appendix II. Table 5.2 depicts the results when direct bank lending to the sector 
(LBALM) is the finance proxy. With an F statistic of just 1.996, compared with critical 
value bounds at 95% (90%) of 2.81 (2.49) and 3.76 (3.38), the suggestion is that a long- 
run relationship does not exist for the direct bank lending-augmented production 
function. Next, the test is applied to total bank lending (LBANKA) as well as total bank 
and building society lending (LBLENDA), with the results presented in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 
respectively in Appendix II. In both cases it is not possible to reject the hypothesis of no 
long-run relationship, with F statistics of 1.689 and 2.230 respectively. Overall, the 
results from the banking data suggest that a stable long-run relationship does not exist for 
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the basic manufacturing sector production function. Furthermore, augmenting the basic 
production function by banking input, whether via direct borrowing or through exposure 
to the broader functions of the banking sector as a whole, does not seem to change this 
finding. 
In the next set of long-run tests, stock market variables are employed for finance- 
augmentation, all other basic variables retained as before. Table 5.5 in Appendix II 
presents the results for the model augmented with the stock market value of industrial 
firms (LSTIM. With an F statistic of 3.858 the hypothesis of no long-run relationship is 
clearly rejected at the 95% level. A similar test using total market value (LSMAVA) with 
an F statistic of 1.842 (see Table 5.6) does not support the existence of a long-run 
relationship, while the test augmenting with total market turnover (LSTUNA) and yielding 
an F statistic of 3.22 (see Table 5.7) proves inconclusive. In sum, some support is found 
for the proposition that a stable long-run relationship exists for the finance-augmented 
manufacturing production function. However, this result is obtained only where the 
finance proxy is the stock market value of industrial firms. 
In line with the approach described in Chapter 3 and applied in Chapter 4, it is necessary 
to next ascertain whether, given the long-run relationship in the LSTIM-augmented output 
model, the set of variables that includes LSTIM is `long-run forcing' for manufacturing 
sector output. This is accomplished by replicating the long-run test for the LSTIM model 
and including output as one of the explanatory variables. If the hypothesis of no long-run 
relationship is not rejected for this `reverse' test, then the set of variables that includes 
LSTIM is long-run forcing for manufacturing sector output. This is in fact found to be the 
case, with the STIM equation yielding an F statistic of 2.356. Table 5.8 below provides a 
summary of the evidence regarding the existence of a long-run relationship in the 
manufacturing sector's production function. 
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Table 5.8: The (Finance-augmented) Manufacturing Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: Summary of Findings 
Model F-statistic rob 
Significant Long-run 
Relationship? * 
Basic Production Function 2.542 0.038 n. a. 
Finance Augmentation: 
Banking Sector Development 
Bank Lending to Manufacturing 1.996[0.083] No 
Bank Lending to All Sectors 1 . 689 0.083 No 
Total Lending to All Sectors 2.230[0.055] No 
Stock Market Development 
Market Value of Industrial Firms 3.858[0.003] Yes 
Total Market Value 1.842[0.109] No 
Total Market Turnover 3.228[0.009] Inconclusive 
*'Yes' means that a long-run relationship is indicated by the bounds test and the respective finance variable 
is significant at 95% or better in the related levels ARDL regression. `No' means that no long-run 
relationship is indicated, or if it is, the finance variable is not significant in the levels ARDL regression. 
The table clearly suggests that the hypothesis of no long-run relationship cannot be 
rejected for the basic production function. Neither is it rejected when the basic output 
model is augmented by banking variables. More promise is shown when finance 
augmentation is done via introducing the impact of stock market variables. In particular, 
a stable long-run output relationship is suggested when the market value of industrial 
firms is employed as the proxy for the role of the stock market. 
Several reasons may be adduced for the absence of a long-run relationship with banking 
and the relative support for a stable long-run association with the stock market. First, as 
discussed earlier, the manufacturing sector is largely self-funding and so the evolution of 
the sector's output could be relatively immune from the potential impacts flowing from a 
credit relationship. This point is further buttressed by the fact that the sector's share of 
total bank lending has been falling over time (see Figure 5.7). The corporate governance 
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literature suggests that a credit relationship imposes some external discipline on company 
management in helping to avert agency problems between fund providers and fund users 
[see for example Jensen and Meckling (1976), Fama and Jensen (1983a, b) and Shleifer 
and Vishny (1997), among many others]. Thus, a sector that is mainly internally funded 
would not benefit from such external scrutiny, whether from banks or from markets. 
Second, it is generally the case that manufacturing investments are of a longer-term 
nature with long planning and gestation horizons. On the contrary, bank-based funding is 
generally of a shorter-term nature, compared to capital market sources. The implication 
then is that it is more likely that the manufacturing sector would develop a closer 
relationship with the stock market than with the banking sector. Third, the manufacturing 
sector has a larger average firm size than say the service sector; this fact suggests that it 
would be relatively more cost effective for the sector to use the funding and risk 
management services of the stock market, compared to banks. Fourth, following from the 
previous point, the relative closeness of the sector to the stock market also suggests 
relative sensitivity to the activities and views of the market. The implication is that the 
market for corporate control would impose some external discipline on the management 
of manufacturing firms. The foregoing holds even if the sector is mainly funded from 
internal resources. This is because firms still have, at the very least, asset-driven reasons 
to access the market; for example to enhance risk hedging, trading and liquidity 
management. This latter point may not be as true in terms of the sector's relationship with 
the banking sector. Taken together, the above points provide an indication of why the 
UK's manufacturing sector's output would co-evolve over time with the stock market 
rather than with the banking sector. 
To conclude this section, it has been established that a long-run relationship exists for the 
stock market-augmented manufacturing output equation, and that stock market 
augmentation is long-run forcing for the sector's output. On the contrary no such stable 
long-run relationship could be found with the banking sector. Possible reasons for this 
finding were also discussed. The study is now in a position to estimate the long-run 
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coefficients of the stock market-augmented manufacturing production function and the 
associated error correction model. 
5.7.2 Estimating the Long-run Relationship 
Following the treatment in Chapter 4, and in line with the emerging approach in ARDL 
modeling [for example in Coe and Serletis (2001), Atkins and Coe (2000), Lewis (1998) 
and Mongardini and Mueller (2000)], long-run estimates are presented only for those 
error correction models in which the null of no long-run relationship is conclusively 
rejected. In the context of the analysis of the finance-output relationship for the 
manufacturing sector, this means presenting long-run estimates for the output equation 
that is augmented with the stock market value of industrial firms (see Table 5.9 below). 
The ARDL(1,4,1,2,4,4) model is chosen empirically on the basis of the Akaike 
Information Criterion. The diagnostics of the underlying model suggest that there are no 
problems with serial correlation, functional form, residual non-normality or 
heteroscedasticity, as indicated by the relatively high probabilities associated with the 
diagnostic tests shown in Table 5.9. In line with theoretical expectations, the traditional 
inputs of physical capital and labour exhibit a positive and significant association with 
the long-run output of the manufacturing sector. In terms of the innovation-driven 
engines of growth, R&D is also found to be positive and significant. 
In terms of the magnitude of the coefficients, the value of 0.15 on physical capital is not 
too far from the 0.19 suggested in O'Mahony's (1998) study of manufacturing 
productivity differences between the UK and Germany. As observed earlier, direct 
comparability with other studies is hampered by differences in modeling approach, data 
coverage, variable measurement and so on. The coefficient on labour of 0.32 is lower 
than the 0.70 reported by O'Mahony. This is in spite of the fact that, as measured in this 
study, labour is skills-augmented. The decline in labour usage (and so the embodied 
human capital) in the manufacturing sector throughout the period studied could be 
justification in support of this finding (see discussion in Section 5.2). 
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Table 5.9: The Finance-augmented Manufacturing Production Function 
Market Value of Industrial Firms: ARDL and Long-run Estimates 
ARDL(1,4,1,2,4,4) Selected Based on Akaike Information Criterion 
A. Underlying ARDL Estimates: 
Dependent Variable: LYM 80 observations: 1976Q4 - 1996Q3 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
LYM -1 0.551 6.194 
LCAPM 0.020 1.494 
LCAPM(-1) 0.001 0.068 
LCAPM(-2) 0.027 1.643 
LCAPM -3 -0.005 -0.297 
LCAPM -4 0.022 1.691 
LLABM 0.578 2.098 
LLABM -1 -0.436 -1.731 
LR&DM 0.478 2.772 
LR&DM -1 -0.317 -1.409 
LR&DM -2 0.361 1.887 
LECON 0.358 0.876 
LECON -1 -0.572 -0.987 
LECON -2 0.041 0.071 
LECON -3 0.217 0.368 
LECON(-4) 0.501 1.306 
LSTIM 0.002 0.114 
LSTIM -1 -0.578E-3 -0.040 
LSTIM -2 0.043 2.940 
LSTIM -3 0.017 1.163 
LSTIM -4 0.031 2.179 
CONST -7.283 -5.348 
TREND -0.009 -5.669 
SC=0.753 0.561 FF=0.583 0.448 N=0.290 0.865 HS=0.936 0.336 
B. Estimated Long-run Coefficients: 
LCAPM 0.148 6.170 
LLABM 0.315 2.531 
LR&DM 1.163 5.945 
LECON 1.214 4.760 
LSTIM 0.207 3.618 
CONST -16.233 -9.067 
TREND -0.021 -5.048 
SC = Lagrange multiplier test of residual serial correlation, FF= Ramsey's RESET test of 
functional form using the square of the fitted values, N= normality test based on a test of 
skewness and kurtosis of residuals, HS = test of heteroscedasticity based on the regression 
of squared residuals on squared fitted values. All results are generated using Microfit 4.0. 
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The coefficient on R&D of 1.16 is also justifiable. For one, business R&D spending in 
the UK is manufacturing-dominated, accounting for no less than 80% of total UK 
business expenditure on R&D throughout the period studied, and in fact accounting for as 
much as 97% in the earlier periods (see discussion in Section 5.2). Further, the coefficient 
is comparable to the range of 0.71 to 1.07 reported in Griffith's (2000) review of 
estimates of the social rates of return to R&D in manufacturing industries, based on 
empirical findings focusing mainly on the UK and USA. The relatively large coefficient 
on R&D is certainly vindication for the endogenous growth proposition that R&D is an 
important engine of growth, invoking spillover and externality channels, as discussed in 
Chapter 2. 
The proxy for the evolution of the rest of the economy (LECON) is positive and 
significant. This could be interpreted as implying that economic activity in the rest of the 
economy is largely supportive of the level of manufacturing output. One channel through 
which such support could be manifested is by growth in other sectors stimulating 
aggregate demand for manufactured products. The finding of a positive and significant 
LECON is weak evidence in support of the structural adjustment view that in the long-run 
resources diverted from the manufacturing sector to other sectors with higher return 
prospects would be output enhancing for the manufacturing sector. The finding of a 
positive and significant association with input usage documented above is also supportive 
of the deindustrialisation view, in the sense that its concern about sustaining investment 
in human and physical capital resources for the sector are not based on a wrong premise. 
Balancing these views would therefore be important in policy terms. 
Taken together, the coefficients on traditional inputs and engines of growth yield 
magnitudes that are plausible, given the labour-shedding and relative capital- and 
research-intensity of the manufacturing sector. It is left to explore the import of finance- 
augmentation. As anticipated by stock market-growth theory, the effect of finance- 
augmentation is positive and significant, with a coefficient of 0.21 on LSTIM. While there 
are no related prior studies with which to compare this specific finding regarding the 
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coefficient on LSTIM, the results do lend some credence to the view that the 
manufacturing sector evolves in close association with the stock markets, in the context 
of the UK. Relatively high capital- and research-intensity suggest long-term investing 
horizons that would require long-maturity financial instruments that are typical of stock 
markets. Furthermore, relative to the other explanatory variables in modeling 
manufacturing output, the coefficient on LSTIM of 0.21 is low; compared to say 1.10 for 
R&D. This is perhaps not so surprising, given the low equity funding of investment 
already alluded to in Section 5.2, and as discussed in Mayer (1994). This suggests that it 
is not so much the quantitative impact of stock markets (via for example initial public 
offerings - IPOs) that is important, but rather the efficiency-enhancing characteristics of 
activities like risk-hedging, advisory services, liquidity management and market 
discipline. In addition to the foregoing, Mayer (1994) suggests that the stock market is an 
avenue by which quoted firms are able to expand rapidly via acquisition rather than much 
slower organic growth. 
What can be said about the importance of these findings for the neoclassical versus 
endogenous growth perspectives? Generally where the coefficients on broad capital sum 
to unity or higher (that is, constant or increasing returns to broad capital) there is support 
for the endogenous growth model, exploiting externalities and spillovers arising from 
tangible (physical) and/or intangible (human, R&D) capital. Given this proviso, the 
evidence seems to suggest strongly that the manufacturing sector exhibits endogenous 
growth characteristics, with increasing returns to scale. This can be seen from the fact 
that even excluding the effects of LECON and LLABM (recall that LLABM is skills- 
augmented and so some part of it would count as broad capital), the coefficients sum to 
1.51, with R&D on its own contributing 77% (1.16) of this total. 
This would seem to lend support to the view that for the UK manufacturing sector, 
investing in physical and human capital as well as in R&D and stock market 
development, would generate output more than in proportion. In support of these 
findings, Mayer (1994) reports that R&D intensive firms are more likely to seek a stock 
exchange listing, hence the sector's strong association with stock market development 
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should perhaps not be a surprise. The finding of a negative (but small) coefficient on the 
time trend (suggesting lack of technical progress in the sector) is not inconsistent with 
endogenous growth. It would only be a cause for concern if the sector follows 
neoclassical predictions and must therefore rely on technical progress as the source of 
output growth. 
Like was conducted for the aggregate level in Chapter 4, the above findings may be used 
in estimating the relative contribution of the various inputs and growth sources to the 
change in the output of the manufacturing sector over the period studied. The results of 
this analysis, based on the LSTIM-augmented model, are summarised in Table 5.10. R&D 
and stock market development contributed more than what just their elasticities would 
have suggested to the change in output over the period. This is in line with the already 
noted strong role of the stock market, complementing the relatively high research- and 
capital-intensity of the sector. Sectoral inter-dependence is also highlighted by the 
positive contribution of the rest of the (non-manufacturing) economy. Note that the 
contribution of the labour input is negative (though small); this is as a result of the 
reduction in the sector's labour usage over the period. The remainder of the contribution 
comes from the time trend whose negative effect is magnified by the large change 
between the beginning and the end of the series. The relatively large negative 
`contribution' of the time trend suggests a lack of technical progress as already indicated 
above. Its large effect is likely to at least in part be a reflection of the relative decline of 
the manufacturing sector as exemplified by the stylised evidence discussed in Section 5.2. 
That is, in comparison with the rest of the economy, continuous declines were noted in 
the sector's share of labour, capital formation, research and development and financing - 
evidencing deindustrialisation. It could also be picking up some of the measurement 
issues highlighted in Section 5.6, especially with regards to the gross capital stock 
variable employed in the analysis; for instance, the phenomenon of deindustrialisation is 
likely to have been accompanied by a faster rate of obsolescence. In essence, the relative 
contributions may be interpreted as suggesting that over the period studied, the effect of 
deindustrialisation would have been worse if it was not counterbalanced by positive 
contributions coming from research and development, finance and the rest of the 
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economy. Overall, the analysis of relative contribution confirms earlier findings that, 
after accounting for the role of the traditional and innovation-led production function 
inputs, financial (stock market) development makes a positive contribution to the long- 
run output of the manufacturing sector. 
Table 5.10: Relative Contribution to Manufacturing Output 
Factor Long-run Elasticity Relative Contribution 
LCAPA 0.148 0.64 
LLABA 0.315 -0.69 
LR&DA 1.163 5.43 
LECON 1.214 1.20 
LSTIM 0.207 2.24 
TREND -0.021 -7.82 
Total 1.00 
Finally, Table 5.11 and Figure 5.18 below show the dynamic forecasts of the level of 
output indicated by the long-run production function model. They are generated by re- 
estimating the LSTIM-augmented model, retaining the last 12 quarters of observations for 
forecasting purposes. Table 5.11 shows that the root mean squares of forecast errors of 
4.5% per quarter is higher than the about 1.13% observed over the estimation period. The 
graph of the in-sample and out-of-sample forecasts shown in Figure 5.18 confirms this 
finding, which likely reflects relatively higher short-term uncertainty and a relatively 
smaller sample size. 
Table 5.11: Dynamic Forecasts for the Level of Manufacturing Output 
Summary Statistics for Residuals and Forecast Errors 
Estimation Period: 
1976Q4 to 1993Q3 
Forecast Period: 
1993Q4 to 1996Q3 
Mean 0.4505E-9 0.0420 
Mean Absolute 0.0088 0.0420 
Mean Sum of Squares 0.1284E-3 0.0021 
Root Mean Sum of Squares 0.0113 0.0455 
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Figure 5.18: Dynamic Forecasts for the Level of Manufacturing Output 
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5.7.3 Estimating the Short-run Relationship 
1996Q3 
The error correction (ECM) representation of the short-run estimates of the underlying 
ARDL model with LSTIM is presented below. The associated short-run dynamics of 
cointegrated variables are influenced by the deviation from long-run equilibrium. If the 
system is to return to long-run equilibrium, the movements of some or all of the variables 
must be influenced by the size of the deviation from the long-run relationship. That is, if 
the gap in the manufacturing production function model is large relative to the long-run 
relationship, the gap must eventually close by adjustments in some or all of the output, 
input and finance variables that make up the system (Coe and Serletis, 2000). Table 5.12 
presents the estimates of the short-run dynamics. 
The error correction coefficient (-0.45) is statistically highly significant, has the expected 
sign and denotes rapid convergence to equilibrium, post-shock. This rapid speed of 
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convergence to equilibrium is comparable to that observed for most of the models at the 
aggregate level (see Chapter 4). Model diagnostics are all acceptable. The R-squared is 
high at almost 70%. Serial correlation is not a problem, as suggested by the Durbin 
Watson statistic of 2.15 and the F- statistic of 7.44 suggests a good model fit. 
The results indicate that, in the short-run, a complex relationship exists between output 
growth and the change in capital (that is, physical capital investment). This comes from 
the fact that while the level of investment exerts a positive (though insignificant) impact, 
lagged changes in capital indicate a negative influence, with the first lag significantly so. 
Similar dynamics are observable for the other variables, with the exception of the labour 
variable which indicates a positive and significant influence. 
Table 5.12: The Finance-augmented Manufacturing Production Function: 
Error Correction Model 
Market Value of Industrial Firms 
ARDL(1.4.1.2.4.4) Selected Based on Akaike Information Criterion 
Dependent Variable: DLYM 80 observations: 1976Q4 - 1996Q3 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPM 0.020 1.494 
DLCAPM(-1 -0.045 -3.064 
DLCAPM -2 -0.018 -1.301 
DLCAPM -3 -0.022 -1.691 
DLLABM 0.578 2.098 
DLR&DM 0.478 2.772 
DLR&DM -1 -0.361 -1.887 
DLECON 0.358 0.876 
DLECON -1 -0.759 -1.844 
DLECON -2 -0.718 -1.884 
DLECON -3 -0.501 -1.306 
DLSTIM 0.002 0.113 
DLSTIM(-1 -0.092 -4.923 
DLSTIM -2 -0.049 -2.817 
DLSTIM(-3) -0.031 -2.179 
CONST -7.283 -5.348 
TREND -0.009 -5.669 
ECM 1 -0.449 -5.040 
R-s =0.689 AIC=237.813 SBC=210.420 DW=2.151 F-stat=7.443 
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These short-run results are not as clear as the (positive) short-run dynamics observed at 
the aggregate level in the previous chapter. These results may be rationalised by arguing 
that short-run, input-output dynamics are perhaps not so meaningful in a sector where 
long-term investment in tangible and intangible capital is the norm. That is, long planning 
and gestation horizons reduce the importance that can be attached to the short-run 
dynamics. However, taken together with the secular structural trends discussed in Section 
5.2, the results lend some support to the structural adjustment view of the (short-term) 
resource reallocation from the manufacturing sector that are deemed necessary to achieve 
output growth and increase productivity in the long-run. The short-run complexity in the 
relationships could also be due to short-term uncertainties. For example, the sector's 
tangible and intangible investments are typically long-term, but often these decisions are 
made in the context of short-term uncertainty about interest rates. 
To illustrate the effect of the relatively high error correction coefficient (-0.45), a time 
profile of the distributed lag effect on the sector's output is generated, both for a one-off 
and a continuous shock to the stock market variable, following the procedure described in 
Chapter 4 (Section 4.4.3). Figures 5.19 and 5.20 below depict the respective time profiles 
for one-off and continuous shocks. 
As indicated by the high ECM coefficient, the impact of a one-off, one-unit shock to the 
stock market variable on the manufacturing sector's output decays rapidly, converging 
back to equilibrium after about ten quarters, with its effect falling off well before then. In 
fact it becomes negligible after about four quarters, similar to the time profile noted at the 
aggregate level. This rapid convergence may be explained by the fact that for a developed 
stock market - such as the UK's - regulatory shocks, information and price changes tends 
to be reflected fairly rapidly in the investment, hedging and risk management activities of 
firms and any resultant output effects would also tend to be exhibited within the very 
short term. This effect would be accentuated by the very active takeover and managerial 
markets in the sector, with corresponding speedy real sector effects that are in turn 
rapidly priced-in by the market. 
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For a one-unit continuous shock to stock market development, Figure 5.20 indicates that 
output continues to respond positively to the shocks, albeit at a decreasing rate, 
eventually leveling off gradually. 
Figure 5.19: Time Profile of the Distributed Lag Effect on Manufacturing Output of 
a One-unit, Once-and for All Shock to the Stock Market Variable 
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Figure 5.20: Time Profile of the Distributed Lag Effect on Manufacturing Output of 
a One-unit Continuous Shock to the Stock Market Variable 
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Finally, the ECM can be applied in forecasting the rate of change of the sector's output, 
conditional on current and past changes in the financial and non-financial inputs. Table 
5.15 and Figure 5.21 below show the dynamic forecasts of the change in output indicated 
by the long-run production function model. They are generated by re-estimating the 
LSTIM-augmented model, retaining the last 12 quarters of observations for forecasting 
purposes. Table 5.15 shows that the root mean squares of forecast errors of about 0.96% 
per quarter compares favourably with the analogous figure of about 1.13% over the 
estimation period, a finding corroborated by the forecasts depicted in Figure 5.21 below. 
Table 5.13: Dynamic Forecasts for the Change in Manufacturing Output 
Summary Statistics for Residuals and Forecast Errors 
Estimation Period: 
1976Q4 to 1993Q3 
Forecast Period: 
1993Q4 to 1996Q3 
Mean 0.4505E-9 0.0054 
Mean Absolute 0.0088 0.0085 
Mean Sum of Squares 0.1284E-3 0.9261 E-4 
Root Mean Sum of Squares 0.0113 0.0096 
Figure 5.21: Dynamic Forecasts for the Change in Manufacturing Output 
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5.8 Conclusions 
Following on from the finding of a positive and significant long-run association between 
finance and growth at the aggregate level, this chapter sought to ascertain whether the 
same relationship subsists at the sector level, focusing on the manufacturing sector. 
Working from the premise that a different finance-growth relationship at the sector level 
is an acceptable proposition, the chapter estimates a counterpart (finance-augmented) 
production function at the UK manufacturing sector level. Tests for the existence of a 
long-run relationship for a basic production function proved negative. Augmenting the 
basic model with proxies for banking sector development similarly was unsupported. 
However, when finance augmentation is with proxies for stock market development (in 
particular the market value of industrial firms), the hypothesis that no long-run 
relationship exists was conclusively rejected. This suggests that the source and nature of 
the sector's external financial relationship and funding is important, and cannot be treated 
as uniform across sectors. 
In terms of the long-run estimates, the positive and significant output/growth association 
with stock market proxies found at the aggregate level and reported by many previous 
studies [for example Atje and Jovanovic (1993), Levine and Zervos (1998) and others 
discussed in Chapter 2] was also found for the manufacturing sector. Relative to the other 
inputs in the manufacturing sector's production function, the stock market proxy returned 
a low coefficient. This suggests that financial dependency is not so much in quantitative 
terms as in efficiency improvements via for example better risk-hedging and liquidity 
management. Support for this latter may be seen in the strong positive relative 
contribution made by stock market development to the change in the sector's output. As a 
whole, the coefficients on broad capital suggest the existence of endogenous growth for 
the manufacturing sector, whereas at the aggregate level a neoclassical explanation was 
more plausible. This is interpretable as indicating that the manufacturing sector, being 
more capital- and research-intensive, is more likely to be exposed to the externalities and 
spillovers espoused by the endogenous growth literature as arising from the accumulation 
of physical and human capital as well as research activities. 
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One policy debate regarding the manufacturing sector may be summarised in the two 
views highlighted in this chapter - the structural adjustment versus deindustrialisation 
views. The structural adjustment perspective is that the declines observed in investment 
in the manufacturing sector is reflective of inherent reallocation of resources from a 
sector with declining returns prospects to sectors where they can be more productively 
employed. Further, this is not necessarily a negative development as the resulting 
productivity and output growth elsewhere in the economy would be output-enhancing for 
the manufacturing sector in the long-run, via for example general improvements in the 
level of aggregate demand. This view would seem to be supported by the finding that the 
rest of the economy, as measured, exerts a positive and significant impact on 
manufacturing output. Further evidence in support of the structural adjustment view may 
be gleaned from the short-run estimates which indicate a complex but mostly negative 
association between manufacturing output growth and input usage, including the finance 
input. This suggests that adjustment towards long-run equilibrium necessitate short-run 
reductions in the level of input usage in the sector's production function. On the other 
hand, the deindustrialisation view is supported by the finding that all the variables exhibit 
positive and significant association with long-run sector output. Thus, investment in the 
development of tangible (physical) and intangible (human, finance and R&D) capital are 
output-enhancing in the long-run and should be expanded. On balance, the long-run 
estimates support the deindustrialisation view while the short run estimates indicate 
downward structural adjustment in input usage. 
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Chapter Six 
Service Sector Model and Results 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapters 4 and 5 provided econometric estimates of the nature of the finance-growth 
relationship at the aggregate and manufacturing sector levels respectively. Broadly, a 
positive and significant relationship was documented in both cases, in particular for stock 
market development, in line with findings by Levine and Zervos (1998), Atje and 
Jovanovic (1993), Rajan and Zingales (1998) and others. Further, the size of the 
coefficients on broadly interpreted capital (i. e. physical capital plus human capital and 
research and development) suggested that endogenous growth propositions are more 
likely to be at work for the evolution of manufacturing output than for the rest of the 
economy. Larger average firm size, relative financial dependence and relative capital- 
and research-intensity are possible reasons for this finding. For both the manufacturing 
sector and aggregate economy level, banking sector development was not found to have a 
stable long-run relationship with output or growth. In line with discussions in Chapter 2 
(Sections 2.8 and 2.9.6), it is the purpose of this chapter to estimate and test the finance- 
growth link for the service sector of the United Kingdom. 
A priori, there are several mutually inclusive reasons why one might expect a different 
finance-growth relationship for services. The broad (sectoral) theoretical considerations 
have been discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.8) and are not repeated here, however, there 
are particular stylised and UK-specific issues to highlight. First, invoking the issue of 
financial dependence (Rajan and Zingales, 1998), the strength of the relationship would 
be determined by the extent of the sector's self-financing. Second, the nature of the 
external financial relationship would be determined by the average size of the constituent 
firms. As demonstrated below, service sector firms in the UK are typically much smaller 
than manufacturing ones, and so would find it relatively more expensive to tap into 
equity markets. This would lead to bank-dominated firm financial structures. In support 
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of these, Hughes (1994) presents some UK evidence that gearing is higher for smaller 
non-manufacturing firms and that smaller firms are generally more reliant on short-term 
bank finance. Third, but related, there are several reasons (discussed below) why service 
sector firms would not be able to, would resist or be reluctant to use equity markets, again 
implying bank-based financial dependence. Fourth, it is further suggested for the UK 
(Cosh and Hughes, 1994; Keeble et al, 1991) that most new firms - which are expected to 
spur growth - tend to be small, closely held and in the service sector; this has the 
implication that in the absence of a financial/credit history and inherently higher 
riskiness, it would be more difficult for such new firms to access stock markets, relative 
to banking facilities. 
These stylised facts buttress the dis-aggregated approach adopted in this study and 
suggest that if banking is a significant engine of growth for service sector firms but stock 
markets are not, then efforts by the government to assist services (especially small and 
medium enterprises - SMEs) might be better prosecuted by improving access to banking 
services and the pricing of these services than say encouraging them to participate in 
alternative (reduced requirement) equity markets. 
While issues of productivity, growth and competitiveness in the UK have been 
vigorously analysed, they have tended to be dominated by the manufacturing sector, to 
the virtual exclusion of services as an aggregate. Exceptions to this are recent 
contributions by Oulton (1999) and O'Mahony et al (1996). This is in spite of the 
declining role of the manufacturing sector, as described in Chapter 5, and the ascendancy 
of the service sector. For example, Office for National Statistics (2000) observes that 
services now dominate the UK economy, accounting for 70% of GDP and 76% of 
employee jobs, as of the late 1990s. In the words of Tether et al (2001, p. 1116), `despite 
their economic importance, services have received relatively little attention from 
economists'. Several reasons may be adduced for this relative `neglect' of the sector, at 
least in terms of academic research, but one important reason is that, as Baumol (1988, p. 
301) observes, `the services are too heterogeneous to lend themselves to such simple 
generalisations', underlining the fact that services cut across industries as diverse as 
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health care, telecommunications and trade, among many others. These component 
industries are often studied independently of one another, in effect, as separate sectors on 
par with manufacturing. 
In a similar vein, Riddle (1986) bemoans the fact that services have been characterised as 
`tertiary', `residual' and `post-industrial' all of which imply that the service sector comes 
after extractive (primary) and manufacturing (secondary) sectors, or is merely the sum 
total of everything else that cannot be neatly classified into the first two categories. As a 
result of this, `the service sector receives only minimal attention in country analyses, 
policy deliberations or development funding strategies' (Riddle, 1986, p. 1). While it is 
not the objective of this study to delve too deeply into the sectoral importance, 
classification and structural debates, this contemporary treatment of the service sector 
provides a backdrop for most of the analyses presented subsequently, especially with 
regards to level of aggregation, variable definition and coefficient interpretation. 
6.1.1 The service sector and Baumol's disease 
Theoretical analyses at the sector level tend to proceed in the context of structural change 
rather than within-sector evolution. In the main, they focus on the relative role of 
manufacturing versus service sectors in aggregate output, productivity, growth, 
employment and so on. This present chapter is concerned with within-sector evolution 
and so will not delve in any depth into the structural change arguments. However, note 
that within- sector developments occur in the context of the broad structural changes 
taking place in the economy. Further, the major theoretical implications of structural shift 
analysis provide a useful framework for the evaluation/interpretation of sector output 
models. This is because structural shift entails variations in sector input usage and 
technology and this drives the sector production functions. 
One of the early theoretical studies of the service sector is Reder (1941). Essentially, the 
study posits that the increasing importance of the service sector would lead to a decline in 
aggregate investment and employment. This would arise because `service industries use 
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less capital per unit of output than the economy as a whole, but do not use more workers 
per unit of output, but instead use a more expensive type of labour' (p. 512). Baucool 
(1967,1985) developed models of unbalanced growth to examine an economy 
characterised by `progressive, ' `stagnant' and `asymptotically stagnant' sectors, broadly 
interpreted as manufacturing, services and specific services (such as broadcasting and 
data processing) respectively, in terms of productivity growth. The main hypothesis is 
that productivity growth tends to be lower in the service sector than in manufacturing 
because services are relatively labour-intensive and less amenable to technological 
change. Thus, devoting more and more resources to the service sector would lead to 
lower aggregate productivity growth, unless the observed growth in the role of services is 
counteracted by input savings in the manufacturing sector. This is the so-called 
`Baumol's disease'. 
Reder's and Baumol's propositions may be seen as the initial contributions to the 
deindustrialisation thesis discussed in Chapter 5. Further discussions and applications of 
Baumol's disease to the service sector may be found in Fixier and Siegel (1999), Oulton 
(1999), Mohnen and Raa (2000) and von Wachter (2001). While the object in this chapter 
is not the estimation of the consequences (for aggregate output) of Baumol's disease, this 
chapter will show in Section 6.2 below stylised evidence (symptoms) of its incidence in 
the UK. This would thereby provide a context for the subsequent interpretation of the 
signs and size of service sector input coefficients. 
6.1.2 Finance and the UK service sector: some empirical observations 
Despite the observed heterogeneity in the sector and the potential problems with 
aggregation, there is at least one important justification for the constituent service 
industries to be analysed as an aggregate, and that is size. While the component industries 
vary in numerous ways, they all tend to be similar in size. To be precise, there is evidence 
that the vast majority of UK service sector firms, irrespective of industry, would be 
classified as small and medium enterprises (SMEs), however defined. For example, 
Office for National Statistics (2000) posits that most service sector businesses are small, 
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with 75% having an annual turnover of less than £250,000. The Wilson Committee's 
(HMSO 1979) Study of Small Firms' Financing (Research Report No. 3) also confirmed 
that the majority of small firms are to be found in the service sector. Similarly, Bank of 
England (2001) reports that 67% of SMEs are in the service sector, as of 1999. This is 
important, especially in the analysis and interpretation of the relationship between the 
service sector and financial development. 
Numerous studies of the performance of service sector firms and SMEs have evaluated 
their access to and/or use of external finance. At the `official' level, these include 
Macmillan Committee (1931), Bolton Committee (1971), Wilson Committee (1979) and 
Cruickshank Report (2000). The earliest of these reports identified a so-called 
`Macmillan gap', reflecting the concern that the funding requirements of these firms were 
greater than could be met by small scale providers of equity finance, but not large enough 
to be considered by larger equity suppliers (Bank of England, 2001). The more recent 
studies have downplayed this `gap'. For example, the Bolton Committee's (1971) 
Financial Facilities for Small Firms concludes that `there is no "Bolton gap"' (p. v). 
Echoing this finding, the Wilson Committee's (1979) Study of Small Firms' Financing 
(Research Report No. 3) concludes that these firms do not regard lack of external finance 
as a major constraint on their expansion. More recently, Cruickshank (2000) notes that 
`there is no evidence of a shortfall in the supply of debt finance to SMEs' (p. xxiii), but 
points to an equity gap for high growth potential SMEs. Regarding the latter, in addition 
to information asymmetry problems, it is well known that small and service sector firms 
are generally reluctant to dilute ownership and this limits their use of equity finance [see, 
for example, Lomax (1994)]. 
What is generally identified therefore are information and size-related concerns. These 
often include the observation that these firms are less well informed about alternative 
funding sources, less able to meet financial information requirements of lenders, have to 
provide relatively larger collaterals and bear a proportionately larger impact of credit 
restriction. Focusing on competition in the SME banking market, Cruickshank (2000) 
points to a high level of market concentration (with the big four banks controlling a 
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market share of 83%) with resultant higher cost of finance for SMEs. What these 
`official' reports highlight is that small/service firms are mainly self-funding and their 
external financing is bank-based. 
Several (non-'official') studies report findings that conform more or less to the foregoing. 
For example, Hughes (1994) concludes that `there is no compelling evidence of an 
overall failure in the supply of funds for smaller firms', but like Cruickshank (2000) 
suggest that `there may be problems in the terms on which finance is available' (p. 209). 
Further, while confirming the presence of an equity gap, Hughes finds that small firms 
are more reliant on short-term loans, overdrafts and trade credits. In addition, Cosh and 
Hughes (1994) find that among the class of small firms, non-manufacturing ones (mainly 
services) have higher gearing (stock of total loans to shareholders' interest). 
6.1.3 Finance and the service sector: a synthesis 
The following conclusions may be drawn from the previous discussions. First, service 
sector firms tend to constitute the bulk of small-sized firms in the UK. Second, they rely 
mainly on retained earnings to fund their operations, but what external finance they need 
they source mainly from banks as opposed to equity markets, in line with relevant capital 
structure theories. Third, the bank finance they obtain tends to be more in the form of 
overdrafts and short-term loans. Stulz (2000) presents a scenario in which short-term debt 
with rollover possibilities provide multiple opportunities for debt holders to monitor 
management, as discussed in Chapter 2. Fourth, and as a corollary to the last two points, 
their operations would be affected more by short-term external funding conditions 
(availability, access, etc. ) and short-term borrowing costs. The key question to ask then is 
whether these external funding characteristics differ significantly from what obtains for 
the manufacturing and other sectors, so as to engender a different finance-output 
relationship from that found for non-service sector firms. 
Self-financing is common across sectors, as noted earlier. The relative paucity of long- 
term external funding is also a feature common to many sectors. What appears to be the 
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main difference therefore is the fact that service sector firms, due to a combination of 
small size, asymmetric information, a reluctance to dilute ownership, equity gaps, etc. 
rely almost exclusively on debt financing. Buttressing this debt dependence, service 
sector firms tend to be relatively local spatially and so make relatively more physical use 
of bank facilities (for example, local branches, branch managers/advisers and cashiers). 
The first implication of this bank or debt dependence is that they are relatively insulated 
from stock market discipline and the takeover market compared to their manufacturing 
counterparts. The second is that banks have an incentive to devote resources to the 
monitoring of service sector firms. It is this substitution of bank monitoring for stock 
market discipline that could potentially be important in explaining differences in the 
evolution of the finance-growth relationship for the service sector vis-ä-vis the rest of the 
real sector. It suggests that banks are able to closely monitor borrower actions as well as 
control relevant borrower decisions in a manner that is different from the arms-length 
discipline afforded by markets. Bank restraints such as staggered funding, covenants, 
cash flow monitoring, regular visits to borrower's premises and request for information, 
are able to be employed. For the service sector, whether such bank monitoring is superior 
to the market-based alternative is ultimately an empirical question that this study will 
contribute evidence towards. Such superiority, if it exists, could be manifested via the 
appropriateness, access and availability of investment funding as well as the implication 
of the transaction and monitoring relationship for investment efficiency, resource 
allocation and output. 
The main issue this chapter addresses therefore is the relationship between the service 
sector's financial characteristics and exposure, as described above, and the output and 
growth of the sector. The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. First, 
evidence is presented for the secular trends in service sector activity in the UK. This 
shows the evolution of the sector's output, productivity and growth, as well as relative 
input usage, vis-ä-vis the rest of the UK economy. It would permit the diagnosis of the 
presence or not of Baumol's disease in the UK over the last few decades as well as the 
sector's use of financial inputs. Second, the service sector's finance-output modeling 
approach is briefly presented. Third, the chapter discusses the data and variables 
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employed in this chapter. Fourth, the results of the econometric analysis are presented 
and discussed. 
6.2 Structural Trends: Service Sector versus Rest of the Economy 
The discussion in this section is based on data compiled and computed using several 
editions of the Blue Book. Throughout, monetary amounts are expressed in constant 
prices, and output refers to real GDP. This study defines the service sector as comprising 
of the following industries: (1) Distribution, hotels and catering (2) Transport, storage 
and communication (3) Business services and finance (4) Public administration (5) 
Education, health and social services, and (6) Other services. The first three are often 
described as `market services, ' and represent about two-thirds of total service sector 
output. The discussion in this section includes the role of financial and business services; 
note however that in the subsequent econometric estimation this industry's share is 
deducted from output and input measures, wherever possible. 
The growing importance of the service sector in the UK is confirmed in the figures 
below. Figure 6.1 shows that the sector's share of output rose steadily from about 45% in 
1960 to about 70% by the late 1990s, with a concomitant fall in the manufacturing 
sector's role. This ascendancy is also confirmed in terms of real output growth, as shown 
in Figure 6.2. Output growth in the service sector averaged 3.65% over the period, 
compared to just 0.84% in the manufacturing sector and 2.44% for the whole economy. 
The figure suggests the relatively higher resilience of the service sector's output growth 
to the three major recessions, compared to the manufacturing sector. 
The importance of the service sector has also been growing in terms of input usage. More 
and more resources are being directed to the sector. Figures 6.3,6.4 and 6.5 provide some 
evidence of this. Figure 6.3 shows that about 51% of employees were employed in the 
sector in 1970, rising to about 76% by 1998. This mirrors a decline in the manufacturing 
sector's share from 36% in 1970 to 17% by 1998. 
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Figure 6.1: Output of the Service and Manufacturing Sectors, as Percent of 
Total GDP 
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Figure 6.3: Employment in Service and Manufacturing Sectors, as Percent of Total 
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Figure 6.4: Sectoral Gross Fixed Capital Formation, as Percent of Total 
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A similar structural trend is observable in terms of the share of investment in the sectors. 
Figure 6.4 shows that the service sector's share ol'gross fixed capital formation rose from 
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37% in 1960 to about 50% by 1998 while investment in the manufacturing sector fell 
from 25% to 13% over the same period. 
In terms of the allocation of financial resources, there is evidence that over time the 
service sector also attracted a larger share than manufacturing. Figure 6.5 below was 
derived after deducting the effect of finance industry lending on the service sector's share 
of' bank lending. Still it shows a large gap between the sector's share and that of 
manufacturing, and this gap widened substantially from the 1980s onwards. 
Figure 6.5: Bank Lending to the Service and Manufacturing Sectors, as 
Percent of Total 
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The growing importance of the service sector has been demonstrated above. I lowever, 
one question to ask is whether the relatively higher output growth in the sector kept pace 
with the rate at which input usage expanded. Some indication of' this is provided in 
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 below. Figure 6.6 shows that productivity (measured as real output 
per employee) in the service sector has lagged behind that Im manulacturing and the rest 
of the economy since the early 1980s. This suggests that growth in employment in the 
service sector exceeded growth in output, as more labour was attracted from the 
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manufacturing sector; with the latter thereby showing higher labour productivity, even 
with its more modest output growth. In terms of productivity growth, Figure 6.7 shows 
that the service sector again lags behind manufacturing and the rest of the economy for 
most of the period. Productivity growth in the service sector averaged 2.33% over the 
period, compared to 3.08% for manufacturing and 2.43% for the whole economy. 
The above discussion suggests that Baumol's disease may be at work in the UK. More 
and more labour, capital and financial resources are being allocated to the service sector 
which exhibits lower productivity growth, with a possibility that this may have dampened 
the economy's aggregate productivity growth. Oulton (1999) confirms this diagnosis of 
Baumol's disease for the UK, but he argues that it is correct only insofar as all industries 
produce only final goods. Oulton develops a model that includes industries that produce 
intermediate inputs (business and financial services), and shows that if resources are 
shifting to such industries then the aggregate productivity growth rate will increase, 
however low the productivity growth rates in those industries are, provided only that they 
are positive. Oulton's model suggests some mitigation of the harsher consequences of 
Baumol's disease, but he hastens to add that `Of course, it is better still if resources shift 
to sectors where productivity growth is high' (p. 42). 
Figure 6.6: Productivity in the Service Sector and the Rest of Economy 
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Figure 6.7: Growth in Productivity in the Service Sector and the 
Rest of the Economy 
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In summary, what is clear is that the service sector's productivity level is relatively low 
and it's growth rate relatively slow, instigating some level of concern that this would 
ultimately lead to slower aggregate productivity growth. This chapter makes a 
contribution by modeling the service sector's output level and growth to identify the 
finance and non-finance factors most significant in the sector's output evolution. It is 
hoped thereby to generate policy recommendations that may boost the sector's output 
level and growth and so its productivity. 
6.3 The empirical model 
The modeling follows the ARDL-based production function approach already elaborated 
upon in Chapters 3,4 and 5. There are however three main differences between the 
approach here and that employed at the aggregate level. First, an attempt is made to 
reflect the fact that at the sector level account should be taken of the impact of the rest of 
the economy on sectoral output/growth. Second, as was the case for the manufacturing 
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sector, reliable data for human capital for the service sector do not seem to be available; 
hence there is no explicit proxy for this. However, note that the proxy for labour is skills- 
augmented, and so human capital is not left out entirely. Third, consistent and reliable 
time series data are not available for R&D spending by the service sector. While there is 
some recent effort, in the UK and internationally, to collect and present R&D data for the 
service sector, this neglect is again symptomatic of the contemporary observation that 
services do not undertake R&D and are not producers of new or technically improved 
tangible artefacts, that they are mainly adopters and users of new technologies (such as 
information technology) rather than creative innovators in their own right (Tether et al, 
2001). Young (1996) provides a discussion of the major problems with the measurement 
of R&D in the services. The study discusses the general problem with the availability of 
service sector data in section 6.4. Following from the foregoing, the empirical modeling 
of the service sector does not include proxies for R&D and reflects the effect of human 
capital indirectly via skills-augmented labour. 
The long-run model to be estimated is therefore a variant of equation (3.12), given by: 
LYS, =a+ bT + cLCAPS, + dLLABS, + eLECON, + , 
ELFIN, (6. l) 
where LYS, LCAPS and LLABS are the logarithms of output, capital stock and labour 
respectively, of the service sector. LECON is a variable defined to reflect the rest of the 
economy, as described in Chapter 5, Section 5.4. It is incorporated to capture inter- 
sectoral linkage effects. The results in Chapter 5 indicated that the rest of the economy 
(mainly services) exerted a positive influence on the long-run output of the 
manufacturing sector. It would be interesting to test if the operations of the 
manufacturing sector also exert a positive influence on the service sector. A finding of 
mutually-reinforcing inter-sectoral output effects would lend some support to studies 
such as Lawrence (1983) and Diaz Fuentes (1998) which emphasise interdependence 
between services and manufacturing and the view that `goods spring from services and 
services, in turn, from goods' [Miozzo and Soete (2001), p. 164]. It would thus be 
evidence against the concerns regarding Baumol's disease, deindustrialisation and all the 
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other fears that the growing importance of the service sector would lead to slower 
aggregate productivity growth, and so evidence in support of Oulton's (1999) more 
optimistic assessment, as discussed in Section 6.2. The linkage effects could operate via 
several channels, for example intermediate goods (Oulton, 1999), outsourcing (Fixler and 
Siegel, 1999), and inter-sectoral R&D and innovation spillovers. As before FIN is either a 
banking or a stock market variable. Furthermore, in line with earlier discussions, FIN is 
reflected in two ways. First, as a direct input into the sectoral production process (and 
hence FINS - for example, bank lending to the service sector) or, second, as a general 
financial service to all sectors (as such FINA - for example total bank lending). 
In testing for the existence of a long-run relationship for the service sector, the 
counterpart ARDL model to equation (3.13) is: 
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DLYS 
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e; DLECON1_; +f DLFINI_; + A, LYS, _, + 
A2LCAPS, 
_, + 
23LLABS, 
_, + 
24LECONt_1 + ALFIN, _t + u1 
(6.2) 
where, as before, u, is the random error term. 
6.4 The Data and the Variables 
Two broad categories of variables are employed in the ARDL modeling. These include 
those that make up the basic service sector production function, that is, output, labour and 
physical capital, and the variables capturing financial development, comprising proxies 
for banking sector and stock market development. Most of the general comments in 
Chapter 4 (Section 4.3) regarding the rationale behind the construction of the variables as 
well as the attendant problems also apply here. There are a few issues unique to the 
service sector data employed, and these are briefly discussed. First, the definition of the 
service sector employed in the econometric analysis comprises the sum of market and 
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non-market services, as described in section 6.2; it excludes construction, energy and the 
utilities. This clarification is necessary because the level of service sector aggregation 
tends to vary between studies; some studies focus only on market services, while some 
include utilities and construction, depending on research focus, country, data availability 
and so on. 
Second, the finance industry (whose impact on the service sector this chapter aims to 
estimate) is part of the service sector and so the sector's aggregate data reflect that fact. 
This suggests that the share of finance should be subtracted from sector inputs and output 
prior to modeling. However, separate data rarely exist for the finance industry per se. 
Rather, `business services and finance' tend to be combined. In practical terms therefore, 
most service sector data employed in the modeling are derived net of `business services 
and finance'. The only exception is for bank lending to the sectors, where lending to 
financial firms are aggregated separately and so can be netted off directly. Third, in 
keeping with the relative neglect discussed earlier, the service sector (as a level of 
statistical aggregation) does not really exist in the UK system national accounts. This 
chapter therefore presents the twin challenge of deriving suitable quarterly-frequency 
measures of the role of finance as well as constructing reasonable aggregates to reflect 
the combined size of the service sector. The broad approach adopted is to sum up, where 
they exist, the data for the individual service industries identified above. Even where a 
services-level aggregation is available (for example, from Datastream), it still presents 
the need to determine its composition and so which industries to add or subtract. Recent 
efforts in the UK to develop service sector data and reporting are discussed in Office for 
National Statistics (2000). Overall, data limitations imply that only 71 usable 
observations are available for the modeling of the service sector's output, covering 
1979q3 to 1997g1. While this is still adequate for inferential purposes, it is less than the 
80 and 128 observations employed at the manufacturing and aggregate levels 
respectively. 
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6.4.1 The Basic Service Sector Production Function 
Output (LYS)8: This is measured as the quarterly level of Gross Value Added (GVA) by 
the service sector, expressed in constant 1995 prices, and net of finance and business 
services. The series was obtained from the Index of Production available from ONS' 
online Statbase. 
Physical capital stock (LCAPS): This is gross capital stock constructed by the 
accumulation of quarterly Gross Fixed Capital Formation. The constant 1995 prices 
service sector GFCF series was obtained from the online Statbase of the Office for 
National Statistics. The share of GFCF by finance and business services is deducted. 
Labour (LLABS): This is measured as total quarterly service sector employment, again 
net of finance and business services. It was obtained from Datastream. As noted earlier, 
this variable is intended to reflect the direct labour input. However, it should be pointed 
out that it also captures, to some extent, the skills or human capital embodied in labour. 
LECON: This variable is intended to reflect the impact of the rest of the economy on the 
output of the service sector, as discussed in Section 6.3. It is proxied here as total 
employment less total service sector employment. Both series are obtained from 
Datastream. 
See the discussion in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2 for further general details about the 
justification for and the construction of the above variables. All variables are expressed in 
logarithms, seasonally adjusted and expressed in real terms, where applicable. 
8 The prefix L before a variable name indicates that it is measured in logarithms, while the suffix S shows 
that it is measured at the service sector level. 
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6.4.2 Financial Development 
Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.1) presented a more detailed description of the general nature of 
financial development data, as well as the rationale underlining, variable definition and 
construction, and so these are not repeated here. Further, the 'variables defined in 
Chapters 4 and 5 to reflect aggregate level financial development (banking and stock 
market) are largely similar to those employed here. However, the approach at the sectoral 
level is twin-pronged, seeking to capture both the role of the overall level of financial 
development, as well as the role of finance as a direct production input. Thus, two new 
variables are defined to reflect direct bank lending to the service sector (LBALS) and the 
stock market value of service sector firms (LSTA VS) (as opposed to total market value). 
6.4.2.1 Banking sector development 
Bank lending to the service sector (LBALS): Lending by banks to the service sector was 
obtained from the Bank of England in nominal form, and then restated in 1995 prices, 
deducting bank lending to financial establishments. The earlier periods are only available 
on an annual basis, and so had to be interpolated into quarterly observations. It gives an 
estimate of the nature of the service sector's funding relationship with the banking sector, 
as well as the direct monitoring, liquidity and risk management implications of the debt 
relationship. 
Total lending (LBLENDA): This is the total of all bank and building society lending. It is 
sourced from Datastream, and restated in constant 1995 prices. In the context of sectoral 
analysis, this variable provides an estimate of the overall lending technology, monitoring, 
risk management and signaling environment that every nonfinance sector faces. Overall, 
a more developed credit environment should imply more funding opportunities and 
improved monitoring and risk management for all agents. Even non-direct users could 
benefit from the signaling effects, efficient payment systems and in terms of 
benchmarking against alternative financial relationships, for example, the stock markets. 
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Bank lending (LBANKA): This is the total of bank lending only; that is, it excludes 
lending by building societies. This data series is obtained in nominal form from the Bank 
of England, and then restated in 1995 prices. The earlier periods are only available on an 
annual basis, and so had to be interpolated into quarterly observations. The interpretation 
here is similar to LBLENDA above, except that it is limited to the role of banks. 
6.4.2.2 Stock market development 
Stock market value of service sector firms (LSTA VS): Obtained from Datastream, it 
provides an estimate of the market capitalisation of non-finance service sector firms. It is 
restated in 1995 prices. LSTA VS is intended as a proxy for the extent to which service 
sector firms access and interact with the stock market. It would reflect their dealings in 
both the primary and secondary markets, and therefore their fund mobilisation and 
risk/liquidity management respectively. Market values derived from small and medium 
capitalisation indices such as TechMark and AIM are potentially useful as proxies in this 
regard; however, they would tend to be biased in favour of high-growth high-technology 
firms, and in any case they do not as yet have a long enough quarterly time series. 
Stock market value (LSMAVA): This is the market capitalisation of all firms listed in the 
London Stock Exchange. It is obtained from Datastream, and restated in 1995 prices. In a 
sectoral context, it may be interpreted as the totality of market funding and risk 
management available to all sectors and participants. Granted that the level of interaction 
between different sectors and the stock market would be different, it is to be expected that 
developed capital markets provide investment efficiency-enhancing services such as 
reliable pricing and market discipline (via for example takeover threats) to all (listed) 
firms. 
Stock market turnover (LSTUNA): Data for this variable were compiled from various 
issues of Financial Statistics and then restated in constant 1995 prices. This is the value 
of all stock market trades. It is employed to capture the trading activity and so the 
liquidity of capital markets. More active stock markets will enhance stock market listing, 
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portfolio diversification and the management of idiosyncratic risk. The interpretation of 
this variable in a sectoral context is similar to LSMAVA's above. 
It is anticipated that the traditional production function variables (capital and labour) 
would be positively related to sectoral long-run output, in line with theoretical 
expectations. The direction of influence of the non-service economy (LECON) is difficult 
to predict a priori. The protagonists of inter-sectoral linkage and interdependence would 
suggest a positive association, via the channels discussed in Section 6.3. On the other 
hand, it is possible that since the non-service sector is able to release `surplus' labour to 
the service sector, it would continue to increase its own productivity at the expense of the 
service sector, as seems to be borne by the stylised facts presented in Section 6.2. 
Accordingly, there is no predicted sign with respect to this variable, leaving it to the data 
for ultimate determination. 
With regard to the finance variables, this study has elaborated on the theoretical reasons 
why a positive association is to be expected, with both banking and stock market proxies. 
What about the empirical experience? The discussion in Section 6.1 brought out the 
specific financial characteristics of the service sector that might have a bearing on the 
evolution of the sector's finance-output relationship. For example, that most service 
sector firms are small, have limited financial history and have a strong debt preference 
(where they use external funding), especially of the short-term type, all of which were 
shown, via different channels, to provide lenders strong incentives to supply effective 
firm monitoring, which is salutary for investment efficiency, output and growth. On the 
other hand, these firms have a strong preference for ownership concentration, find it cost 
ineffective to access stock markets and face serious equity gaps, all of which ensure that 
the vast majority of them are relatively insulated from the stock market and the discipline 
of the market for corporate control. The foregoing suggest a strong positive association 
between the service sector's output and banking sector development; and perhaps less so 
for the stock market. 
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6.5 Secular Trends in the Modeled Variables 
In this section, the secular trends in the variables defined above are illustrated. Many of 
the variables are reflective of the basic structural trends depicted in Figures 6.1 to 6.7. 
The major difference is that they have been expressed in `level' or `stock' form, to meet 
the requirements of the production function, rather than in ratios. Furthermore, they are 
all expressed in logarithms. Detailed comments have been made on the evolution of the 
`structural' or relative counterparts of these variables. As would be expected, most of 
them show a positive trend due to the accumulation effect. Note that, as discussed earlier 
for the manufacturing sector, the series for the log of service sector capital stock is 
relatively smooth. This was explained to be likely due to the underlying capital stocks 
being based on estimates; they are also in gross form rather than net as at the aggregate 
level. The gross form is utilised because official figures for depreciation are not available 
at the sectoral level of aggregation. Some potential effects of these measurement issues 
are discussed later in Section 6.6.2 in the context of how they may have impacted the 
relative contributions to output. 
Figure 6.8: Output of the Service Sector (LYS) - Log of Real Gross Value 
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Figure 6.9: Service Sector Capital Stock (LCAPS) - Log of 
Real Gross Capital Stock 
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Figure 6.10: Service Sector Labour Input (LLABS) - Log of No. of Employees 
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Figure 6.11: Log of Real Bank Lending to the Service Sector (LISALS) 
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Figure 6.12: Log of Real Total Bank Lending (LBANKA) and 
Real Total Lending (LBLENDA) 
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Figure 6.13: Log of Real Stock Market Value of Service Sector Firms 
(LSTA VS) 
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Figure 6.14: Log of Real Stock Market Value (LSMAVA) and 
Real Stock Market Turnover (LSTUNA) 
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Figures 6.8,6.9 and 6.10 show that the output, capital stock and labour input respectively 
of the UK service sector increases gradually over the period, in line with earlier 
comments. The financial indicators indicate the same upward trend, but exhibit more 
variability. Bank lending to the service sector (Figure 6.11) shows a decline starting from 
about the recession of the early 1990s, but gradually recovering to its historical upward 
trend from 1995. As would be expected the stock market proxies (Figures 6.13 and 6.14) 
exhibit more variability than the banking ones (Figures 6.11 and 6.12) due to the trading 
activity that underlies the former. 
6.6 Econometric Results 
6.6.1 The Existence of a Long-run Relationship 
As in earlier econometric chapters, the initial test is to ascertain if a long-run relationship 
exists for the `basic' service sector production function, and thereafter repeat the 
procedure for the finance-augmented version. A lag length of 4 is applied throughout 
since the data are quarterly. Intercept and trend terms are included throughout, for 
reasons already discussed in Chapter 4. All the econometric estimation is implemented 
using the software Microfit 4.0. 
The variables addition test for the lagged levels of LYS, LCAPS, LLABS and LECON in 
the vector error correction model for the service sector's output yields an F statistic of 
11.679, as shown in Table 6.1 (see Appendix III). The relevant critical value bounds are 
4.07 to 5.12 at the 95% level of significance. Clearly the hypothesis that a long-run 
relationship does not exist in the basic production function is strongly rejected by the 
data, even at the 99% level's critical values of 5.32 to 6.44. This contrasts sharply with 
the case at the aggregate and manufacturing sector levels where the existence of a long- 
run in the basic production was either rejected or inconclusive. Furthermore, when the 
basic model is augmented by finance (banking and stock market) variables, similar 
results confirming the existence of a stable long-run relationship are obtained. Tables 6.1 
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to 6.7 in Appendix III provide the results of the variable addition tests for the basic and 
the finance-augmented models. 
The strong `performance' of the basic model seems to imply the existence of a stable 
long-run relationship, whatever finance augmentation is employed. To discriminate 
between the roles of banking and stock markets therefore, the approach is to identify 
those finance variables that yield significant long-run associations with the service 
sector's output. The results of this exercise are summarised in Table 6.8. 
Table 6.8: The (Finance-augmented) Service Sector Production Function 
IdentifvinLy the Lone-run: Summary of Findings 
Model F-statistic rob 
Significant Long-run 
Relationship? * 
Basic Service Production Function 11.679[0.000] n. a. 
Finance Augmentation: 
Banking Sector Development 
Bank Lending to Service Sector 10.7 13 0.000 No 
Bank Lending to All Sectors 9.522[0.000] Yes 
Total Lending to All Sectors 13.03 8 0.000 Yes 
Stock Market Development 
Market Value of Service Firms 7.126[0.000] No 
Total Market Value 8.308[0.000] No 
Total Market Turnover 7.893[0.000] No 
*'Yes' means that a long-run relationship is indicated by the bounds test and the respective finance variable is 
significant at 95% or better in the related levels ARDL regression. `No' means that no long-run relationship is 
indicated, or if it is, the finance variable is not significant in the levels ARDL regression. 
The results in Table 6.8 indicate that banking variables enter significantly in the long-run 
service sector output model, whereas the stock market variables do not enter 
significantly. These findings seem to bear out the theoretical expositions and empirical 
observations that the external financial dependence of UK service sector firms is debt- 
based, and more often of the short-term type. Moreover, this capital structure 
characteristic of the service sector generates incentives for closer bank monitoring and 
generates disincentives for firm debt defaults. The absence of a significant stable long- 
run association with equity markets appears to confirm earlier discussions regarding the 
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relative insulation of the sector from equity markets, for reasons such as size, relative 
costs, equity gaps and avoidance of ownership dilution. 
6.6.2 Estimating the Long-run Relationship 
In line with the treatment in Chapters 4 and 5, long-run estimates are presented below for 
those error correction models in which the null of no long-run relationship is conclusively 
rejected and - for the augmented models - into which the banking variable enters 
significantly. In the context of the analysis of the finance-output relationship for the 
service sector, this means presenting long-run estimates for the output equation that is 
augmented with the banking variables. 
Commencing with the basic (no finance) model, the ARDL(1,3,4,1) model is selected by 
the data, based on the Akaike Information Criterion. Table 6.9 indicates that capital and 
labour inputs enter significantly as expected and are of the right sign. LECON exhibits a 
negative sign, and is in any case not statistically significant. Finance augmentation, 
whether with bank lending to all sectors (LBANKA) or with total bank plus building 
society lending (LBLENDA) yields similar long-run estimates, as depicted in Tables 6.10 
and 6.11 below, and summarised in Table 6.12. The same ARDL(1,0,1,1,0) model is 
selected in both cases, based on the Schwarz Bayesian Criterion. In both cases, the 
probabilities associated with the diagnostics indicate that there is no problem with serial 
correlation, functional form, normality or heteroscedasticity. 
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Table 6.9: The Basic Service sector Production Function 
ARDL and Long-run Estimates 
ARDL(1,3,4,1) Selected Based on Akaike Information Criterion 
A. Underlying ARDL Estimates: 
Dependent Variable: LYS 71 observations: 1979Q3 -1997Q1 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
LYS -1 0.715 6.271 
LCAPS 0.256 1.723 
LCAPS -1 -0.223 -1.125 
LCAPS(-2) -0.298 -1.595 
LCAPS -3 0.470 3.381 
LLABS 0.399 2.428 
LLABS -1 -0.254 -1.380 
LLABS -2 0.060 0.336 
LLABS -3 0.325 1.783 
LLABS -4 -0.371 -3.176 
LECON -0.051 1.344 
LECON -1 -0.064 -1.749 
CONST -1.759 -1.583 
TREND -0.943E-4 -0.129 
SC=2.130 0.090 FF=1.360 0.249 N=0.92][0.631] HS=0.865 0.356 
B. Estimated Long-run Coefficients: 
LCAPS 0.718 2.516 
LLABS 0.559 2.562 
LECON -0.048 -0.418 
CONST -6.181 -1.825 
TREND -0.331E-3 -0.128 
SC = Lagrange multiplier test of residual serial correlation, FF = Ramsey's RESET test of 
functional form using the square of the fitted values, N= normality test based on a test of 
skewness and kurtosis of residuals, HS = test of heteroscedasticity based on the regression 
of squared residuals on squared fitted values. All results are generated using Microfit 4.0. 
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Table 6.10: The Finance-augmented Service sector Production Function 
Bank Lending to All Sectors: ARDL and Long-run Estimates 
ARDL(1,0,1,1,0) Selected Based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 
A. Underlying ARDL Estimates: 
Dependent Variable: LYS 71 observations: 1979Q3 - 1997Q1 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
LYS -1 0.648 5.297 
LCAPS 0.304 2.756 
LLABS 0.497 2.737 
LLABS -1 -0.310 -2.395 
LECON 0.136 3.648 
LECON -1 -0.084 -2.242 
LBANKA 0.018 2.202 
CONST -3.633 -2.592 
TREND -0.002 -1.840 
SC=0.732 0.574] FF=0.362 0.550] N=0.307 0.858 HS=0.114 0.737 
B. Estimated Long-run Coefficients: 
LCAPS 0.865 3.179 
LLABS 0.532 2.593 
LECON 0.146 1.442 
LBANKA 0.052 2.344 
CONST -10.330 -3.019 
TREND -0.005 -1.729 
SC = Lagrange multiplier test of residual serial correlation, FF = Ramsey's RESET test of 
functional form using the square of the fitted values, N= normality test based on a test of 
skewness and kurtosis of residuals, HS = test of heteroscedasticity based on the regression 
of squared residuals on squared fitted values. All results generated using Microfit 4.0. 
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Table 6.11: The Finance-augmented Service Production Function 
Total Lending: ARDL and Long-run Estimates 
ARDL(1,0,1,1,0) Selected Based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 
A. Underlying ARDL Estimates: 
Dependent Variable: LYS 71 observations: 1979Q3 -1997Q 1 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
LYS -1 0.641 5.267 
LCAPS 0.297 2.779 
LLABS 0.490 2.712 
LLABS -1) -0.312 -2.435 
LECON 0.136 3.705 
LECON -1 -0.084 -2.266 
LBLENDA 0.025 2.345 
CONST -3.586 -2.639 
TREND -0.002 -1.900 
SC=0.721[0.581] FF=1.343[0.251] N=0.306 0.858 HS=0.115 0.736 
B. Estimated Long-run Coefficients: 
LCAPS 0.828 3.189 
LLABS 0.497 2.419 
LECON 0.146 1.487 
LBLENDA 0.070 2.467 
CONST -9.993 -3.058 
TREND -0.005 -1.771 
SC = Lagrange multiplier test of residual serial correlation, FF = Ramsey's RESET test of 
functional form using the square of the fitted values, N= normality test based on a test of 
skewness and kurtosis of residuals, HS = test of heteroscedasticity based on the regression 
of squared residuals on squared fitted values. All results generated using Microfit 4.0. 
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Table 6.12: The (Finance-augmented) Service Sector Production Function 
Summary: long-run elasticities 
Finance Augmentation: 
Variable Basic Model LBANKA LBLENDA 
LCAPS 0.718* 0.865* 0.828* 
LLABS 0.559* 0.532* 0.497* 
LECON -0.048 0.146 0.146 
LBANKA - 0.052* - 
LBLENDA - - 0.070* 
CONST -6.181* -10.330* -9.993* 
TREND -0.331E-3 -0.005 -0.005 
* Statistically significant at 95% or higher 
With banking augmentation, the traditional inputs of labour and capital again enter 
positively and significantly as expected, as do the banking proxies themselves. The proxy 
for the effect of the rest of the economy on the service sector's output now enters 
positively, but is again statistically insignificant. What can be deduced from the 
magnitude of the coefficients? It was remarked in Chapters 4 and 5 that comparing the 
input elasticities at the aggregate and manufacturing sector levels with elasticities from 
existing studies is difficult because of differences in modeling, variable definition, data 
coverage and so on. This observation is even more acute for the service sector which has 
not been the subject of much econometric modeling or even systematic sector level data 
collection. The findings above are therefore not comparable with any prior work. Neither 
are they directly comparable with the present study's findings at the aggregate and 
manufacturing sector levels. This is again due to the paucity of service sector data which 
meant the study could not employ proxies for the `new' engines of growth such as human 
capital and R&D, as proposed by the endogenous growth school. 
The most striking observation is that the coefficient on fixed capital formation of more 
than 0.80 is relatively large. This could be due to the absence of a direct proxy for R&D, 
whose impact is thus shown up via the fixed capital variable. Further, banking 
augmentation increases the output elasticity of physical capital from 0.72 in the basic 
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model to 0.87 (0.83) in the model with LBANKA (LBLENDA), suggesting that banking 
relationships enhance the efficiency of investment in the service sector. The elasticity of 
output with respect to the labour input of about 0.50 is also plausible, given earlier 
findings for the aggregate and manufacturing sectors, and recalling that it includes the 
impact of human capital. Moreover, its magnitude appears robust to finance 
augmentation. 
The proxy for the effect of the rest of the economy on the service sector was found to be 
statistically insignificant whereas the counterpart variable was significant for the 
manufacturing sector. This suggests that the service sector exerts a positive influence on 
the manufacturing sector while the manufacturing sector has a positive (but insignificant) 
effect on the service sector. This result could be explained, among other things, by the 
possibility that the service sector provides intermediate services (Oulton, 1999) and 
outsourcing services (Fixler and Siegel, 1999) for the manufacturing sector. The 
expectation that faster productivity growth in manufacturing and spillovers from 
manufacturing innovation and R&D might exert a positive influence on the service 
sector's output yields the expected positive sign, but proves statistically insignificant. 
With respect to the banking variables themselves, the coefficients of 0.05 and 0.07 found 
for LBANKA and LBLENDA respectively are again reasonable, in the context of earlier 
results for the aggregate and manufacturing sector models. The results confirm the 
stylised fact that due to size and control concerns, service sector firms tend to be less 
financially dependent, but what external financing they require they seek from banks. 
Furthermore, the results suggest that the significant effect of banking sector development 
on the service sector's output operates mainly via engendering improvements in the 
sector's investment efficiency. This could occur through several channels, including pre- 
lending screening, closer hands-on monitoring by banks as well as bank restraints such as 
requests for information, cash flow monitoring, staggered funding and so on, which 
together reduce moral hazard and adverse selection problems, as discussed in Chapter 2. 
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What returns to scale characteristics are suggested by the data for the service sector? The 
summary in Table 6.12 shows that the coefficients on broad capital sum to 0.92 in the 
model with LBANKA and 0.90 in the model with LBLENDA, indicating decreasing 
returns to scale. However, considering that the labour variable is skills-augmented, its 
human capital contribution to broad capital is likely to raise this sum to a level that is at 
least unity. This suggests the presence of a constant or decreasing returns to scale 
environment for the service sector. Some support for constant returns may be gleaned 
from the fact that an insignificant trend variable (as indicated by the results - i. e. 
insignificant technical progress) is inconsistent with decreasing returns to scale but 
consistent with an environment characterised by spillovers and externalities associated 
with inputs. Indeed, with a chi-squared of 0.0868 (p = 0.768), a Wald test that the 
coefficients on physical capital and banking sum to unity could not be rejected. 
Constant returns to scale for the service sector would meet the requirements of 
endogenous growth theory at the limit, especially in the Rebelo (1991)-type growth 
models where externalities are generated from capital accumulation. In sum, the skills- 
augmented definition of the labour proxy means disentangling the returns to broad capital 
is difficult; even though the results suggest decreasing returns, an endogenous growth 
environment exhibiting at least constant returns to scale is a strong possibility for the 
service sector. 
Estimates of the elasticity-weighted relative contribution of each of the factors to the 
change in the sector's output over the period may be seen from Table 6.13 below. 
Table 6.13: Relative Contribution to Service Sector Output 
Factor Long-run Elasticity Relative Contribution 
LCAPS 0.865 1.33 
LLABS 0.532 0.02 
LECON 0.146 0.21 
LBANKA 0.052 0.14 
TREND -0.005 -0.70 
Total 1.00 
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In line with earlier findings, there is a large positive contribution from the capital 
variable. This is to be expected since this variable may also be picking up the 
contribution of R&D in the absence of reliable direct data for the latter. Banking sector 
development contributes about 14%. The impact of the rest of the (non-service) economy 
contributes 21%; this corroborates earlier observations for the manufacturing sector 
regarding sectoral inter-dependence. The labour input contributes only about 2% while 
the remainder of the effect is provided by the time trend which generates a large negative 
effect due to the relatively large change in `time', as measured. While a negative time 
trend contribution is again observed at the service sector level, as for manufacturing, its 
impact is not as large as noted earlier for manufacturing. This is likely to be because the 
deindustrialisation effects associated with manufacturing do not apply to the service 
sector. Thus, the negative time trend contribution in the service sector may be linked or 
attributed to the measurement issues associated with the gross capital stock variable, as 
discussed in Section 6.5. Overall, these findings largely support the earlier results 
regarding the positive and significant role of banking sector development in the evolution 
of the service sector's output. They also suggest that broad capital, perhaps more likely 
R&D, makes a large contribution too. 
Finally, Table 6.14 and Figure 6.15 below show the dynamic forecasts of the level of 
output indicated by the long-run production function model. They are generated by re- 
estimating the LBANKA-augmented model, retaining the last 12 quarters of observations 
for forecasting purposes. Table 6.14 shows that the root mean squares of forecast errors 
of about 2% per quarter is slightly less accurate than the analogous figure of 
approximately 1% over the estimation period. This could be due to relative short-term 
uncertainty and a relatively short estimation period. 
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Table 6.14 Dynamic Forecasts for the Level of Service Sector Output 
Summary Statistics for Residuals and Forecast Errors 
Estimation Period: 
1979Q2 to 1993Q4 
Forecast Period: 
1994Q1 to 1996Q4 
Mean -0.2685E-8 0.0171 
Mean Absolute 0.0046 0.0171 
Mean Sum of Squares 0.3385E-4 0.3243E-3 
Root Mean Sum of Squares 0.0058 0.0180 
The graph depicted in Figure 6.15 shows the actual and forecast levels of output for the 
service sector, confirming the observations made above. 
Figure 6.15 Dynamic Forecasts for the Level of Service Sector Output 
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6.6.3 Estimating the Short-run Relationship 
The error correction (ECM) representations of the short-run estimates of the underlying 
ARDL models are presented below. Tables 6.15,6.16 and 6.17 provide the short-run 
results for the `basic', the LBANKA-augmented model and the LBLENDA-augmented 
models respectively. Table 6.15 indicates complex dynamics in the short-run for the 
`basic' model. Most of the variables are positive and significant for the banking- 
augmented models, as shown in Tables 6.16 and 6.17. Furthermore, with finance 
augmentation LECON becomes significant, suggesting that the rest of the economy exerts 
a positive and significant short-run effect on the service sector's output growth, an effect 
that is however insignificant in the long-run as highlighted earlier. Model diagnostics are 
acceptable in all three cases, and the R-squared's are 0.543,0.414 and 0.420 respectively. 
The DW statistics indicate that serial correlation is not a problem in any of the models 
and the F statistics suggest a good fit. Table 6.18 provides a summary of both short- and 
long-run results. The coefficients of the ECMs are negative and significant, as expected. 
Table 6.15: The Basic Service Production Function: 
Error Correction Model 
ARDL(1,3,4,1) Selected Based on Akaike Information Criterion 
Dependent Variable: DLYS 71 observations: 1979Q3 -1997Q1 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPS 0.256 1.723 
DLCAPS(-1) -0.172 -1.233 
DLCAPS -2 -0.470 -3.381 
DLLABS 0.399 2.428 
DLLABS -1 -0.014 -0.111 
DLLABS -2 0.046 0.382 
DLLABS -3 0.371 3.176 
DLECON 0.051 1.344 
CONST -1.759 -1.583 
TREND -0.943E-4 -0.129 
ECM -1 -0.285 -2.495 
R-s =0.543 AIC=258.950 SBC=243.210 DW=2.382 F-stat=6.654 
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Table 6.16: The Finance-augmented Service Production Function: 
Bank Lending to All Sectors: Error Correction Model 
ARDL(1,0,1,1,0) Selected Based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 
Dependent Variable: DLYS 71 observations: 1979Q3 -1997Q1 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPS 0.304 2.756 
DLLABS 0.497 2.737 
DLECON 0.136 3.648 
DLBANKA 0.018 2.202 
CONST -3.633 -2.592 
TREND -0.002 -1.840 
ECM -1 -0.352 -2.874 
R-s =0.414 AIC=254.435 SBC=244.253 DW=2.149 F-stat=7.303 
Table 6.17: The Finance-augmented Service Production Function: 
Total Lending to All Sectors: Error Correction Model 
ARDL(1,0,1,1,0) Selected Based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion 
Dependent Variable: DLYS 71 observations: 1979Q3 -1997Q1 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPS 0.297 2.779 
DLLABS 0.490 2.712 
DLECON 0.136 3.705 
DLBLENDA 0.025 2.345 
CONST -3.586 -2.639 
TREND -0.002 -1.900 
ECM(-1) -0.359 -2.947 
R-s =0.420 AIC=254.778 SBC=244.595 DW=2.145 F-stat=7.474 
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Table 6.18: The (Finance-augmented) Service Sector Production Function 
Summary: The Role of Finance in Output Level and Growth 
Finance Variable Output Level 
(LYS 
Output Growth 
(DLYS) 
Associated 
ECM -1 
Coeff. t-ratio Coeff. t-ratio Coeff. t-ratio 
No Finance - - - - -0.285 -2.495 
Bank Lending 0.052 2.344 0.018 2.202 -0.352 -2.874 
Total Lending 0.070 2.467 0.025 2.345 -0.359 -2.947 
Table 6.12 indicates that the development of the banking sector has a positive and 
significant effect both on the level of the service sector's output as well as on its growth 
rate. Furthermore, it suggests that banking augmentation increases the speed at which the 
sector's output converges to equilibrium once shocked, with the ECM coefficient rising 
from 0.26 to 0.35. The implication of the ECM coefficient for the speed of adjustment to 
equilibrium post-shock may be illustrated by the time profile of the effect on output of 
shocks to the banking variable. The procedure for computing the underlying distributed 
lag effects was described in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4.3). Figures 6.16 and 6.17 below depict 
the respective time profiles for one-off and continuous shocks. 
Given the ECM coefficient (-0.35), the impact of a one-off, one-unit shock to the banking 
variable on the service sector's output decays at a `moderate' speed, converging back to 
equilibrium after about twelve quarters, though its effect becomes negligible after about 
eight quarters. This is somewhat longer than the time profile noted at the aggregate level 
and for the manufacturing sector. This moderate convergence speed may be explained by 
the fact that developments in the banking sector, unlike stock markets, may require more 
time to work their way through to real effects in the service sector. For example, the fact 
that service sector firms and SMEs are less well-informed about alternative banking 
products and prices have been well-documented (see for example, Cruickshank, 2000). 
This suggests that the potential capital structure, investment and efficiency responses of 
firms to any banking sector stimuli (price, products, regulatory changes, etc. ) would last 
relatively longer. 
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Figure 6.16: Time Profile of the Distributed Lag Effect on Service Sector Output of 
a One-unit, Once-and-for-All Shock to the Banking Variable 
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Figure 6.17: Time Profile of the Distributed Lag Effect on Service Sector Output of 
a One-unit, Continuous Shock to the Stock Market Variable 
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For a one-unit, continuous shock to banking sector development, Figure 6.17 indicates 
that output continues to respond positively to the shocks, albeit at a decreasing rate, 
eventually leveling off gradually. 
Table 6.19: Dynamic Forecasts for the Change in Service Sector Output 
Summary Statistics for Residuals and Forecast Errors 
Estimation Period: 
1979Q2 to 1993Q4 
Forecast Period: 
1994Q 1 to 1996Q4 
Mean 0.2812E-8 0.0016 
Mean Absolute 0.0046 0.0065 
Mean Sum of Squares 0.3385E-4 0.5419E-3 
Root Mean Sum of Squares 0.0058 0.0074 
Figure 6.18 Dynamic Forecasts for the Change in Service Sector Output 
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Finally, the above error correction model can be applied in forecasting the rate of change 
of aggregate output, conditional on current and past changes in the financial and non- 
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financial inputs. Table 6.19 and Figure 6.18 above show the dynamic forecasts of the 
change in output indicated by the long-run production function model. They are 
generated by re-estimating the LBANKA-augmented model, retaining the last 12 quarters 
of observations for forecasting purposes. Table 6.19 shows that the root mean squares of 
forecast errors of about 0.7% per quarter is just higher than the analogous figure of about 
0.6% over the estimation period, a pattern corroborated by the forecasts depicted in 
Figure 6.18 below. Thus, in-sample forecasts are slightly better than out-of-sample ones. 
6.7 Conclusions 
This chapter set out to model the finance-output relationship for the UK's service sector, 
in line with similar models already estimated at the aggregate and at the manufacturing 
sector levels. However, this had to be implemented against a backdrop of a sector that has 
been relatively neglected both in terms of economic and econometric analysis as well as 
in terms of the specific import of financial characteristics for the sector's output and 
growth. A priori, several theoretical expositions and empirical observations suggested 
reasons why the output of the service sector would evolve differently with finance, 
compared to other sectors. 
The key stylised factors that stood out were small average firm size in the sector, relative 
(short-term) debt dependence and relative insulation from equity markets, all of which 
lend credence to the view that bank monitoring would be relatively more efficient in this 
sector as compared to the discipline of the stock market. The econometric estimation 
yielded results which suggest that this is indeed the case. For example, a stable and 
significant long-run relationship was found for the banking-augmented service sector 
production functions, but not for the stock market-augmented ones. The effect of banking 
augmentation on the physical capital coefficient and the size of the associated banking 
coefficients suggest that the output-enhancing role of finance is more likely to be via 
increasing the sector's investment efficiency than through the amount of debt itself. This 
is also consistent with the fact that the sector is relatively self-financing. 
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Furthermore, banking is found to exert a positive and significant effect on the rate of 
growth of the sector's output. The short-term nature of most of the sector's transactions 
with the banking sector is one possible reason for these short-run effects, reflected for 
example in short-run decisions related to debt pricing, changing overdraft limits and so 
on. The results also indicate that the sector's output adjusts relatively slower towards 
equilibrium, post shock. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
7.1 Introduction 
The existing theories of the relationship between financial development and economic 
growth hypothesise a positive effect running from finance to growth, and in some cases, 
vice versa as well. Similarly, empirical findings provide a broad range of evidence that 
supports this theoretical expectation. Even the early thinking in some quarters that 
finance may not be so important in financially developed countries has since been shown 
to be erroneous in studies examining the USA, Sweden and Belgium, among other 
industrial countries. In tandem, recent endogenous growth and endogenous finance- 
growth models support the potential for government policies to have long-run output and 
growth effects. Thus, there is ample theoretical basis as well as evidence to suggest that 
policies to stimulate the development of financial systems are likely to foster investment 
efficiency, improve resource allocation and so enhance economic growth. 
There are, however, several weaknesses in the existing literature which this study tries to 
address. First, because prior empirical work has been based wholly on aggregate level 
modeling, the resultant policy implications flowing from such analyses do not take 
account of the differential role and impact of finance across different segments of the 
economy and so are likely to be less reliable. This study has addressed this deficiency by 
undertaking a disaggregated analysis of the finance-growth relationship and so providing 
a firmer basis for policy. Second, this study recognises that even the aggregate-level 
findings from many prior studies may not be reliable bases even for broad policy 
purposes because they are based on cross-country samples and methods, with no clear 
implications for individual countries. To overcome this weakness, this study has also 
modeled the finance-growth link in the context of an individual country (the United 
Kingdom) and applied recently developed time series techniques. This study was based 
on the United Kingdom because a disaggregated time series study of this kind requires 
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data of the scope and frequency that is only currently meaningfully available in 
developed countries. Third, this study has also used a production function framework 
throughout, thereby yielding coefficients that are more easily interpretable than earlier 
estimates, especially in the context of endogenous growth modeling. 
7.2 Inter-sectoral comparison of the finance-growth nexus 
Table 7.1 provides a summary of the estimates of the finance-growth link at the 
aggregate, manufacturing and service sector levels. After accounting for the traditional 
production function inputs and engines of growth, it was found that a stable long-run 
relationship exists between stock market development and output at the aggregate level 
and for the manufacturing sector, with finance augmentation being `long-run forcing' for 
output. At both of these levels of analysis, no stable long-run evolution with banking 
sector development could be confirmed. On the other hand, for the service sector, a stable 
long-run forcing relationship was found between banking sector augmentation and 
output, but not from stock market development. This is evidence in support of the 
disaggregated approach adopted in this study, in that all sectors do not exhibit a uniform 
association with finance and so their differential linkages need to be estimated separately, 
to yield more reliable policy prescriptions. 
Several reasons have been put forward as possible explanations for these findings. For 
example, the smaller average size of service sector firms and the relative preference for 
concentrated ownership structures are possible reasons why banks or debt would be 
preferred, with the concomitant implication that firms in the sector would make minimal 
use of the stock markets. Relative bank dependence implies that it is bank- and credit- 
driven monitoring activities that would impinge on investment efficiency in the service 
sector, rather than stock market discipline. For the manufacturing sector, larger average 
firm size, organisational and operational complexity and the long-term nature of the 
sector's investment horizons are among reasons advanced in this study why the sector 
would evolve closer with stock markets and be more subject to stock market discipline. 
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Table 7.1: Finance and growth in the UK: Disaggregated Results 
Aggregate Manufacturing Services 
Conclusive long-run 
relationship with 
. _banking? 
No No Yes 
Conclusive long-run 
relationship with stock 
markets? 
Yes Yes No 
Coe rcients *: 
Physical capital 0.10 0.15 0.87 
Labour 0.63 0.32 0.53 
Human capital 0.07 - - 
R&D 0.10 1.16 - 
Banking - - 0.05 
Stock markets 0.02 0.21 - 
Return to broad capital 0.32 1.52 0.92 
Return to all inputs 0.98 1.84 1.45 
Growth model supported Neoclassical Endogenous Neoclassical/Endo enous 
*Using LSTUNA, LST/M and LBANKA as the respective stable and significant long-run finance 
augmentations for the aggregate, manufacturing sector and service sector respectively. 
While the results may not be directly comparable across levels of (sectoral) aggregation, 
due to differences in data coverage and some variation in variables included, it is possible 
to identify and relate the respective long-run coefficients largely because this study 
estimated similar production function models throughout and applied the same 
econometric methods across all levels. In line with theoretical expectations, the finance 
and non-finance coefficients are found to be positive and significant in most cases. 
Throughout, the traditional inputs of physical capital and labour display the expected 
positive signs and are statistically significant while proxies for the engines of growth 
such as human capital and R&D, where applicable, yield elasticities that are consistent 
with the predictions of endogenous or augmented neoclassical growth models. 
As Table 7.1 indicates, the coefficient of 0.15 on physical capital for the manufacturing 
sector is higher than the 0.10 found at the aggregate level, possibly reflecting the relative 
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capital intensity of the manufacturing sector vis-ä-vis the rest of the economy. The 
service sector's physical capital coefficient of 0.87 is much larger than that for 
manufacturing and the aggregate level. This is likely to be due to the absence of direct 
proxies for human capital and R&D for the service sector (following from the lack of 
relevant data), whose impact are thus shown up via the fixed capital variable. The 
manufacturing sector's coefficient on R&D of 1.16 is much higher than the 0.10 observed 
at the aggregate level, but comparable to the range of 0.71 to 1.07 reported in Griffith 
(2000) which reviews estimates of the social rates of return to R&D in manufacturing 
industries, based on empirical findings focusing mainly on the UK and USA. The wide 
disparity between the R&D coefficients in the manufacturing vis-ä-vis the aggregate 
model could perhaps be explained by the fact that R&D is manufacturing dominated, 
accounting for no less than 80% of total UK business expenditure on R&D throughout 
the period studied, and in fact accounting for as much as 97% in the earlier periods (see 
discussion in Section 7.2). This research intensity of the manufacturing sector 
complements earlier observations about the sector's relative physical capital intensity and 
so its propensity to use the stock markets given longer planning horizons. 
The elasticity of output with respect to the labour input of the service sector is 0.53. This 
is comparable to the 0.55 found at the aggregate level, but higher than the 0.32 for 
manufacturing. This could be a reflection of the relative labour intensity of the service 
sector. The decline in labour usage in the manufacturing sector throughout the period 
studied, and its concomitant increase in the rest of the economy would be evidence in 
support of this view (see discussion in Section 7.2). Overall, the study yields coefficients 
on traditional inputs and engines of growth that are plausible, in the light of theory, prior 
empirical findings and in the context of UK-specific macroeconomic experience over the 
past 30 years. 
With respect to the finance variables themselves, the results are not readily comparable 
across sectors because the service sector's (significant) finance proxies are banking-based 
whereas those for the manufacturing and aggregate levels are stock market based. Given 
this, it appears that in terms of magnitude, (external) finance plays a larger part in the 
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manufacturing sector's output evolution. While the service sector's output elasticity with 
respect to banking of 0.05 is higher than the 0.02 found at the aggregate level (with 
respect to the stock market), it is much lower than the 0.21 found for manufacturing (with 
respect to the stock market). That is, manufacturing is relatively more financially 
dependent compared to the service sector, with its external financing relationships 
(quantitative and qualitative) being based in the stock market because it is relatively more 
cost effective, compared to bank borrowing. This finding is again consistent with earlier 
observations that the manufacturing sector's research and capital intensity are reasons 
why long-term stock market-based financing and disciplining mechanisms are likely to 
prevail for the sector. On the other hand, due to size, ownership and control dilution 
concerns, service sector firms tend to be less financially dependent, and what external 
financing relationships they require they establish with banks, with the attendant bank- 
based monitoring. In terms of the relative contribution of inputs to a change in output 
over the period, finance was found to be a major contributor in both manufacturing and 
service sectors. For the manufacturing sector, R&D and stock market development were 
found to be the major contributors, helping overcome the negative effects of a trend fall 
that may be attributed to the overall effect of deindustrialisation. For the service sector, 
the main contributors were capital stock and banking sector development, although it is 
possible that the former reflects the role of R&D in the sector that could not be measured 
separately. 
Overall, the relative magnitudes of the finance coefficients and the related contribution 
analyses suggest that it is not so much the quantitative as the qualitative effect of finance 
that is important in the evolution of the finance-growth link. That is, it is not necessarily 
the amount of lending per se (for the service sector) or funds raised in the primary market 
per se (for the manufacturing sector), but more the qualitative improvements to 
investment -efficiency engendered via for example bank-based pre-lending screening, 
closer hands-on monitoring as well as bank restraints such as requests for information, 
cash flow monitoring, staggered funding and so on, or, stock market activities like risk- 
hedging, liquidity management, the discipline imposed by the takeover market and 
market value-based managerial compensation. These banking and stock market activities 
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reduce the well-established moral hazard and adverse selection problems. The finding by 
many commissions to review the functioning of UK financial institutions (for example, 
Cruickshank, 2000) that the amount of funding is not a problem for firms per se is further 
evidence in support of the foregoing interpretation. While the results confirm this 
scenario, the disparity in the magnitude of the finance coefficient between the 
manufacturing and the service sectors may be attributed to the observation (in Chapter 6) 
that bank lending to the service sector tends to be mainly of the short-term variety, with 
limited competition in the small and medium enterprises (SME) banking market and with 
concerns about banking terms faced by most service sector firms. These are thus reasons 
why the service sector may not use banking services as much as it could. 
The application of a theoretically consistent production function model in the estimation 
enabled the study to provide some evidence regarding the nature of the returns to scale 
implied by the data. Table 7.1 indicates a return to broad capital of 0.32,1.52 and 0.92 
for the aggregate level, manufacturing and the service sector, suggesting the prevalence 
of neoclassical, endogenous and neoclassical models respectively. The aggregate level 
finding of neoclassical growth is supported by evidence in related studies such as 
O'Mahony (1992 and 1998), which suggest a range of 0.45 to 0.66 for returns to broad 
capital for the UK, noting that these studies employ different data coverage and methods. 
The finding of endogenous growth (increasing returns to scale) for the manufacturing 
sector is not too surprising, given the larger average firm size and the relative research- 
and capital-intensity already alluded to, and the attendant spillover and externality effects 
expected by many endogenous growth theories. For the service sector, even though the 
return to broad capital is less than unity, it is not too far off, and recognising that the 
labour input is human capital-augmented hints at the possibility that the sector could also 
exhibit endogenous growth. Indeed, tests that the coefficients on broad capital sum to 
unity could not be rejected. However, the absence of human capital data at the service 
sector level prevents the study from conclusively discriminating between the two growth 
scenarios for this sector. 
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7.3 Policy implications 
The UK Government's Economic Strategy aims to boost the economy's capital stock, 
expand human capital via increased skill formation and encourage companies to invest a 
higher proportion of income on R&D, as a means of closing the productivity and 
competitiveness gap between the UK and key competitors such as the USA, Germany 
and France. This broad policy stance is largely supported by the results of this study, as 
well as by studies such as Crafts (2000). For these non-finance factors, the policy 
implications are consistent across the aggregate, manufacturing and service sectors. 
Policy measures that would encourage firm investment in fixed capital (for example, 
expanded capital allowance schemes), stimulate firm investment in R&D (for example, 
tax credits and strengthened intellectual property protection) and foster investment in 
skills development (for example, expansion in assisted training and vocational 
programmes and the introduction of a tax credit for training) would all contribute towards 
increasing long-run output and growth, for both sectors and at the aggregate level. 
In terms of the role of finance, the results indicate policy measures that are sector- 
specific - stock market development for the manufacturing sector and banking sector 
development for the service sector. Thus, policies that encourage further stock market 
liberalisation and competition would spur further financial innovation, reduce dealing 
margins and encourage greater market participation. These would foster market liquidity 
and strengthen the funding, pricing and disciplining roles of the market, thereby aiding 
investment efficiency, capital accumulation and output, especially for the manufacturing 
sector. Greater stock market participation could be encouraged via the easing of listing 
requirements, especially for newer and high growth firms. The extension of existing 
alternative and small capitalisation market listing facilities and venture capital initiatives 
are thus endorsed by these findings. Also indicated are policy initiatives that provide 
incentives for broader-based equity holding such as the adoption of employee share 
ownership schemes by firms. For example, policies that ease tax obligations on such 
employee holdings and foster their relative independence from management control 
would be means of achieving that objective. 
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In addition to the stimulation of broad market access, participation and activity, attention 
needs to be paid to the nature of regulation. The typical regulatory trade-off between 
investor protection (systemic stability) versus competition (diversity, flexibility) seems to 
have resolved in favour of the former in the UK. As discussed in Chapter 4, Section 
4.3.1.2, trading in the stock market tends to be dominated by government securities. In 
corroboration, Mayer (2000) also observes that the portfolios of pension funds tend to be 
biased in favour of holdings of government securities. This portfolio effect is largely the 
result of minimum funding requirements imposed on pension funds, as well as the low 
risk-return preference of defined benefit pension schemes which are prevalent in the UK. 
Coupled with detailed conduct of business rules imposed on investment management 
firms, these factors are a means of avoiding Maxwell-type financial scandals and 
fostering systemic stability. However, the downside is that asset portfolios are biased 
away from more risky, long-term, higher-return investments that are usually associated 
with the manufacturing sector. Redressing this imbalance in the regulatory strategy would 
entail the adoption of the US-type approach which favours the use of fewer capital 
requirements and little prescriptive regulation but stipulates more extensive disclosure 
requirements, active auditing and vigorous enforcement. 
Given that the study indicates that funding per se does not appear to be the major 
concern, these policy suggestions should be viewed more as a means of stimulating stock 
market involvement in ensuring greater efficiency in the investing behaviour of firms, via 
for example, encouraging financial performance analysis, risk hedging and trading, 
takeovers and executive stock options, all of which help in reducing agency costs by 
reducing moral hazard and adverse selection problems. Other policies that engender 
overall improvements in the stock market's operational efficiency are also suggested by 
the findings. These include incentives to stock market operators (especially the 
exchanges) to invest in innovative and more efficient stock quotation, delivery and 
settlement systems, exploiting the recent revolution in information technology and e- 
business. 
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For the service sector, policy measures to improve the sector's output and productivity 
are especially relevant given the growing importance of the service sector in the UK and 
the concerns expressed about whether this structural trend would lead to long-term 
declines in aggregate productivity, a scenario analogous to the so-called Baumol's 
disease. What is required therefore are policies and strategies that would boost the 
sector's output such that it grows faster than the rate at which it absorbs `surplus' inputs 
from the manufacturing sector. In terms of the scope for financial system policy 
initiatives, the findings indicated that stock market development did not exhibit a stable 
long-run relationship with the sector's output evolution. Stylised facts confirmed that the 
service sector is relatively uninvolved in the stock market because it is dominated by 
small and medium enterprises (SMEs), with the attendant high costs of market access, 
and the fact that most firms in the sector seem to prefer to retain undiluted ownership and 
control. Consistent with the sector's preference for ownership and control retention, and 
in accordance with the `pecking order hypothesis' (Myers and Majluf, 1984), bank or 
debt relationships are preferred to markets. Thus, policies aimed at fostering banking 
sector development and efficiency are likely to be more effective in improving the 
sector's investment efficiency and long-run output. 
Such policies need to recognise that the sector's concerns about finance are not usually 
tied to the amount of bank funding, as several studies (Hughes, 2000) and review 
commissions (Wilson Committee - HMSO, 1980; and Cruickshank, 2000) have shown. 
Rather, the finance problem for the sector is more of the nature of the lending provided 
(that is, short-term versus long-term) and the terms on which lending is proffered 
(indicative of weak banking competition in this market segment). The latter is again 
symptomatic of the regulatory policy stance that resolves the stability versus competition 
trade-off in favour of the former. For example, on weak competition, Cruickshank's 
(2000) review of competition in UK banking remarked that: `The big four banks' share of 
the supply of banking services to SMEs was 83 per cent. SME banking markets are local 
and market shares at a local level are often higher still. The result of this market structure 
is high profits and high prices' (p. ix). The report goes on to argue that the concentrated 
SME banking market structures that have resulted from successive bank mergers, 
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combined with high barriers to entry and expansion, means that the required freeing up of 
competition will not take place by itself. The report therefore recommended that the issue 
be subject to a comprehensive monopoly investigation. In tandem with this measure, it 
also suggested that SMEs be empowered via better consumer education that would entail 
the Financial Services Authority (FSA) introducing benchmarks across a range of SME 
banking services, publishing price rankings of such benchmark services, price rankings of 
current accounts and prices and terms for different geographical markets and not just on 
an aggregate UK basis. This study endorses these policy proposals because they would 
usher in more effective competition in service sector banking and lead to greater 
efficiency in the delivery of investment efficiency-enhancing services such as pre- and 
post-lending monitoring. In addition, greater competition, with the attendant efficiency 
implications, means that fewer resources would be used up by banks in the process of 
transforming savings into investments, which would again be output enhancing. 
Another policy recommendation for service sector banking is in redressing the imbalance 
between short term and long-term borrowing. The sector's bank borrowing is mainly on 
overdrafts and other short-term debts, making it more vulnerable to short-term financial 
market fluctuations and forcing investment horizons to be relatively short. This means 
higher-return longer-term projects that cannot be self-financed would not be undertaken. 
Thus, while short-term debt may yield favourable bank monitoring outcomes, the risk of 
non-renewal can mean firms abandon valuable projects. Stulz (2000) underlines this point 
very succinctly as follows: `Banks are important, but they care about being repaid more 
than they care about firm value unless they hold equity. In other words, intermediated 
finance can insure that management cannot reduce firm value too much, but cannot insure 
that management increases firm value as much as is possible' (p. 35). The offshoot of this 
is that policy initiatives should also focus on encouraging banks to lend over longer 
horizons, especially to SMEs and service sector firms that do not have access to the stock 
market for reasons already discussed. Tax benefits to lenders (specifically tied to long- 
term service sector lending) would be steps in that direction. 
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Complementing the above recommendation, policies that encourage banks to take up 
equity could also be pursued, akin to what occurs in bank-based corporate governance 
systems like Germany and Japan. The service sector was shown to prefer a high level of 
ownership concentration, hence outright equity take-up by banks may not be that 
attractive to firms. However, hybrid forms that provide debt holders the possibility of 
conversion to and from equity (under mutually agreed conditions) would provide 
incentives for lenders to lend over medium to long horizons while maintaining their 
monitoring role and perhaps having bank representatives on company boards. These 
measures would lead to greater bank commitment to the performance of the firms with 
which they have a relationship, via encouraging the provision of monitoring that reduces 
agency costs and maximises shareholder value. 
A final policy measure in respect of the service sector pertains to the reduction of the so- 
called `equity gap', especially for those service sector industries that are relatively more 
financially dependent (for example, telecommunications, high technology service firms, 
IT companies and so on). These service industries have relative capital- and research- 
intensities and organisational and technological complexities that are similar to those 
observed for manufacturing firms. This suggests a strong demand for long-term financing 
and disciplining relationships that are stock market-driven. For these service industries 
the assisted equity listing and venture capital routes may be more effective in fostering 
funding, but perhaps more importantly, in improving investment efficiency, than debt- 
based policies such as the Small Firms Loan Guarantee Schemes that have been part of 
SME and service sector finance policy over many years. 
Clearly, there are areas of overlap between banking and stock market activities, and the 
associated financial system policies are not mutually exclusive. For example, some 
emerging cross-country evidence (Levine, 1999 and 2000 and La Porta et al, 1997) 
suggests that legal and corporate governance reforms would stimulate the development of 
both banks and stock markets. Thus, policies that enhance creditor and shareholder rights 
protection, minority rights protection and contract enforcement and those which 
encourage greater investor activism, accounting and information disclosure, and 
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accountability, would all increase the pace of aggregate financial development. Overall, 
this study suggests policies to stimulate both banking sector and stock market 
development, while recognising that the process should be driven by the relative sector- 
specificity of the prevailing financing patterns. By the same token, it indicates that the 
design and evaluation of the effectiveness of financial system policies would be better 
prosecuted at the sectoral point of relative impact rather than in simple aggregate terms 
only. 
Finally, the modeling of the finance-growth link is still relatively new, just as the related 
policy debate continues to evolve. This study has commenced a disaggregated approach 
that provides a firmer basis for financial sector policy. One area for further research is the 
extension of the disaggregated approach, especially for the service sector and component 
industries, by incorporating sectoral measures of human capital formation, innovation and 
other sources of growth. This would be possible once prevailing data limitations for the 
service sector and component industries have been resolved, as is currently being 
attempted by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) and international bodies such as the 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). 
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Appendix I: Identifying the Long-Run in the Aggregate Model 
Table 4.2: The Basic Production Function: Identifying the Long-run 
_Estimating 
Dependent Variable: DLYA by OLS 128 observations: 1967Q1 - 1998Q4 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
_Regressor 
Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
CONST 0.004 0.995 1.781 2.218 
TREND -0.938E-5 -0.265 0.501E-03 1.131 
DLCAPA -1 -0.073 -0.485 -0.070 -0.436 
DLCAPA -2) -0.214 -1.390 -0.300 -1.841 
DLCAPA -3 0.106 0.691 0.028 0.181 
DLCAPA -4 0.017 0.113 0.039 0.268 
DLLABA -1 0.468 2.847 0.461 2.834 
DLLABA -2 0.321 1.943 0.473 2.870 
DLLABA -3 -0.121 -0.719 0.128 0.743 
DLLABA -4 -0.058 -0.341 0.166 0.972 
DLHCAPA(-1 -0.207 -1.003 -0.174 -0.809 
DLHCAPA -2 0.065 0.342 0.062 0.290 
DLHCAPA -3 0.128 0.674 0.107 0.484 
DLHCAPA -4 0.114 0.574 0.137 0.657 
DLR&DA -1 0.243 2.425 0.280 2.695 
DLR&DA -2 0.048 0.501 0.140 1.381 
DLR&DA(-3) -0.130 -1.450 -0.020 -0.205 
DLR&DA -4 0.012 0.128 0.079 0.829 
LYA -1 - - -0.283 -2.937 
LCAPA -1 - - 0.018 0.682 
LLABA -1 - - 0.131 1.490 
LHCAPA -1 - - 0.049 1.523 
LR&DA -1 - - 0.068 2.736 
F(17,110) - 1.373[p=0.164] - - 
F(5,105) - - - 3.708 0.004] 
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Table 4.3: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Identifying the Long-run: 
Banking Sector Development - Total Lending 
Estimating Depen dent Variable: DLYA by OLS 128 observations: 1967 1- 19984 
_ Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
_ CONST 0.007 1.624 2.375 2.783 
TREND -0.411 E-4 -1.114 0.001 1.611 
DLCAPA -1 -0.185 -1.165 -0.087 -0.526 
DLCAPA -2 -0.305 -1.911 -0.293 -1.782 
DLCAPA -3 0.034 0.219 -0.010 -0.065 
DLCAPA -4 -0.023 -0.155 -0.014 -0.094 
DLLABA -1 0.411 2.528 0.446 2.748 
DLLABA(-2) 0.268 1.612 0.422 2.535 
DLLABA -3 -0.046 -0.271 0.169 0.964 
DLLABA -4 0.081 0.462 0.258 1.430 
DLHCAPA -1 -0.101 -0.490 -0.178 -0.641 
DLHCAPA -2 0.151 0.787 -0.001 -0.003 
DLHCAPA -3 0.258 1.309 0.077 0.257 
DLHCAPA -4 0.308 1.499 0.195 0.758 
DLR&DA -1 0.134 1.102 0.144 1.175 
DLR&DA -2 0.046 0.423 0.108 0.932 
DLR&DA -3 -0.090 -0.860 -0.003 -0.027 
DLR&DA -4 0.001 0.007 0.034 0.302 
DLBLENDA -1 0.170 2.007 0.158 1.824 
DLBLENDA(-2) -0.012 -0.128 -0.027 -0.308 
DLBLENDA -3 -0.051 -0.577 -0.076 -0.880 
DLBLENDA -4 0.107 1.332 0.096 1.188 
LYA -1 - - -0.307 -3.190 
LCAPA -1 - - -0.015 -0.336 
LLABA -1 - - 0.139 1.554 
LHCAPA -1 - - 0.100 1.578 
LR&DA -1 - - 0.036 1.226 
LBLENDA -1 - - 0.027 1.147 
F(21,106) - 1.582[p=0.0671 - - 
F(6,100) - - - 2.826[0.014] 
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Table 4.4: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Identifying the Long-run: 
Banking Sector Development - Bank Lending 
Estimating Depend ent Variable: DLYA by OLS 89 observations: 1977Q1 -1999 1 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
CONST 0.002 0.244 1.284 1.058 
TREND -0.467E-4 -0.848 -0.003 -2.739 
DLCAPA -1 -0.209 -1.2643 -0.083 -0.50772 
DLCAPA(-2) -0.107 -0.65302 -0.147 -0.91002 
DLCAPA -3 0.022 0.1381 -0.086 -0.52205 
DLCAPA -4 0.201 1.228 0.058 0.33728 
DLLABA -1) 0.220 1.2931 -0.064 -0.33945 
DLLABA -2 0.433 2.5524 0.245 1.344 
DLLABA(-3) -0.074 -0.42645 -0.183 -0.99496 
DLLABA(-4) -0.105 -0.61456 -0.217 -1.233 
DLHCAPA -1 0.006 0.031538 -0.452 -1.7968 
DLHCAPA -2 0.002 0.008381 -0.624 -2.0956 
DLHCAPA -3 0.151 0.73425 -0.408 -1.4424 
DLHCAPA(-4) 0.480 2.3019 0.105 0.44422 
DLR&DA -1) 0.175 1.6434 -0.142 -1.102 
DLR&DA -2 0.343 3.4055 0.089 0.75745 
DLR&DA -3 0.174 1.7373 0.022 0.19561 
DLR&DA -4 -0.003 -0.02739 -0.118 -1.1134 
DLBANKA -1 0.025 0.72082 0.041 1.2325 
DLBANKA(-2) -0.030 -0.81572 0.010 0.27552 
DLBANKA -3 0.061 1.649 0.083 2.3338 
DLBANKA -4 -0.029 -0.86413 0.037 0.98525 
LYA -1 - - -0.457 -3.5578 
LCAPA -1 - - . -0.093 -1.1516 LLABA -1 - - 0.412 2.3668 
LHCAPA -1 - - 0.116 2.2653 
LR&DA(-1) - - 0.416 3.731 
LBANKA -1 - - -0.033 -1.7248 
F(21,67) - 2.009[p=0.0171 - - 
F(6,100) - - - 3.264[0.008] 
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Table 4.5: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Identifying the Long-run: 
Banking Sector Development - Broad Money 
Estimating Depen dent Variable: DLYA by OLS 128 observations: 1967Q1 -1998 4 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
CONST 0.009 1.830 2.113 2.532 
TREND -0.525E-4 -1.303 0.001 1.390 
DLCAPA -1 -0.180 -1.108 -0.092 -0.532 
DLCAPA -2 -0.255 -1.563 -0.258 -1.501 
DLCAPA -3 0.026 0.164 -0.012 -0.077 
DLCAPA -4 -0.012 -0.079 -0.007 -0.049 
DLLABA -1 0.408 2.452 0.432 2.613 
DLLABA -2 0.297 1.789 0.444 2.659 
DLLABA -3 -0.043 -0.253 0.166 0.936 
DLLABA -4 0.016 0.095 0.199 1.122 
DLHCAPA -1 -0.124 -0.578 -0.207 -0.777 
DLHCAPA -2 0.139 0.704 -0.045 -0.151 
DLHCAPA -3 0.210 1.062 -0.028 -0.094 
DLHCAPA(-4) 0.226 1.092 0.070 0.279 
DLR&DA -1 0.189 1.606 0.185 1.513 
DLR&DA -2 0.018 0.158 0.086 0.720 
DLR&DA -3 -0.113 -1.091 -0.026 -0.232 
DLR&DA -4 -0.012 -0.114 0.045 0.404 
DLMONEY -1 0.084 1.060 0.071 0.918 
DLMONEY(-2) 0.043 0.500 0.020 0.231 
DLMONEY -3 0.013 0.149 -0.014 -0.161 
DLMONEY -4 0.107 1.329 0.060 0.715 
LYA -1 - - -0.298 -3.030 
LCAPA -1 - - -0.006 -0.176 
LLABA -1 - - 0.122 1.373 
LHCAPA -1 - - 0.080 1.829 
LR&DA(-1 - - 0.043 1.484 
LMONEY -1 - - 0.032 1.126 
F(21,106) - 1.374[p=0.148 - - 
F6,100 - - - 2.7460.016 
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Table 4.6: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Identifying the Long-run: 
Stock Market Development - All-share Price Index 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DLYA by OLS 128 observations: 1967Q1 -1998 4 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
CONST 0.002 0.506 1.763 2.270 
TREND 0.181E-6 0.005 0.469E-3 1.076 
DLCAPA -1 -0.009 -0.057 0.017 0.108 
DLCAPA -2 -0.233 -1.507 -0.331 -2.064 
DLCAPA -3 0.180 1.202 0.056 0.382 
DLCAPA -4 -0.010 -0.066 -0.005 -0.036 
DLLABA -1 0.350 2.103 0.343 2.131 
DLLABA -2 0.252 1.529 0.447 2.781 
DLLABA -3 -0.149 -0.890 0.145 0.868 
DLLABA -4 0.058 0.343 0.339 2.023 
DLHCAPA -1 -0.165 -0.810 -0.003 -0.014 
DLHCAPA -2 0.059 0.320 0.207 0.893 
DLHCAPA -3 0.180 0.967 0.279 1.215 
DLHCAPA(-4) 0.073 0.372 0.205 0.988 
DLR&DA -1 0.173 1.686 0.217 2.168 
DLR&DA -2 0.033 0.354 0.154 1.569 
DLR&DA -3 -0.111 -1.268 0.066 0.664 
DLR&DA -4 0.050 0.540 0.171 1.766 
DLSPINA -1 0.017 1.393 0.027 1.909 
DLSPINA(-2) -0.012 -0.955 -0.004 -0.265 
DLSPINA -3 0.041 3.333 0.043 3.398 
DLSPINA -4 -0.003 -0.209 0.002 0.188 
LYA -1 - - -0.348 -3.578 
LCAPA -1) - - 0.060 1.951 
LLABA -1 - - 0.148 1.632 
LHCAPA -1 - - 0.048 1.373 
LR&DA(-1) - - 0.079 2.699 
LSPINA -1 - - 0.002 0.193 
F(21,106) - 1.750[p=0.034] - - 
F6,100 - - - 4.1850.001 
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Table 4.7: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Identifying the Long-run: 
Stock Market Development - Market Value of Non-financials 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DY by OLS 128 observations: 1967Q1-1998 4 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
CONST 0.004 0.915 1.809 2.274 
TREND -0.716E-5 -0.204 0.591 E-3 1.316 
DLCAPA -1 -0.029 -0.187 -0.026 -0.162 
DLCAPA -2 -0.190 -1.193 -0.265 -1.619 
DLCAPA -3 0.119 0.758 -0.015 -0.097 
DLCAPA -4 -0.019 -0.122 -0.036 -0.238 
DLLABA -1 0.392 2.332 0.417 2.503 
DLLABA -2 0.254 1.516 0.466 2.775 
DLLABA -3 -0.102 -0.599 0.203 1.171 
DLLABA -4 0.009 0.052 0.274 1.609 
DLHCAPA -1 -0.252 -1.228 -0.143 -0.672 
DLHCAPA -2 0.076 0.399 0.218 0.975 
DLHCAPA -3 0.147 0.771 0.216 0.980 
DLHCAPA -4 0.134 0.670 0.221 1.067 
DLR&DA -1 0.191 1.790 0.212 2.014 
DLR&DA -2 0.024 0.255 0.118 1.150 
DLR&DA -3 -0.118 -1.312 0.002 0.024 
DLR&DA -4 0.052 0.550 0.156 1.536 
DLSTARA -1 0.003 0.332 0.005 0.401 
DLSTARA(-2) 0.007 0.715 0.003 0.219 
DLSTARA -3 0.019 1.837 0.017 1.524 
DLSTARA -4 -0.017 -1.646 -0.021 -1.902 
LYA -1 - - -0.328 -3.291 
LCAPA -1 - - 0.069 1.650 
LLABA -1 - - 0.075 0.642 
LHCAPA -1 - - 0.051 1.611 
LR&DA(-1) - - 0.050 1.328 
LSTARA 1 - - 0.012 0.883 
F(21,106) - 1.476[p=0.1021 - - 
F(6,100) - - - 3.783 0.002 
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Table 4.8: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Identifying the Long-run: 
Stock Market Development - Value of Total Market Turnover 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DY by OLS 128 observations: 1967Q1 -1998 4 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
CONST 0.004 0.923 3.013 3.655 
TREND -0.875E-5 -0.244 0.830E-3 1.936 
DLCAPA -1 -0.040 -0.253 -0.017 -0.107 
DLCAPA -2 -0.215 -1.356 -0.244 -1.560 
DLCAPA -3 0.133 0.849 0.062 0.431 
DLCAPA -4 -0.021 -0.135 0.039 0.275 
DLLABA(-1) 0.442 2.500 0.339 2.050 
DLLABA -2 0.291 1.660 0.374 2.293 
DLLABA -3 -0.120 -0.687 0.078 0.467 
DLLABA -4 -0.026 -0.146 0.183 1.100 
DLHCAPA -1 -0.213 -1.014 -0.187 -0.915 
DLHCAPA -2 0.064 0.330 -0.010 -0.049 
DLHCAPA -3 0.135 0.697 -0.017 -0.081 
DLHCAPA(-4) 0.126 0.624 0.057 0.285 
DLR&DA -1 0.240 2.338 0.227 2.281 
DLR&DA -2 0.037 0.379 0.142 1.475 
DLR&DA -3 -0.132 -1.441 0.010 0.110 
DLR&DA -4 0.013 0.139 0.136 1.491 
DLSTUNA -1 0.005 1.013 -0.015 -2.253 
DLSTUNA(-2) 0.002 0.423 -0.014 -2.122 
DLSTUNA -3 0.004 0.759 -0.008 -1.415 
DLSTUNA -4 0.004 0.754 -0.003 -0.649 
LYA -1 - - -0.440 -4.438 
LCAPA -1 - - 0.031 1.238 
LLABA -1 - - 0.127 1.450 
LHCAPA -1 - - 0.093 2.921 
LR&DA -1 - - 0.070 2.950 
LSTUNA -1 - - 0.024 4.027 
F(21,106) - 1.166 =0.296 - - 
F(6,100) - - - 6.188[0.000] 
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Table 4.9: The Finance-augmented Production Function: Identifying the Long-run: 
Stock Market Development - Value of Turnover in Equities 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DY by OLS 128 observations: 1967 1- 19984 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
CONST 0.004 0.990 2.309 2.886 
TREND -0.850E-5 -0.248 0.803E-3 1.852 
DLCAPA -1 -0.015 -0.100 -0.031 -0.208 
DLCAPA -2 -0.178 -1.193 -0.284 -1.860 
DLCAPA -3 0.092 0.620 -0.059 -0.410 
DLCAPA -4 -0.011 -0.077 -0.050 -0.354 
DLLABA(-1) 0.347 2.119 0.315 2.008 
DLLABA -2 0.226 1.392 0.355 2.269 
DLLABA -3 -0.121 -0.746 0.109 0.676 
DLLABA -4 0.022 0.134 0.271 1.634 
DLHCAPA -1 -0.213 -1.054 -0.192 -0.943 
DLHCAPA -2 0.064 0.351 0.006 0.030 
DLHCAPA -3 0.127 0.688 0.005 0.024 
DLHCAPA(-4 0.158 0.820 0.093 0.463 
DLR&DA -1 0.184 1.824 0.195 1.954 
DLR&DA -2 0.028 0.288 0.161 1.628 
DLR&DA -3 -0.144 -1.617 0.038 0.395 
DLR&DA -4 0.048 0.531 0.173 1.836 
DLSTUNE -1 0.006 1.146 -0.005 -0.785 
DLSTUNE -2 0.001 0.128 -0.009 -1.418 
DLSTUNE -3 0.010 2.027 0.002 0.404 
DLSTUNE -4 0.013 2.749 0.006 1.260 
LYA -1 - - -0.377 -3.973 
LCAPA -1 - - 0.046 1.779 
LLABA -1 - - 0.145 1.703 
LHCAPA -1 - - 0.116 3.183 
LR&DA -1 - - 0.048 1.946 
LSTUNE -1 - - 0.017 2.947 
F(21,106) - 1.769[p=0.031] - - _ F(6,100) - - - 4.654[0.000] 
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Appendix II: Identifying the Lone-Run in the Manufacturing Model 
Table 5.1: The Basic Manufacturing Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DY by OLS 80 observations: 1976Q4 - 19963 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPM -1) -0.004 -0.245 -0.035 -1.776 
DLCAPM -2 0.026 1.446 -0.006 -0.316 
DLCAPM -3 0.006 0.369 -0.014 -0.839 
DLCAPM -4 -0.002 -0.108 -0.020 -1.169 
DLLABM -1 0.107 0.375 0.190 0.602 
DLLABM -2 0.085 0.277 0.134 0.408 
DLLABM -3 0.136 0.411 0.275 0.804 
DLLABM(-4) -0.299 -1.037 -0.165 -0.531 
DLR&DM -1) -0.019 -0.095 -0.269 -1.025 
DLR&DM -2 0.651 3.245 0.396 1.536 
DLR&DM -3 0.452 2.120 0.344 1.424 
DLR&DM -4 0.048 0.229 0.105 0.472 
DLECON -1 0.315 0.665 0.174 0.378 
DLECON -2) 0.224 0.439 -0.006 -0.013 
DLECON -3 -0.095 -0.182 -0.297 -0.563 
DLECON -4) -0.017 -0.034 -0.329 -0.577 
CONST -0.018 -1.946 -3.643 -2.601 
TREND 0.429E-4 0.551 -0.005 -2.774 
LYM -1 - - -0.313 -2.860 
LCAPM -1) - - 0.039 2.386 
LLABM -1 - - 0.032 0.386 
LR&DM -1 - - 0.325 2.184 
LECON(-1 - - 0.418 1.916 
F(17,62) - 12.314[p=0.0091 - - 
F 5,57 - - - 2.542[0.038} 
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Table 5.2: The Finance-augmented Manufacturing Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Banking Sector Development - Bank Lending to Manufacturing 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DY by OLS 80 observations: 1976Q4 - 1996Q3 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPM(-1) -0.007 -0.381 -0.031 -1.518 
DLCAPM -2 0.025 1.414 0.000 0.002 
DLCAPM -3 0.005 0.276 -0.010 -0.576 
DLCAPM -4 0.001 0.048 -0.012 -0.710 
DLLABM(-1 0.002 0.007 0.065 0.188 
DLLABM -2 -0.063 -0.192 0.096 0.274 
DLLABM(-3) 0.310 0.879 0.492 1.339 
DLLABM -4 -0.345. -1.090 -0.211 -0.622 
DLR&DM -1 -0.061 -0.289 -0.214 -0.737 
DLR&DM -2 0.669 3.106 0.529 1.871 
DLR&DM -3 0.414 1.767 0.376 1.339 
DLR&DM -4) 0.201 0.902 0.254 0.993 
DLECON -1 0.374 0.753 0.036 0.070 
DLECON(-2) 0.251 0.476 -0.031 -0.057 
DLECON -3 -0.151 -0.281 -0.500 -0.915 
DLECON -4 0.067 0.126 -0.467 -0.771 
DLBALM -1 0.037 0.652 0.063 1.052 
DLBALM -2 -0.061 -1.051 -0.023 -0.396 
DLBALM -3 0.039 0.683 0.066 1.149 
DLBALM(-4) -0.002 -0.044 0.037 0.612 
CONST -0.024 -2.472 -2.649 -1.704 
TREND 0.744E-4 0.928 -0.005 -2.175 
LYM -1 - - -0.307 -2.769 
LCAPM -1 - - 0.035 1.942 
LLABM -1 - - -0.003 -0.034 
LR&DM -1 - - 0.244 1.474 
LECON -1 - - 0.658 2.266 
LBALM -1 - - -0.051 -1.215 
F 21,58) - 1.998[p=0.0201 - - 
F 6,52) - - - 1.996[0.083] 
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Table 5.3: The Finance-augmented Manufacturing Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Banking Sector Development - Total Bank Lending to all Sectors 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DY by OLS 80 observations: 1976Q4 - 1996Q3 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPM -1 -0.005 -0.302 -0.036 -1.618 
DLCAPM -2 0.023 1.287 -0.008 -0.359 
DLCAPM -3 0.007 0.398 -0.012 -0.675 
DLCAPM(-4) 0.002 0.124 -0.016 -0.851 
DLLABM -1 0.043 0.140 0.156 0.459 
DLLABM -2 -0.026 -0.077 0.138 0.389 
DLLABM -3 0.182 0.514 0.325 0.873 
DLLABM -4 -0.262 -0.856 -0.092 -0.269 
DLR&DM -1 -0.083 -0.350 -0.234 -0.745 
DLR&DM -2 0.593 2.556 0.391 1.314 
DLR&DM(-3) 0.470 1.893 0.365 1.255 
DLR&DM -4 0.192 0.790 0.174 0.640 
DLECON -1 0.320 0.657 0.123 0.219 
DLECON -2 0.288 0.543 -0.005 -0.009 
DLECON -3 -0.040 -0.070 -0.326 -0.550 
DLECON -4 -0.037 -0.066 -0.354 -0.560 
DLBANK -1) 0.040 0.357 0.028 0.253 
DLBANK -2 0.001 0.006 0.029 0.258 
DLBANK -3 -0.009 -0.078 0.020 0.178 
DLBANK -4 -0.027 -0.263 0.035 0.295 
CONST -0.023 -2.333 -3.607 -2.250 
TREND 0.750E-4 0.937 -0.005 -1.698 
LYM -1 - - -0.320 -2.663 
LCAPM(-1 - - 0.044 2.115 
LLABM -1 - - 0.044 0.272 
LR&DM -1 - - 0.297 1.574 
LECON -1 - - 0.469 1.332 
LBANK -1) - - -0.005 -0.093 
F(21,58 - 1.881[p=0.031] - - 
F(6,52 - - - 1.689[0.083] 
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Table 5.4: The Finance-augmented Manufacturing Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Banking Sector Development - Total Lending to all Sectors 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DY by OLS 80 observations: 1976Q4 - 1996Q3 _ Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
_ DLCAPM -1) -0.004 -0.237 -0.033 -1.521 
DLCAPM -2 0.025 1.343 -0.003 -0.158 
DLCAPM -3 0.006 0.345 -0.012 -0.677 
DLCAPM -4 -0.003 -0.152 -0.019 -1.085 
DLLABM -1 0.103 0.319 0.242 0.705 
DLLABM -2 0.017 0.051 0.156 0.443 
DLLABM(-3) 0.068 0.192 0.284 0.786 
DLLABM -4 -0.238 -0.762 -0.143 -0.426 
DLR&DM -1 0.049 0.199 -0.279 -0.873 
DLR&DM -2 0.620 2.450 0.367 1.154 
DLR&DM -3 0.499 1.866 0.369 1.196 
DLR&DM -4 0.094 0.361 0.132 0.478 
DLECON -1 0.338 0.669 -0.156 -0.275 
DLECON(-2) 0.358 0.646 -0.135 -0.242 
DLECON -3 -0.080 -0.140 -0.544 -0.942 
DLECON -4 0.091 0.160 -0.638 -0.995 
DLBLEND -1 -0.088 -0.483 -0.061 -0.321 
DLBLEND -2 0.074 0.393 0.083 0.438 
DLBLEND -3 -0.038 -0.196 0.022 0.112 
DLBLEND(-4) -0.061 -0.356 -0.012 -0.064 
CONST -0.019 -1.923 -3.619 -2.424 
TREND 0.401E-4 0.488 -0.007 -2.573 
LYM -1 - - -0.306 -2.676 
LCAPM -1 - - 0.033 1.609 
LLABM -1 - - -0.107 -0.725 
LR&DM -1 - - 0.463 2.297 
LECON -1 - - 0.850 2.071 
LBLEND -1 - - -0.110 -1.240 
F(21,58) =- 1.804[p=0.0401 
F 6,52) - - - 2.230[p=0.0551 
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Table 5.5: The Finance-augmented Manufacturing Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Stock Market Development - Market Value of Industrial Firms 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DY by OLS 80 observations: 1976Q4 - 1996Q3 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPM -1 -0.002 -0.088 -0.052 -2.651 
DLCAPM -2 0.027 1.531 -0.023 -1.166 
DLCAPM -3 0.006 0.389 -0.021 -1.325 
DLCAPM(-4) 0.000 0.005 -0.018 -1.161 
DLLABM -1 0.082 0.287 0.167 0.565 
DLLABM -2 -0.049 -0.159 0.112 0.364 
DLLABM -3) 0.188 0.576 0.319 1.013 
DLLABM -4 -0.136 -0.472 0.068 0.232 
DLR&DM -1 -0.012 -0.058 -0.435 -1.748 
DLR&DM -2 0.605 3.013 0.088 0.347 
DLR&DM(-3) 0.374 1.736 0.060 0.256 
DLR&DM -4 0.067 0.313 0.028 0.131 
DLECON -1 0.193 0.418 -0.487 -1.063 
DLECON -2 0.293 0.594 -0.507 -1.046 
DLECON -3 -0.054 -0.106 -0.768 -1.511 
DLECON -4 0.086 0.171 -0.531 -1.014 
DLSTIM(-1) -0.006 -0.352 -0.088 -3.125 
DLSTIM -2 0.027 1.708 -0.047 -1.815 
DLSTIM -3 0.019 1.217 -0.033 -1.547 
DLSTIM -4 0.036 2.365 -0.003 -0.139 
CONST -0.019 -2.134 -6.936 -3.633 
TREND 0.485E-4 0.643 -0.011 -4.294 
LYM -1 - - -0.472 -3.710 
LCAPM(-1 - - 0.070 3.645 
LLABM -1 - - 0.053 0.619 
LR&DM -1 - - 0.553 3.405 
LECON -1 - - 0.626 2.940 
LSTIM -1 - - 0.096 3.123 
F(21,58 - 2.410[p=0.004] - - 
F(6,52) - - - 3.858[p=0.003 
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Table 5.6: The Finance-augmented Manufacturing Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Stock Market Development - Total Market Value 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DY by OLS 80 observations: 1976Q4 -1996 3 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPM(-1) 0.386E-4 0.002 -0.031 -1.422 
DLCAPM -2 0.024 1.305 -0.006 -0.275 
DLCAPM -3 0.003 0.168 -0.015 -0.831 
DLCAPM -4 -0.004 -0.257 -0.021 -1.195 
DLLABM -1 0.032 0.106 0.089 0.262 
DLLABM -2 0.152 0.468 0.160 0.454 
DLLABM(-3) 0.096 0.269 0.216 0.579 
DLLABM -4 -0.242 -0.782 -0.094 -0.275 
DLR&DM -1 -0.002 -0.011 -0.189 -0.643 
DLR&DM -2 0.608 2.908 0.427 1.505 
DLR&DM -3 0.376 1.703 0.324 1.202 
DLR&DM -4 0.042 0.193 0.113 0.464 
DLECON -1 0.286 0.589 0.193 0.405 
DLECON(-2) 0.170 0.330 -0.012 -0.025 
DLECON -3 -0.132 -0.250 -0.277 -0.509 
DLECON -4 0.024 0.046 -0.225 -0.380 
DLSMAVA -1 -0.010 -0.447 -0.022 -0.674 
DLSMAVA -2 0.022 1.017 0.006 0.196 
DLSMAVA -3 0.023 1.048 0.011 0.392 
DLSMAVA -4 0.019 0.878 0.014 0.545 
CONST -0.017 -1.840 -2.968 -1.298 
TREND 0.388E-4 0.493 -0.004 -1.760 
LYM -1 - - -0.281 -2.320 
LCAPM -1 - - 0.038 2.225 
LLABM -1 - - 0.018 0.206 
LR&DM -1 - - 0.251 0.951 
LECON(-1) - - 0.395 1.720 
LSMAVA -1) - - 0.011 0.297 
F(21,58) - 2.000[p=0.0211 - - 
F(6,52) - - - 1.842[p= . 109 
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Table 5.7: The Finance-augmented Manufacturing Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Stock Market Development - Total Market Turnover 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DY by OLS 80 observations: 1976Q4 - 19963 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPM -1 -0.001 -0.050 -0.023 -1.147 
DLCAPM -2 0.026 1.465 0.003 0.139 
DLCAPM -3 0.004 0.247 -0.005 -0.292 
DLCAPM(-4) 0.001 0.035 -0.010 -0.618 
DLLABM -1 -0.085 -0.286 0.108 0.342 
DLLABM -2 0.242 0.772 0.217 0.673 
DLLABM -3 0.215 0.621 0.308 0.902 
DLLABM -4 -0.366 -1.270 -0.180 -0.606 
DLR&DM -1 -0.065 -0.324 -0.510 -1.813 
DLR&DM -2 0.652 3.279 0.243 0.887 
DLR&DM(-3) 0.514 2.406 0.343 1.425 
DLR&DM -4 0.137 0.638 0.205 0.945 
DLECON -1 0.191 0.403 -0.212 -0.466 
DLECON -2 0.227 0.448 -0.093 -0.199 
DLECON -3 0.013 0.025 -0.234 -0.467 
DLECON -4 -0.142 -0.276 -0.547 -0.991 
DLSTUNA(-1 -0.011 -1.308 -0.039 -3.128 
DLSTUNA -2 -0.007 -0.760 -0.036 -2.884 
DLSTUNA -3 0.012 1.315 -0.016 -1.426 
DLSTUNA -4 0.010 1.180 -0.010 -0.951 
CONST -0.019 -2.030 -3.040 -1.881 
TREND 0.368E-4 0.480 -0.005 -2.251 
LYM -1 - - -0.343 -3.123 
LCAPM(-1 - - 0.025 1.523 
LLABM -1 - - 0.023 0.301 
LR&DM -1 - - 0.356 1.928 
LECON -1 - - 0.125 0.544 
LSTUNA -1 - - 0.025 2.200 
F(21,58 - 2.220[p=0.009 - - 
_ F(6,52) - - - 3.228[p=0.009] 
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Appendix III: Identifying the Long-Run in the Service Sector Model 
Table 6.1: The Basic Service Sector Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DLYS by OLS 71 observations: 1979Q3 - 19971 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPS -1) -0.269 -1.462 -0.310 -2.178 
DLCAPS -2 -0.395 -2.294 -0.483 -3.575 
DLCAPS -3 0.174 1.033 0.035 0.255 
DLCAPS -4 -0.024 -0.133 -0.096 -0.672 
DLLABS -1 -0.007 -0.044 0.041 0.325 
DLLABS -2 -0.006 -0.037 0.044 0.362 
DLLABS -3 0.193 1.270 0.348 2.920 
DLLABS(-4) 0.012 0.084 0.354 2.809 
DLECON -1 -0.015 -0.421 -0.004 -0.092 
DLECON -2 0.033 0.918 0.035 0.919 
DLECON -3 0.015 0.418 0.001 0.041 
DLECON -4 -0.071 -2.002 -0.090 -3.009 
CONST 0.004 0.691 -0.773 -0.688 
TREND 0.712E-4 1.734 0.000 0.335 
LYS -1 - - -0.234 -2.343 
LCAPS -1 - - 0.133 1.342 
LLABS -1 - - 0.029 0.275 
LECON -1 - - -0.004 -0.105 
_F(13,57) - 
1.640[p=0.101] - 
F(4,53) - - - 1 1.679 0.000 
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Table 6.2: The Finance-augmented Service Sector Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Banking Sector Development - Bank Lending to the Service Sector 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DLYS by OLS 71 observations: 1979Q3 - 19971 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPS -1) -0.305 -1.572 -0.406 -2.801 
DLCAPS -2 -0.474 -2.384 -0.621 -4.140 
DLCAPS -3 0.080 0.375 -0.139 -0.876 
DLCAPS -4 -0.098 -0.483 -0.221 -1.422 
DLLABS -1 -0.002 -0.010 0.066 0.528 
DLLABS -2 -0.023 -0.137 0.038 0.301 
DLLABS(-3 0.193 1.126 0.330 2.592 
DLLABS -4 0.036 0.230 0.416 3.083 
DLECON -1 -0.011 -0.285 -0.004 -0.171 
DLECON -2 0.032 0.826 0.015 0.343 
DLECON -3 0.015 0.408 -0.013 -0.377 
DLECON -4 -0.069 -1.891 -0.100 -3.036 
DLBALS -1 -0.031 -0.670 -0.051 -1.525 
DLBALS -2 -0.020 -0.426 -0.055 -1.538 
DLBALS -3 0.008 0.175 0.022 0.671 
DLBALS -4 -0.008 -0.193 0.001 0.047 
CONST 0.011 1.123 -1.933 -1.516 
TREND 0.431 E-4 0.822 -0.851E-3 -0.792 
LYS -1 - - -0.292 -2.877 
LCAPS -1 - - 0.214 2.068 
LLABS -1 - - 0.021 0.179 
LECON -1 - - 0.033 0.551 
LBALS -1 - - 0.009 1.088 
F(17,53) - 1.243 =0.266 - - 
F(5,48) - - - 10.7 13 0.000 
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Table 6.3: The Finance-augmented Service Sector Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Banking Sector Development - Bank Lending to All Sectors 
Estimating Dependent Variable: DLYS by OLS 71 observations: 1979Q3 - 19971 
_ Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
_ DLCAPS -1 -0.263 -1.323 -0.409 -2.688 
DLCAPS -2 -0.271 -1.400 -0.487 -3.211 
DLCAPS -3 0.207 1.009 -0.065 -0.402 
DLCAPS -4 0.107 0.517 -0.081 -0.495 
DLLABS -1 -0.009 -0.056 0.053 0.416 
DLLABS -2 -0.030 -0.188 -0.005 -0.037 
DLLABS -3 0.240 1.522 0.377 3.097 
DLLABS -4 -0.017 -0.117 0.332 2.567 
DLECON -1 -0.018 -0.483 -0.018 -0.365 
DLECON -2 0.017 0.445 
0.002 0.050 
DLECON(-3 0.022 0.597 -0.010 -0.267 
DLECON -4 -0.067 -1.818 -0.096 -2.821 
DLBANKA -1 -0.027 -0.569 -0.076 -2.080 
DLBANKA -2 0.075 1.539 0.021 0.562 
DLBANKA -3 0.019 0.419 0.019 0.544 
DLBANKA -4 -0.009 -0.209 -0.007 -0.204 
CONST -0.003 -0.312 -1.424 -1.133 
TREND 0.965E-4 1.896 -0.672E-3 -0.627 
LYS -1 - - -0.244 -2.343 
LCAPS -1 - - 0.168 1.641 
LLABS -1 - - -0.023 -0.189 
LECON -1 - - 0.032 0.533 
LBANKA -1 - - 0.009 0.919 
F(17,53) - 1.405 =0.172 - - 
F(5,48) - - - 9.522[0.000] 
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Table 6.4: The Finance-augmented Service Sector Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Banking Sector Development - Total Lending to All Sectors 
Estimating Depend ent Variable: DLYS by OLS 71 observations: 1979Q3 -1997Q1 
_ Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
_ DLCAPS -1 -0.192 -1.012 -0.397 -2.908 
DLCAPS -2 -0.346 -1.798 -0.724 -4.841 
DLCAPS -3 0.313 1.644 -0.121 -0.814 
DLCAPS(-4) 0.055 0.291 -0.213 -1.496 
DLLABS -1 -0.033 -0.203 -0.018 -0.150 
DLLABS -2 -0.020 -0.126 -0.013 -0.120 
DLLABS -3 0.216 1.414 0.372 3.438 
DLLABS -4 -0.035 -0.242 0.344 2.946 
DLECON -1 -0.016 -0.422 0.023 0.480 
DLECON -2 0.023 0.612 0.044 1.020 
DLECON(-3) 0.010 0.275 0.006 0.174 
DLECON -4 -0.074 -2.087 -0.098 -3.301 
DLBLENDA -1 -0.050 -0.691 -0.220 -3.786 
DLBLENDA -2 0.124 1.678 -0.011 -0.202 
DLBLENDA -3 0.020 0.276 0.021 0.393 
DLBLENDA(-4) 0.031 0.433 0.093 1.736 
CONST -0.006 -0.633 -3.075 -2.483 
TREND 0.109E-3 2.190 -0.002 -1.577 
LYS -1 - - -0.318 -3.278 
LCAPS -1 - - 0.315 3.049 
LLABS -1 - - 0.069 0.607 
LECON -1 - - 0.014 0.250 
LBLENDA -1 - - 0.014 1.141 
F(17,53) - 1.509[p=0.128] - - 
F(5,48) - - - 13.038[0.000] 
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Table 6.5: The Finance-augmented Service Sector Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Stock Market Development - Market Value of Service Sector Firms 
Estimating Depen dent Variable: DLYS by OLS 71 observations: 1979Q3 - 19971 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPS -1 -0.447 -2.647 -0.310 -2.161 
DLCAPS -2 -0.489 -3.076 -0.481 -3.603 
DLCAPS -3 0.191 1.206 0.070 0.509 
DLCAPS -4 0.170 1.048 -0.034 -0.241 
DLLABS -1 -0.157 -1.090 0.029 0.236 
DLLABS -2 -0.112 -0.804 -0.024 -0.214 
DLLABS -3 0.227 1.702 0.310 2.801 
DLLABS -4 0.145 1.140 0.369 3.162 
DLECON -1 -0.052 -1.583 -0.069 -1.604 
DLECON -2 0.034 1.009 -0.012 -0.451 
DLECON(-3) 0.017 0.543 -0.028 -0.846 
DLECON -4 -0.040 -1.168 -0.101 -3.021 
DLSTAVS -1 0.016 1.899 -0.013 -1.311 
DLSTAVS -2 0.024 2.918 0.001 0.157 
DLSTAVS -3 0.030 3.547 0.008 0.970 
DLSTAVS -4 0.014 1.674 0.002 0.222 
CONST 0.003 0.468 0.491 0.450 
TREND 0.677E-4 1.889 0.612E-3 0.928 
LYS -1 - -0.314 -3.073 
LCAPS -1 - - 0.012 0.118 
LLABS -1 - - -0.091 -0.846 
LECON -1 - - 0.071 1.496 
LSTAVS -1 - - 0.017 2.363 
F(17,53) - 2.959[p=0.001] - - 
F(5,48) - - - 7.126[0.000] 
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Table 6.6: The Finance-augmented Service Sector Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Stock Market Development - Market Value ofAll Firms 
Estimating Depend ent Variable: DLYS by OLS 71 observations: 1979Q3 - 19971 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPS -1 -0.414 -2.285 -0.269 -1.781 
DLCAPS -2 -0.494 -2.883 -0.439 -3.122 
DLCAPS -3 0.141 0.819 0.055 0.386 
DLCAPS -4 0.141 0.823 -0.060 -0.414 
DLLABS -1 -0.222 -1.429 0.021 0.160 
DLLABS -2 -0.148 -0.989 -0.027 -0.226 
DLLABS -3 0.245 1.729 0.336 2.974 
DLLABS -4 0.144 1.057 0.399 3.326 
DLECON -1 -0.030 -0.888 -0.073 -1.607 
DLECON -2 0.047 1.358 -0.022 -0.500 
DLECON -3 0.024 0.718 -0.029 -0.869 
DLECON -4 -0.044 -1.251 -0.105 -3.172 
DLSMAVA -1 0.018 1.731 -0.017 -1.399 
DLSMAVA -2 0.024 2.352 -0.001 -0.099 
DLSMAVA -3 0.028 2.674 0.002 0.219 
DLSMAVA -4 0.019 1.920 0.002 0.281 
CONST 0.003 0.519 0.820 0.711 
TREND 0.673E-4 1.784 0.694E-3 1.026 
LYS -1 - - -0.326 -3.165 
LCAPS -1 - - -0.019 -0.187 
LLABS -1 - - -0.142 -1.210 
LECON -1 - - 0.084 1.716 
LSMAVA -1) - - 0.025 2.492 
F(17,53) - 2.360[p=0.009] - 
F(5,48) - - - 8.308[0.000] 
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Table 6.7: The Finance-augmented Service Sector Production Function 
Identifying the Long-run: 
Stock Market Development - Total Market Turnover 
Estimating Depen dent Variable: DLYS by OLS 71 observations: 1979Q3 - 19971 
Error Correction Model Variable Addition Test 
Regressor Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio 
DLCAPS -1 -0.190 -0.978 -0.240 -1.458 
DLCAPS -2 -0.415 -2.347 -0.431 -2.853 
DLCAPS -3 0.191 1.107 0.087 0.593 
DLCAPS(-4) -0.037 -0.202 -0.040 -0.258 
DLLABS -1 -0.114 -0.710 -0.032 -0.245 
DLLABS -2 -0.011 -0.070 0.049 0.393 
DLLABS(-3) 0.177 1.163 0.323 2.634 
DLLABS -4 0.090 0.636 0.408 3.194 
DLECON -1 -0.015 -0.418 -0.004 -0.096 
DLECON -2 0.037 1.008 0.043 1.079 
DLECON(-3) 0.014 0.402 0.003 0.085 
DLECON -4 -0.054 -1.516 -0.074 -2.337 
DLSTUNA -1 0.004 0.877 -0.004 -0.661 
DLSTUNA -2 0.009 1.822 0.002 0.404 
DLSTUNA -3 0.008 1.550 0.002 0.319 
DLSTUNA -4 0.011 2.202 0.006 1.394 
CONST -0.002 0.356 -0.518 -0.455 
TREND 0.740E-4 1.875 0.469E-3 0.622 
LYS -1 - - -0.267 -2.490 
LCAPS -1 - - 0.117 1.175 
LLABS -1 - - 0.027 0.246 
LECON -1 - - -0.002 -0.053 
LSTUNA -1 - - 0.004 0.901 
F(17,53) - 1.903[p=0.0381 - - 
F(5,48) - - - 7.893[0.000] 
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